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The semantics of indexicals, at least in their most basic uses, was convincingly developed in David Kaplan’s “Demonstratives”, and his views are widely accepted today.
Having proposed a formal semantics of indexicals, Kaplan also worked out a logic of indexicals. Most of the features of his logic come from the formal semantics; these I will
accept, and even defend when prompted. But one feature goes against the grain of the
semantics: arguments are forced to have all their steps within a single context of utterance. My central goal in this dissertation is to argue that this limitation is incorrect, and
to provide a logic that does without it. This requires a new definition of validity, to take
into account not just the logical form of sentences, but also certain abstract, relational
properties of the sequence of contexts that the argument takes place in.
The logic I propose is designed for indexicals; traditionally, these are contrasted with
demonstratives. I propose a new way to make this distinction, based on the observation that typical utterances have a speaker and an addressee, irrespective of the words
ii

being uttered, and, most importantly, whether or not the words “I” or “you” are used.
By contrast, demonstratives need personal assistance from the speaker: utterances don’t
have demonstrata unless the sentences used contain demonstratives. I then argue that the
traditional distinction, which is also inherited from “Demonstratives”, along with other
criteria proposed in the literature, are mistaken. The main study case is the second person
singular pronoun, which has been commonly, and wrongly, thought to be a demonstrative.
Finally, I discuss the ways in which the logic of indexicals differs conceptually both
from classical first order logic, and from Kaplan’s logic. By looking not just at sentences
and their parts, but also at the contexts, and the relations between them, we discover new
and unexpected ways in which we can get valid arguments and logical truths.
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Introduction
Indexicals are words like “I”, “you”, “today”, and “tomorrow”. My dissertation is about
their semantics and their logical properties.
The semantics of indexicals, at least in their most basic uses, has been convincingly developed in David Kaplan’s sibling papers, “Demonstratives” and “Afterthoughts”. Having proposed a formal semantics of indexicals, Kaplan also developed a logic of indexicals, somewhat misleadingly called “LD” (as in “logic of demonstratives”). Some of the
features of his logic come from the formal semantics; these I will accept, and even defend
when prompted. But some features go against the grain of the semantics: arguments are
forced to have all their steps within a single context of utterance. My main goals in this
dissertation are these: to argue that this last feature is incorrect, to provide a logic that
does without it, and then to look at several startling implications of this new logic to our
notion of an argument, of validity, and of what an indexical is.
The restriction of arguments to a single context is not without reasons. Ch. 1, therefore,
begins with Scott Soames’s claim that this is what must be done in order to construct a
proper logic of indexicals. The heart of his argument is that if contexts are allowed to
change mid-argument, there would be no guarantee that two occurrences of an indexical
will have the same semantic value. This, in turn, would make it that even the most basic
logical laws, like Modus Ponens, would turn out to be invalid. On the other hand, I
give examples of arguments which we intuitively judge valid, and which not only allow,
but depend on each step in the argument having its own, distinct context. In the rest of
1

the chapter, I develop a logic of indexicals, “LI”, which does allow contexts to change
within an argument. Soames’s mistake, shared by the whole tradition that follows LD, is
to leave aside the possibility that abstract relations between contexts (such as one being
exactly one day later than another, or two contexts having the speaker and the addressee
switch roles) can be captured formally, so that validity is defined partly as a function of
such features, rather than only on the basis of the sentences used.
LI, as its name suggests, is designed for indexicals. There is another class of contextsensitive expressions included in the vocabulary of LD, namely demonstratives, words
like “this” and “that”. Traditionally, the distinction between indexicals and demonstratives has been built on the observation that demonstratives get their semantic value from
the context of utterance only with the help of the speaker’s intentions, whereas indexicals
can do it automatically (e.g. “I” picks out the speaker of the context, irrespective of the
speaker’s intentions to refer to, say, David Hume, which will be thwarted for anyone but
David Hume himself). In Ch. 2, I present a new way to distinguish these two kinds of
words. The most important case for me is “you”, the second person singular pronoun.
It is the most important, first, because “you” is a central part of the vocabulary of LI,
which is only designed for indexicals, and second, because it points precisely at the place
where the tradition went wrong. I argue that, even though the speaker’s intentions play
a role in determining whom she is addressing, “you” is an indexical. The reason is that
typical utterances have an addressee, just as much as they have a speaker, irrespective of
the words being uttered, and, most importantly, whether or not the words “I” or “you”
are used. By contrast, demonstratives need personal assistance from the speaker: utterances don’t have demonstrata unless the sentences used contain demonstratives. The
intentions needed by demonstratives, then, are targeted at those particular uses, or tokens, of demonstratives. I find this new distinction fairly easy to grasp, but spelling it
out requires a number of delicate distinctions, which take up much of the chapter. Then,
I survey a number of other criteria proposed in the literature, with the conclusion that
2

most of them fail to do the job, while one of them can be developed in a manner friendly
to my proposal. In the final section, I make some tentative proposals about a future logic
of demonstratives with context changes: it will be closer to a logic of actual utterances
than indexicals require.
In Ch. 3, I discuss ways in which LI differs conceptually both from classical first order
logic, and from LD, its closest ancestor. The most central difference is the fact that in LI, an
argument is made up of sentence-context pairs, not just sentences. In the first part of the
chapter, I argue that this feature of LI has its beginnings in a disputed part of LD: “I am
here now” is a logical truth, that is, is true in every context, because there is a requirement
on all contexts that the speaker of each is at the place, time, and world of the utterance.
I first defend this from an objection made by Stefano Predelli, and then draw the lesson
that thinking about essential features of typical contexts of utterance should be part of
what motivates any logic of indexicals. Then, I point out the ways in which LI is forced to
depart from LD, a conceptual distance that explains why Soames thought impossible any
logic that allows context changes. The end of the chapter is dedicated to ways in which we
can be said to know an argument. This issue is fairly simple for regular arguments, since
it seems to involve only linguistic knowledge. Since contexts are part of the argument
in LI, different ways in which we are epistemically related to various relations between
contexts will generate different intuitions about what to count as valid. This will explain
away the feeling of uneasiness that comes with LI declaring some truths to be valid, even
though they seem intuitively quite far from it.

3

Chapter 1
A Logic of Indexicals with Context
Change
1.1

Arguments against Any Logic of Indexicals

Here is a valid argument:
(1) John is happy. Therefore, John is happy.
It is quite easy to see that the conclusion cannot be false if the premise is true: they are
the same sentence, and hence they both say the same thing. The more technically minded
will prefer to say this in terms of models, or possible worlds, or what not. But intuitively,
(1) is obviously valid.1, 2
If we try a bit, we can make things seem less obvious. We can worry about the apparent contextual sensitivity of “happy”: maybe John is melancholic, and in the premise
we’re saying that he’s happy by his standards, but in the conclusion we’ve moved on to
1

In my dissertation, I will be talking quite extensively about Kaplan’s work on indexicals. Since the two
central papers were published in the same book, but written at least 12 years apart, I have found it useful
to refer to them in a more descriptive manner than the usual citation conventions. I will use “[Demons]”
for Kaplan (1989b) and “[Aft]” for Kaplan (1989a). We are talking loosely here.
2

See [Demons], Remark XIX for a stricter presentation, which is also relevant to our topic.
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judging him by more common standards, and then he won’t count as really happy. Or we
can start to worry about the fact that “John” is a name shared by many people, and for
validity we need the name to stay constant throughout the argument. Or, getting closer
to indexicals, we could worry about the tenses in the two sentences. As logicians, we
usually put these worries aside, and leave them for later treatment. This is not to say that
the worries should not be addressed at some point. But these are just topics for further
work; they don’t seem to present a challenge to the idea that “John” and “is happy” are
the kinds of things that a logician can deal with.
Let’s look at indexicals now. Consider this argument:
(2) Today is my birthday. Therefore, today is my birthday.
Is this a valid argument? Can we even have a logic of indexicals? A first difficulty is
this: if we’re just looking at the two sentences, it’s hard to tell what it even means to say
that they form a valid argument. “Today” only gets its value when placed in a context,
and so does the first person pronoun. If we focus just on the sentences, we don’t get truth
values; without truth values, we cannot discuss validity, and hence logic has no grip.
This shows that we must look not only at sentences, but at sentences in a context of
utterance, so that, e.g. “today” doesn’t just float around, and instead its semantic value is
determined by certain facts about the world at the time of utterance, i.e. what day it is.
Logic, then, is not about sentences alone, but about sentences in a context.3 Would that be
sufficient? Strawson thought not, and it will be instructive to see why.

1.1.1

Strawson’s Argument

In order to understand Strawson’s position, we need to look at two things: his views on
the scope of logic, and his views about arguments which involve indexicals. This aside
3

I want to avoid issues about what exactly worlds are, since this will be not important for the main issues
I will discuss. Worlds might be thought of as logically possible worlds or even as models. In particular,
they are allowed to vary from the actual world both metaphysically and with respect to the intensions of
predicates and the denotations of names.

5

will take some effort, but, apart from the intrinsic historical interest, I hope that the fairly
large passages we will look at will yield an important lesson. My ultimate position will be
that Strawson was very nearly right, except that he drew the wrong conclusion because
of his assumption that logic cannot take contexts into account.4
First, the scope of logic, according to Strawson, determines its central role in a theory
of meaning:

To know the meaning of a [declarative] sentence [. . . ] is to know under what
conditions someone who used it would be making a true statement; to explain
the meaning is to say what these conditions are. One way of giving a partial
account of these conditions is to say what some of the entailments of the sentence are. For to say that one sentence entails another is to say that a statement
made by the use of the first is true only if the corresponding statement made
by the use of the second is true; and to say that one sentence entails and is entailed by another is to say that a statement made by the use of the first is true
if, and only if, the corresponding statement made by the use of the second is
true. This might make us think that to give the two-way entailments (the logical equivalents) of a statement-making sentence is all that can be done, in the
way of saying, to give its meaning. [. . . ]
To think this is a mistake, though a common one. Let us return to the point
that to explain the meaning of a statement-making sentence is to say under
what conditions someone who used it would be making a true statement: and
let us call this ‘giving the rules of use’ of the sentence. We have just noticed
the temptation to think that the only kind of rules involved are entailmentrules. I want to show, first, that this view is false, and, second, that the fact
of its falsity imposes an unavoidable limitation on the scope and application
of formal logic. The limitation in question is not one to be deplored or to be
welcomed. It is one to be notice; for the failure to notice it leads to logical
mythology. (Strawson (1960, pp. 211-212); his emphases.)
A brief summary so far: part of the job of a theory of meaning is to say of each sentence
what other sentence it entails. To do the latter is to say if the following conditional holds:
4

Quine (1982, p. 56) agreed with Strawson. He thought that as far as logic was concerned, indexicals
ought to be treated as ambiguous words: just fix their referent, and everything is fine. In other words, all
we need to do with indexicals is make them into something they are not: very promiscuous proper names.
Quine’s reasons are not identical with Strawson’s, but they are also less interesting for my purposes, so I
put them aside.
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if the first sentence is used truly, the second one, if used, would also be true.5 This is the
business of logic. In case this doesn’t come out clearly of the quote above, he makes the
point explicit just a couple of pages later: “Formal logic is concerned with the meanings
of sentences only in so far as these can be given by entailment-rules”.6 . But, and this is
Strawson’s bigger point, this is only part of what we need from a theory of meaning; logic
cannot do the whole job. And his reason concerns indexicals:

The same sentence in different mouths may be used to make one true, and
one false, statement (‘My cat is dead’); the same sentence in the same mouth at
different times may be used to make one true, and one false, statement (‘My cat
is dead’); and so on. [. . . ] Since this is so, the assertion that a sentence S entails
a sentence S’ cannot be generally taken to mean that if any statement made by
the use of the first is true, then any statement made by the use of the second
would be true. It must rather be taken to mean the following: If, at some
time, at some place, in the mouth of some speaker, the utterance of S results
or would result in a true statement, then the utterance of S’ at that time, at
that place, in the mouth of that speaker, would result in a true statement. [. . . ]
Entailment-rules, as the above schematic formulation shows, abstract from the
time and place of the utterance and the identity of the utterer: so they cannot
tell the whole story about the conditions under which a sentence is used to
make a true statement, unless the sentence is one of which it is true that, if its
utterance by anyone, at any time, at any place results in a true statement, then
its utterance by anyone else, at any other time, at any other place, results in a
true statement.
Entailment rules, then, must be supplemented by rules of another kind. We
may call these ‘referring rules’. Referring rules take account of what entailment rules abstract from, viz., the time and place of the utterance and the identity of the utterer. [For example:] the word ‘I’ is correctly used by a speaker to
refer to himself. (Strawson (1960, pp. 212-213))
Strawson’s observation is surely correct: indexicals have the special ability to get different semantic values when placed in different contexts. “I” picks out the speaker, whoever he or she turns out to be, the present tense in simple sentences picks out the moment
5

I use a modal expression where Strawson did not; but he clearly did not mean that any two statements
with no indexicals in them that actually have the same truth value are logically equivalent. The formulation
in the next quote is better in this respect.
6

Strawson (1960, p. 214).
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of time of the context, etc. Indexicals, then, are not like “bucket”, which, in its most
straightforward uses, just refers to buckets, or the property of being a bucket.7
Strawson’s central point is this: once we notice that indexicals are special, we notice
that entailment rules do not capture everything about our intuitive notion of validity,
and, therefore are not sufficient for a theory of meaning. To see this, take (2).8 Recall that
logic is about entailment. Surprisingly, it turns out that (2) is not a valid argument. It is
simply false that the truth of the statement made by one use of “Today is my birthday”
guarantees the truth of the statement made by another use of that sentence; if the uses are,
say, one week apart, and given our being born only once, their truth values will differ. In
fact, Strawson argues, logic will only identify as valid those arguments which are made
up of sentences whose truth value just doesn’t depend on contextual features. Contra
Strawson, some of these will involve indexicals (p _ p will be true no matter how many
indexicals p contains), but most truths involving indexicals will fall outside the domain
of logic, as Strawson conceives it.
What about (2)? Well, says Strawson, there is some potential there. As long as we
keep certain facts fixed (same speaker, same time and place), we do get a valid argument.
But keeping facts fixed is not something logic is about, nor could it even do it: you need
referring rules for that, and those are outside the province of logic. Since you cannot keep
the context fixed by logical means, logic and the entailment rules it studies are not sufficient to provide a theory of meaning for indexicals. For that, you need both entailment
and referring rules.
7

However, he is still not addressing modality properly. To put it in modern terms, he should add “same
possible world” to the other sameness conditions. Just as the value of “I” changes with the speaker, the
value of “actually” changes with the possible world. Even worse, possible worlds do double duty semantically, since, besides providing semantic values for indexicals, they also provide the world of the circumstance of evaluation; presumably, Strawson wants it to be kept constant throughout the argument, just like
the time, the place, etc.
8

(2) uses the same sentence twice, whereas Strawson states the more general case in which we use two
different sentences, but his point applies just as well.

8

1.1.2

Soames’s Argument

[Demons] showed that Strawson was wrong: we can have a logic of indexicals. The fundamental idea was that we need to capture characters (Strawson’s referring rules) formally,
and this systematic way in which indexicals get their semantic value from the context will
allow logic to get a grip on them.9
Now we can go back to (2) and account for its validity. Suppose that the premise
and the conclusion are placed in the same context, as Strawson thought we must. This
guarantees that the semantic value of the two occurrences of “today” and of “my” are
the same. This allows us not to worry about the actual truth values of the premise and
the conclusion. Instead, we get something very similar to what we had for (1): for any
model, for any context, if the premise of (2) is true in that context, so is the conclusion.
Quantification over contexts is added, to take care of the special features of indexicals,
but otherwise, everything is just as before.10
I have assumed that the context stays the same for the whole argument, as does
[Demons]. Strawson also relied on the idea that keeping the context fixed must be what
our intuitive notion of validity presupposes. But we haven’t seen an argument to this
effect. Can we just assume that this requirement must be met? Do we have to? Scott
Soames argues that we do:

In actual conversation, it is, of course, possible for different speakers to utter
9

As noted in Kaplan (1979, p. 85), Kaplan’s characters correspond quite closely to Strawson’s referring
rules, and so do his contexts of utterance (a label that they share). They do differ, though, on the ultimate
truth bearers: Kaplan takes contents of sentences to be propositions, which have a truth value relative
to a circumstance of evaluation (which, in [Demons], is a pair of a possible world and a moment in time).
Strawson’s statements are more closely related to human action and sentences than propositions. His notion
of a statement isn’t quite the idea of an actual use of a sentence by a person, since he allows talk about the
truth value of the statement someone could have made, but did not. Still, at least on Kaplan’s account,
propositions exist independently of language, whereas Strawson tends to speak of statements as what one
makes in using a sentence. These differences are important, and it is not trivial to spell them out. Still,
none of this obscures the point (later acknowledged by Strawson, according to Kaplan (p.c.)) that Strawson
underestimated the ability of logic to deal with indexicals in exactly the way in which Kaplan did it.
10

Quantification over contexts may be needed anyway, even for a language without indexicals; see [Aft],
p. 595. All the better for the logic of indexicals.
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different sentences, or even for one speaker to interrupt and finish another’s
sentence. It is also possible to start a discourse on one day, and finish it on the
next. For those reasons, real discourses can contain multiple occurrences of
pure indexicals with different referents/contents. This discrepancy between
real-life speech situations and Kaplan’s system should be regarded as an idealization. [. . . ] [T]he point to notice here is that the idealization is all but
forced on him by his goal of developing a logic for indexicals. For, it is natural
to think, any putative logic in which the transition from A and xA  By to B
sometimes failed to preserve truth, because different occurrences of the same
expression in A or B received different interpretations, would scarcely count
as a logic at all. (Soames (2010, p. 101-102))
Let’s see how this argument works when applied to a simple practical syllogism:
(3) I’m hungry. If I’m hungry, I should eat. Therefore, I should eat.
Soames’s point is this: if every step in the argument takes place in the same context,
the argument is clearly valid, and a simple instance of Modus Ponens.
Suppose we allow contexts to vary, and, in particular, we allow the speaker to vary.
Let me be the speaker of the first premise, and Captain Spock the speaker of both the
second premise and the conclusion (who else would bother to go through an explicit
argument in favor of eating?). Neither I nor Captain Spock should draw that conclusion
from those premises; my hunger shouldn’t affect his lunch arrangements many years
from now (around 2266, to be precise). The first premise is about me, while the second is
about him, and Soames is right in saying that (3) is not a valid argument.11
But (3) sure looks like an instance of Modus Ponens. So, Soames seems to think, if we
allow contexts to vary within an argument, we’ll get exceptions to any and all reasoning
patterns. A logic which allows exceptions to rules “would scarcely count as a logic at
all”, he continues. Hence the conclusion: we cannot allow contexts to vary within an
argument.12
11

Soames is not alone in making this point, though his is the most explicit discussion I have seen. See
also Quine (1982, p. 56) and Rumfitt (2010, p. 37–38).
12

For reasons unrelated to indexicals, Soames in fact believes that there can be no logic of English, as
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It looks like the choice is either to give up on the idea of a logic of indexicals, or force
arguments to take place within a single context. But this would be Strawson’s “I told
you so!” moment. True, it turns out that we can make referring rules part of a formal
system. But, in fact, in conversation we accept as valid more arguments than a logic that
requires that the context be fixed seems to be able to account for. And, after all, Strawson
never claimed that something resembling English indexicals in some respects could not
be captured by a formal language. [Demons] presents an interesting system, he could
agree, but the restriction to arguments in a fixed context is not a mere “idealization”, as
Soames calls it. Rather, it shows that [Demons] is just more formal work, which doesn’t
apply to the richness of “today” and “you”.

1.2

A Simple Reason for a Logic of Indexicals

One underlying motif of Kaplan’s work is the search for a characterization of the meaning
of natural language terms in a formal framework, which naturally raises the possibility
of a search for logical properties, like validity and consistency. This is a bold project, and
it may yet fail. Have we found one such failure? Will indexicals ironically show that,
because of the restriction to a fixed context, the logical part of the project does not work,
as Strawson thought?
I will provide an answer to Soames’s simple and powerful argument. But before that,
I’d like to appeal to a simple intuition, which seems to be pulling in my direction. Let us
look at this quote from Frege:

If a time-indication is conveyed by the present tense one must know when the
sentence was uttered in order to grasp the thought correctly. Therefore the
time of utterance is part of the expression of the thought. If someone wants
opposed to its formalized shadows, and his skepticism is part of a tradition of worries caused by demonstratives. For a brief presentation of Soames’s views, see Soames (2010, §7.21). Other important papers about
the possibility of a logic of demonstratives are Reimer (1992), Caplan (2003), Salmon (2002), and Braun
(1996).
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to say today what he expressed yesterday using the word ‘today’, he will replace this word with ‘yesterday’. Although the thought is the same its verbal
expression must be different in order that the change of sense which would
otherwise be effected by the differing times of utterance may be canceled out.
(Frege ([1918] 1997, p. 332))
This passage is puzzling for many reasons. It is unclear how the time of the utterance
could be part of the expression of a thought. We usually think of expressing a thought
as an activity which only involves signs, not features of the world like times and places.
And it isn’t clear why Frege thinks that the same thought is expressed when the method
he proposes involves an interchange of obviously non-synonymous words (“yesterday”
for “today”). All these are interesting and difficult questions both for Frege scholarship,
and for any broadly Fregean theory of language and thought.13 But I’d like to focus on
the simple, intuitive part of Frege’s point. Consider these situations:
(4) Josh says “It’s raining today”. The next day, Josh says “It rained yesterday”.
(5) Jerry says to Elaine: “If you want to go to the movies, we’ll go to the movies.” Elaine
replies: “I do want to go to the movies.”
(6) James Madison says to Napoleon: “I’m taller than you are”. Napoleon replies (correctly) to Madison: “You’re not taller than I am”.14
(4) is just the kind of situation Frege is talking about. Josh starts out by saying something about the weather, and uses an indexical. The next day, to emphasize that his opinion about the weather had not changed, he would like to repeat what he had said. But
he cannot use the same words; the tense and the indexical need to be changed. We’ll put
tense aside for now, and such issues as the fact that rain only happens in particular places,
13

Kripke (2008, p. 204-205) argues that it is impossible to provide a consistent account of Frege’s philosophy of language and allow him to claim that the same thought is expressed on the two days. See Evans
([1980] 1996) for a defense of Frege.
14

Napoleon was 5’6.5” (1.69m); Madison was shorter: 5’4” (1.63m). I don’t know if they ever met, but
Madison was the Secretary of State of the US during the Louisiana Purchase, and Napoleon was the selling
party.
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so the sentences need to be evaluated relative to the same place as well; just focus on the
indexicals. The important thing to notice is this: no matter who said those sentences, and
no matter who they were addressing, if we keep fixed the fact that they were said one day
apart, in that order, if the first sentence was true in its context, the second sentence must
be true in its own context. This relation is remarkably like validity. It’s a bit more complicated than garden-variety validity, because the argument only works given a certain
relation between the contexts. But this is a technical problem; Frege’s observation was
simpler: Josh must change the indexicals, and if he does, what he says will reiterate what
he said yesterday, and therefore Josh is right to do so. Logic shouldn’t prevent him from
doing that.
As we noted, Frege makes a bolder claim: that Josh expresses the same thought on
both occasions. Whether or not that is true, surely he’s right about one consequence of
what he says. Recall that, for Frege, thoughts are the primary truth bearers; so logic
operates on them. Since he claims that the same thought is expressed, (4) must somehow
involve a valid argument. This is the part I’d like to focus on: there must be a valid
argument lurking somewhere around (4).
(5) only works as a conversation because Elaine can expect her remark to connect
with Jerry’s in the right way: she does want to go to the movies, so, given what Jerry
just said, if all goes well, they’ll go to the movies. We have two premises just waiting
to be put together into a modus ponens. Why is that? Because Jerry was addressing
Elaine when he said “you”, and Elaine replied by using “I”. As long as the addressee of
the first sentence is the speaker of the second, we have all we need to safely draw the
conclusion in a valid argument. Since this condition is satisfied in (5), there is no danger
in letting the contexts vary. For concreteness, suppose this condition was not satisfied,
so that the first step remains as in (5), but instead of Elaine, Newman says to Jerry “I
want to go to the movies”.15 The two utterances just don’t connect; Jerry was addressing
15

The background, which is not necessary for the logical point, but adds meat to the example, is that, as
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Elaine, not Newman, so Newman’s reply is logically irrelevant, besides being impolite.
No non-trivial conclusion follows from the two utterances, and the fault belongs not to
the sentences, but to the fact that the participants did not match correctly: the speaker of
the second utterance was not the addressee of the first.
A similar point can be made about (6): if Napoleon wants to contradict Madison,
what can he do? He can’t just say “I’m not taller than you are”, since that would get the
comparison mixed up. A natural choice seems to require changing the indexical from “I”
to “you” and from “you” to “I”. Again, the key is a relation between the two contexts:
the speaker and the addressee of the first context are switched in the second. That’s what
allows Napoleon to contradict Madison, and still use indexicals.
This shows that people take full advantage of the logical properties of indexicals: (5)
does not just happen to look like an off-beat version of the premises for a modus ponens;
they work like it, logically speaking. So our intuitions that there are logical relations involved in these context-changing conversations are quite robust: they are about validity
and contradictions, and involve the kind of changes that Frege was talking about. And
these intuitions are about arguments (more exactly, sequences of utterances) in whose
midst the context changes. This is my simple reason for the search for a logic of indexicals: it’s not that this would validate a particular view about semantics (though some of
us would like that), but rather that we use indexicals as if our uses had logical properties,
as if a person in one context can draw inferences from what others have said in other contexts, for example, by affirming or contradicting what others have said, or by supplying
additional premises for an obvious inference.
Of course, Soames is right in saying that if we allow any context change, we’re in
trouble. If Josh misremembers the day when he had originally said it was raining, and
says the second sentence two days later, he is no longer just repeating what he had said.
every fan of Seinfeld knows, Jerry really doesn’t like Newman; he has no interest in Newman’s desires, and
he certainly doesn’t want to go to the movies with him.
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The second claim is now independent of the first. And if Napoleon repeats his remark to
Thomas Jefferson (who was 6’2”, or 1.89m), he is no longer correct, and, more importantly,
he is no longer contradicting Madison. The challenge, then, and my goal in this chapter,
is to construct a logic that validates my claims about (4), (5), and (6), while invalidating
their intuitively invalid counterparts.
This is something that [Demons] cannot handle, since that logic does not allow the
context to change within an argument. But the semantics for indexicals that Kaplan proposes seems adequate to a context-changing sequence of utterances: it nicely explains
why Josh must change “today” into “yesterday”, Elaine must replace “you” for “I”, and
so on. Kaplan’s semantics did not get the logic it deserved. I want to remedy this situation, by offering a Logic of Indexicals (henceforth, “LI”), to be contrasted with Kaplan’s
Logic of Demonstratives (“LD”).16

1.3

How to Allow Contexts to Vary, But Not Too Much

First, we must answer Soames’s argument, which claims to show that no logic of indexicals can account for situations like (5), which require changes in context. Modus Ponens
(just like any other logical rule) is obviously safe if we disallow context changes within
an argument. All occurrences of “I” and “today”, for instance, will corefer, because the
speaker and the time will be guaranteed to be the same. So Modus Ponens will have the
simple form we are accustomed to: if one premise is A and the other xA

 By, we can

safely infer B, no matter what indexicals they contain, if any. In fact, for logical purposes
we don’t care about the contexts themselves; we only care that there is the one context,
which does its job of supplying values for the indexicals. For discerning validity, we don’t
look at the context at all; instead, we need only look at the general properties of indexicals,
16

Both are misnomers, since Kaplan’s logic deals with both indexicals and demonstratives, and I would
like to extend mine to do the same thing, though we will see in Ch. 2 that this is not a trivial matter. Anyway,
“LD” is already in use, and since here I will only talk about indexicals, the names should not cause too much
confusion.
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just as for all other parts of the language.
Soames’s error is to assume that once we allow contexts to vary, we cannot put any
constraints on their new found freedom. His worry is that indexicals could get any old
values, and that no argument with an indexical in it will ever count as valid. This is a
mistake. We saw that Elaine concludes that she and Jerry will go to the movies, because in
any context like the one that we described, where the speaker and the addressee switched
roles in the two premises, it logically follows from those premises. Once we constrain
context variation in certain ways, we can eliminate the cases that Soames worries about,
and recover a working notion of validity. The technical problem is to figure out how to
characterize the constraints.
In fact, we should have seen this all along. An early sign of trouble is failing to pay
attention to a central part of Kaplan’s answer to Strawson: we shouldn’t just look at sentences, but at sentences in a context. Once we follow [Demons], we can formally specify
the behavior of indexicals as dependent on contexts. Admittedly, his system does have
the requirement that the context not vary. But the idea that there’s more to an argument
than the sequence of its sentences is a lesson not yet fully exploited.
We haven’t said what contexts are yet. The intuitive idea, derived from [Demons],
is simple enough: we want to capture the fact that utterances take place embedded in a
world, so that they involve a speaker at a given time, at a given location, with a certain
addressee. Contexts are thus part of the environment in which an utterance usually takes
place, and their role is to fill out the content of whatever indexicals may occur in the
sentence uttered.17
Unlike in [Demons], in a normal conversation, the participants take turns speaking,
and the discussion may take a considerable period of time. I like to think that, when doing
philosophy, we’re part of the same conversation as the one started by Plato, or Thales.
17

In this paragraph, I have in mind a fairly robust notion of possible world: not just as a model, or as a
logically possible world, but as a way the actual world could have been. The notion of a possible world as
a model I take to be an idealization, made for theoretical purposes, of the robust notion.
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But we don’t need to get so fanciful. Even though most conversations take considerably
less time, they are not instantaneous, and they usually involve more than one speaker.
Conversations should be allowed to flow freely, moving from participant to participant,
and sometimes staying up all night and into the next day. In fact, it is quite amazing how
much work in semantics has been on the semantics of monologues.18
My proposal is to take seriously this banal feature of conversations: think of an argument as a special type of conversation, in which the last remark is taken as the conclusion and the earlier remarks are taken as premises.19 In some cases, this conclusion
will be a logical consequence of the premises, in some cases not. More formally, think
of an argument as a sequence of context-sentence pairs, the last of which is the conclusion.20 For example, (2), putatively an example of the logical rule of Repetition, is of this
form:

xrc1, φs, rc2, φsy.

Like examples (4) – (6), this argument is valid for some context

sequences, most obviously where c1



c2 , and invalid for others. This new notion of

argument is captured by this characterization:
• Think of an argument as a sequence of the form xrc1 , φ1 s, rc2 , φ2 s, . . . rcn , φn sy, where
n ¥ 1, and each pair rci , φi s is a pair of a context and a sentence.21
For such an argument we can abstract two important notions. One is the older notion of an argument, as just a sequence of sentences, which I will call a “conversational
thread”.
18

Which is not to deny that a lot of good work has recently been done on the semantics and pragmatics
of conversations; see, for instance, the SDRT tradition, starting from Asher (2000).
19
I will assume that premises are ordered in an argument. This is not unnatural, since most of the time
we do utter sentences one after the other. But we also want to allow that several sentences can occur in the
same context. So I will let the ordering be arbitrary. Historically, any ordering is unusual: most of the time,
premises are allowed to form a simple set, without an ordering. My choice will help my presentation, and
it can be proven that no harm comes from it.
20

Rumfitt (2010, p. 36–37) also thinks that steps in an argument are context-sentence pairs, but he does
not allow contexts to vary.
21

Note that I’m reserving square brackets for context-sentence pairs. We will impose more constraints
later; for instance, I will require that the world feature stay constant throughout an argument.
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Definition 1. Given an argument

xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φnsy, the sequence of its sen-

tences xφ1 , φ2 , . . . φn y is its conversational thread.
This notion is useful when we look for a notion of validity, which requires that we
take the original thread, and look at what happens when we place it in other sequences of
contexts. So we need sequences of contexts too, which I call “conversational situations”,
to capture the idea that they are like a context for an utterance: they are the environment
in which arguments take place.22
Definition 2. Given an argument

xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φnsy, the sequence of its con-

texts

xc1, c2, . . . cny is its conversational situation.
I talk of conversations because that’s where arguments reside. This has also a contrastive purpose: LD, due to its insistence on sameness of context, is more like a logic of
instantaneous monologues. I want to allow arguments to be more like normal exchanges:
they take place over time, at varying locations, and often contain several speakers. Hence,
“conversations”.
We will soon see some technical uses for the distinction between conversational situations and threads. But I hope they are natural notions: conversations can be alike because
the same sentences are uttered, even if the speakers are different. In cases like this, I’ll just
say that the conversational threads are identical.
A final preparatory definition: the notion of context. For formal purposes, it is best to
represent contexts as sequences of parameters, one for each kind of indexical. For ease
of exposition, I occasionally slip into talking of contexts as if they just are sequences of
parameters. The slip is innocuous, since my goal is to show that we can represent context
change with formal means. But behind the scenes, contexts are just what they are: parts
22

“Situation” has another use, stemming from Barwise & Perry (1983). There, it means something like “a
small part of a possible world”. I won’t be addressing their theory here, so there should be no danger of
ambiguity.
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of the world (including possible contexts, which are parts of possible states of the world),
not abstract sequences.
In this chapter, I focus on just a few indexicals: “I”, “you”, “today”, “yesterday”, and
“tomorrow”. So my contexts are impoverished versions of the contexts of [Demons],
which also contained locations. I only need a speaker, an addressee, a day, and, for reasons that we’ll discuss later, a possible state of the world. I also don’t account for the fact
that sometimes we address several people at the same time, so we will never have more
than one individual playing the role of addressee. In future developments, this lack of
pluralities should be dealt with.23
• Think of a context as pS, A, D, W q, where S is the speaker, A is the addressee, D is the
day (represented by a positive integer), and W is the world.24
Let me express my response to Soames’s argument in these newly introduced terms. I
begin with a more detailed version of (4), using the notations just defined:
(7)

xrc1, “It’s raining today”s, rc2, “It rained yesterday”sy

Let’s assume that the two contexts are alike with one exception: the day of c2 is exactly
one day later than the day of c1 . Contexts, remember, specify the relevant features of
the world that matter for indexicals. So let’s fix on certain specific contexts. Let c1



pJosh, Kent, Sep 21, 2011, the actual worldq and c2  pJosh, Kent, Sep 22, 2011, the actual
worldq.25,26 In order to say that this is a valid argument, we need a certain amount of
23

[Demons] does not have an addressee as a feature of the context, since it does not have “you” in the
vocabulary. It is not trivial to claim that “you” is an indexical; but I will argue that it is in Ch. 2.
24

Note the use of round parentheses. As in the case of steps in an argument, the style of parentheses is
relevant only for readability. This is not a definition, because later we will impose more constraints on what
counts as a good representation of a context, stemming from constraints on what it takes to be a context.
25

Josh Rubenstein is the chief meteorologist and Kent Shockneck is a fellow presenter at KCAL 9, a CBSowned network in Los Angeles. They both work on the 11 am news.
26

This formulation is a bit sloppy, since days are represented in contexts by integers, and Sep 22, 2011 is
not an integer. I do this for readability: strictly speaking, the day should be represented, say, by 1871994,
the number of days since the latest creation according to the Mayan calendar.
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generalization. After all, we cannot simply look at the truth values; in our case, both
the premise and the conclusion are false, which leaves open the question whether the
conclusion must be true if the premise is true.
Our intuitions about (7) are simple. It is valid because:
For any conversational situation xc11 , c21 y that is similar to xc1 , c2 y in that they
have the same speaker, the same addressee, the same world, and the day of
c21 is one day later than the day of c11 , if the premise is true at c11 , then the
conclusion is true at c21 .
Using the notions defined above, we could put this by saying that all similar conversational situations are truth-preserving for the given conversational thread. You might
wonder why we only look at conversational situations that are similar in how all the context parameters relate rather than only requiring similarity with respect to days. Applied
to our example, the worry is this: it would still have rained the previous day even if Josh
couldn’t come to work on the second day, and someone else had taken his place. All that
matters is that the argument take place on successive days. That is correct. I have two
answers. One is that this limitation – requiring similarity with respect to the relations
between all context parameters – makes things easier from a technical point of view, and
the second is that (7) would also be valid if we made c2

 pFred, Marie, Sept 22, 2011, the

actual worldq. In looking at conversational situations similar to this, we would allow free
variation for the speaker and the addressee parameters.
The most important lesson is that we are looking for conversational situation types
in which the contexts stand in certain abstract relations: same speaker, or same date, or a
switch of speaker and addressee, etc. To determine whether an argument is valid, we start
from its own conversational situation. Then, we look for conversational situations which
are similar to it in terms of these abstract relations, since similarity is a kind of isomorphism of conversational situations. Once we do this, we can answer Soames’s challenge:
contexts can vary within an argument, and we can still have something that looks like
20

logic, with rules and generality. To do this, we must formally characterize the abstract
relations between contexts that are intuitively relevant for validity. The question is: what
does it mean to say that the relations between the features of an arbitrary conversational
situation generate a class of conversational situations? The answer will be given in terms
of isomorphism and similarity between conversational situations.
This idea is a weaker version of the constraint in [Demons], that required that the
context stay the same, and then generalized over all conversational situations which kept
the same context throughout. Since this generalization over sequences of contexts was
the same for any argument, it didn’t deserve any special attention. This is why LD is a
sublogic of LI for instantaneous monologues. Once we try to liberalize the conversational
situations we wish to address, the challenge is to characterize a notion of similarity which
gets things just right: it must not be too strict to miss intuitively valid arguments, nor too
loose, to rule out intuitively invalid arguments. We must not only avoid the problems
Soames mentions, but also explain why some arguments with context change just seem
valid.
To see how this works, suppose we’re interested in a given argument, in my sense,
made up of sentence - context pairs. On the one hand, if we impose strict conditions for
two conversational situations to count as similar, we get too many validities, because we
don’t get the generality we need. At one extreme, we could only look at that particular
conversational situation. Clearly, this is no notion of validity, since we would have no
generality; all we could tell would be whether the premises are in fact false or the conclusion is in fact true. Take (7). It didn’t rain on either day in Los Angeles; but that doesn’t
tell us that the argument is valid.

27
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In Georgi (2011), and for different purposes, Geoff Georgi proposes that we take the context we begin
with, and look at that very context in different models, i.e. with different interpretations of the non-logical
vocabulary. Depending on how that idea is applied to the issues I am concerned with, and how the logic
is developed, it might turn out to be equivalent to my proposals. However, keeping the context fixed is
conceptually backwards; what makes indexicals special is their systematic reliance on contexts, and that is
lost if we just keep the context fixed. There may also turn out to be some special problems, since we would
only look at models which contain the objects in the original context; if they have any necessary properties,
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In fact, if we insist on keeping any element of the context exactly the same, we can
generate unwanted validities. For instance, the agent could be required to stay the same in
all similar conversational situations; but what is it about that particular agent that matters
for validity? Validity should be independent of the identity of the speaker. Otherwise, we
would have “I am Margaret Thatcher” be a logical truth if uttered by Margaret Thatcher.
What is then said may be a necessary truth, but it shouldn’t be a logical truth, and it is not
in LI. To avoid such unwanted results, we must allow all elements of the context to vary.
On the other hand, if we make it too easy for two conversational situations to count as
similar, we don’t get enough validities, and we’re saddled with Soames’s problem. Thus,
if we count two pairs of contexts as similar just in case the speakers either are the same
in each pair, or are different in each pair, we would be missing out on describing (6) as a
contradiction. Recall that Madison says to Napoleon “I’m taller than you”, and Napoleon
wants to contradict him, and says “You’re not taller than I am”. What is relevant there
is not merely the fact that the speakers are different; what matters is that Madison is
addressing Napoleon, and then Napoleon is replying to Madison. If we don’t take into
account the addressees of the contexts, we would count as similar the context we talked
about earlier, where Napoleon is addressing the much taller Thomas Jefferson. And in
that case, both sentences are false, and Napoleon is obviously not contradicting Madison.
If this sounds too technical, here’s an even starker example. Suppose we require for
similarity that familial relations between the speaker and the addressee be preserved.
This would give us the wrong account of obviously invalid arguments. Here’s one example: “I am older than you. Therefore, I am your uncle”, where the conclusion is uttered
truthfully. Then, since it is required that genealogical relations be preserved, the only similar conversational situations would be ones in which the speaker of the conclusion is the
that might generate unwanted validities. The relation between modality and ways of understanding logical
validity is complicated, as noted in Kaplan (1986, Appendix E), and it gets even more complicated when
indexicals come up. In any case, talk of models is technical, and possibly technically problematic; talk of
contexts is intuitive, and, I will try to show, technically unproblematic.
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uncle of the addressee. Since the conclusion could not fail to be true in all such ‘similar’
conversational situations, the argument would be valid. This is undesirable both because
there is no relation between the conclusion and the premise, and because being someone’s uncle, just like any other such properties, is commonly thought to be a non-logical
property.
The moral is that, from all the features that contexts may share, we must carefully pick
only the ones which matter for the relevant sense of validity.

1.4

Similarity between Conversational Situations

Intuitively, the validity of an argument with indexicals in it depends on what happens in
contexts which are similar to the ones in which the argument takes place. The conversation between Jerry and Elaine, for instance, is a Modus Ponens waiting to happen only
because Jerry addressed Elaine, and Elaine replied. In any pair of contexts such that in the
first, the speaker addresses the speaker of the second premise, the contents match in the
right way. For validity, we don’t really care who did the speaking and when; we only care
whether certain relations between contextual features obtain, and then we look at similar
context sequences, and see what happens in those contexts with the truth values of the
sentences in the argument. If we get the right link between the truth of the premises and
the truth of the conclusion, we have a valid argument; if not, we don’t.
The way to formally capture this intuitive notion is by working on isomorphic relations between context sequences. As we saw in the previous section, the challenge is
for this isomorphism to capture all and only those relations between the contexts of the
original conversational situation which are intuitively relevant for validity.
Since in this chapter I’m only working with just a few indexicals (“I”, “you”, “yesterday”, “today”, and “tomorrow”), the notion of similarity between conversational situations relevant for validity will have to look at relations between the respective compo23

nents of contexts: speakers, addressees, and days.
I didn’t mention worlds just now, even though they are parts of contexts. Here I will
follow Kaplan’s idea, and require that worlds stay constant throughout an argument.
The main motivation for this restriction is that I’m trying to capture something about
real arguments, and these take place in just one world. Just as there are no trans-world
conversations, there also are no trans-world arguments. Our Lewisian counterparts, if
there are any, cannot address us, and we cannot address them. What we can do is think
about merely possible conversations: remembering a past conversation, I can think that if
I had said q instead of p, I would have won the argument. What we cannot do is engage
in such conversations. Since this is the logical situation with arguments, it needs to be
captured in logic, and the effect is our definition of propriety.
Still following [Demons], I will require that contexts be proper, i.e. that both the speaker
and the addressee exist at the world of the context on the day of the context. This last requirement is just a temporary simplification. There are cases where we mean to address
someone, and there’s nobody there.28 This is similar to the case of empty names, and,
as is customary for this latter problem, I will leave it for further work. Let me say this
formally:
Definition 3. A conversational situation

xpS1, A1, D1, W1q, pS2, A2, D2, W2q, . . . pSn, An, Dn, Wnqy
is proper iff p@i, j P r1, nsq Wi  Wj ^ pSi and Ai exist at Wi on Di q.
This is the kind of argument that drove Kaplan to say that only some contexts are
proper: the ones where the speaker is at the place of the context, at the time of the context. Our formal representations of contexts are smaller: they don’t contain locations,
which we don’t need because we don’t have location indexicals in our language. And
the main gist of this chapter is that, unlike in [Demons], we need to take special care of
28

We can, for instance, address a note to an unborn child; or unknowingly address a hallucination. So the
addressee ideally should not be guaranteed to exist at the time of the context, or, indeed, ever.
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relations and transformations among contexts. But the intuition is the same: arguments,
and the contexts in which they occur, are worldly things, parts of a particular world, and
our initial concerns are just with them. The difference is just that the kind of moving arguments we are focusing on also require a new form of generalization over conversational
situations.
Doubts have been expressed about the constraints imposed on contexts in [Demons],
and I won’t address them here.29 Some concern answering machine messages, which say
“I’m not here now” and seem true just in case the speaker is not at the location of the
utterance, contrary to Kaplan’s original properness condition. These worries don’t easily
apply to my new, much weaker constraint that the world be constant; after all, there are no
inter-worldly answering machines. Still, since I preserve much from [Demons], it should
come as no surprise that LI also faces the answering machine problem. Think of a text in
a testament: “By the time you read this, I will no longer exist”. I take it that, for logical
purposes, the utterance takes place not when the dying person writes his will; that is just
the context of recording. The context in which we judge the truth value of the sentence is
the one where the will is read by the lawyer. I have required that the speaker exist at the
context of utterance, but here we have two contexts, and the speaker no longer exists in
one of them. My intuition is that a special semantics for recordings is needed, which will
differ from the semantics of the more typical uses of language. I leave this issue aside in
this chapter.

1.4.1

Similarity and Conversational Participants

Now that we have seen that we need to keep the world component of the contexts in a
conversational situation fixed, let’s move to the conversation participants: the speaker
and the addressee. Let’s begin with prima facie cases of Repetition:
29

A few early papers are Smith (1989), Predelli (1998), and Corazza et al. (2002).
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(8)

xrc1, “I am hungry”s, rc2, “I am hungry”sy

(9)

xrc3, “You are hungry”s, rc4, “You are hungry”sy

Intuitively speaking, (8) is valid only when the speaker stays the same throughout,
and (9) only when the addressee stays the same (these conditions are not sufficient, obviously, since the time of utterance matters too; but for now we’re just focusing on the
conversation participants). This suggests that two conversational situations are similar
only if they are alike in the following respect: if there are two contexts in one conversational situation such that they have the same speaker (or addressee), the corresponding
pair of contexts in the other conversational situation will have the same speaker (or addressee). Note that this does not require that the four contexts have a person in common;
all that is required is a kind of isomorphism between conversational situations. For instance, if a pair of contexts in one conversational situation both have me as the speaker,
and the corresponding pair of contexts in the other conversational situations both have
Napoleon as the speaker, the two pairs are similar with respect to the speakers. This is
how we capture formally the abstract relation between contexts of having the same speaker.
I call such relations logical relations because they are among the relations that we exploit
when we reason with indexicals.
These arguments show only that identities between speakers matter for validity, as do
identities between addressees. A very similar argument shows that identities between
any participants matter, even if the identity is between the speaker of one sentence and
the addressee of another. As one might expect, we just need to play with the indexicals of
(8):
(10)

xrc5, “I am hungry”s, rc6, “You are hungry”sy

(10) is valid only if the speaker of the premise is identical to the addressee of the
conclusion. Identities between any participants in an argument count as logical relations;
so they need to be preserved in any similar argument.
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This should not be too controversial. But we need to note something else: if we stop
here, non-identities would not count as logical relations, which, for us, means that we
would allow similarity to be non-symmetric. The requirement established so far is only
that if there are identities between participants in the original conversational situation,
that feature be shared by any conversational situation that it is similar to. The converse
hasn’t been established yet. Here’s an argument that we need the converse. Consider
this conversational thread, and assume we’re talking about full siblings, i.e. siblings who
share both biological parents, and that A, B, and C are distinct individuals:
(11) A says to B: “I am your sibling”. B says to C: “I am your sibling”. As a conclusion,
C says to A: “I am your sibling”.
Assume, as seems natural, that sibling-hood is symmetric, and that nobody is their
own sibling; in fact, you could just add it as a premise:

@x@yppSiblingpxyq Ø Siblingpyxqq ^

Siblingpxxqq.

(11) is of the same kind as all the other examples we’ve been discussing. It is intuitively valid, and the reason is that the speaker of the first premise is the addressee of
the conclusion, and so on. More formally, we need to only look at conversational situations in which A1

 S2, A2  S3, and A3  S1.

So far, nothing new. But note the added

premise that nobody is their own sibling, and look at a conversational situation which
has S3

 A3. Here, the conclusion is spoken by one person to himself. Let’s assume that

we have a model in which the premises are true, i.e. the speaker of the first premise is
the sibling of the addressee of that premise. The second premise is trivially true, because
of the symmetry of sibling-hood. The conclusion is obviously false, because nobody is
his own sibling. By the standards we have in place, this new conversational situation is
similar to the conversational situation we started with: each identity which obtained between participants in the latter is preserved in the former. The difference is that the new
conversational situation also identifies the speaker of the conclusion with its addressee.
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If we were to count such a two-person conversational situation as similar to the one in
(11), we would be forced to conclude that the argument in the three-person conversational
situation was not valid. But this would be contrary to intuition. So non-identities are also
among the relations we exploit when we reason with indexicals.
The point should be clear by now. We are looking for criteria for similarity, which
in turn will tell us which conversational situations are relevant for ascertaining the validity of a given argument. Since we want (11) to come out valid, we must not allow the
above conversational situation to count as similar to our original conversational situation.
This is easily accomplished: we need to require that any identity and difference between
participants in a conversational situation be preserved in any similar conversational situation. We thus need the biconditional of which we previously had only one direction,
and this will restore symmetry to our relation of similarity.

1.4.2

Similarity and Days

Identities and non-identities also matter for days. This was already obvious from earlier
examples:
(2) Today is my birthday. Therefore, today is my birthday.
To get this argument to be valid, we are obviously interested only in conversational
situations in which both occurrences of “today” pick out the same day. But days are more
structured than participants: they have a metric, which is why we can represent them by
positive integers. So there is more to worry about: the relations between the days of the
contexts. Recall Frege’s argument:
(7)

xrc1, “It’s raining today”s, rc2, “It rained yesterday”sy

(7) should count as valid just in case the day of c1 is exactly one day before the day of
c2 . So as far as days are concerned, similarity requires that the relations between the days
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stay the same, where we include not only identities and non-identities, but also relations
like “is exactly one day before”, and so on. Note that it’s not enough to look at just oneday differences. Here’s an argument which requires us to care about two-day differences:
(12)

xrc3, “It will rain tomorrow”s, rc4, “It rained yesterday”sy,

where the day of c3 is April 2, 2010, and the day of c4 is April 4, 2010.
Our language is quite impoverished in terms of time-related vocabulary. It is an open
question whether we need to make it a part of the definition of similarity that differences
of more than two days between contexts need to be preserved. But English contains many
more day-operators, like “a week ago”, and so on, so we might as well require that any
difference between days be preserved. One thing is clear, though: we don’t need to look
at n-tuples larger than pairs of contexts, since days are all ordered on the same scale. More
carefully, we will require that, for two conversational situations to be similar, it must be
the case that for any two contexts in one conversational situation, if the difference between
the days of those contexts is n, the difference between the corresponding contexts in the
other conversational situation must also be n.

1.4.3

Similarity and Validity

We are now ready to sum up our results, and gather them together into a characterization of similarity, and then of validity. I will assume we are dealing only with proper
conversational situations, so we won’t worry about changes in the worlds of contexts.
For any context ci , let Di be the day of ci , and let Pi be either the speaker or the
addressee in ci , i.e. a participant in ci . Then two conversational situations will be similar
just in case corresponding identities and non-identities among participants are preserved,
and so are differences between days. More carefully:
Definition 4. Two proper conversational situations xc1 , c2 , . . . cm y and xc11 , c21 , . . . cn1 y are
similar iff
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(a) m  n
(b)

p@i, j P r1, nsqAi  Aj Ø Ai1  Aj1

(c)

p@i, j P r1, nsqSi  Sj Ø Si1  Sj1

(d)

p@i, j P r1, nsqAi  Sj Ø Ai1  Sj1 and

(e)

p@i, j P r1, nsqDi  Dj  Di1  Dj1

Note that conditions (b)–(e) have the effect that similarity of conversational situations
is an equivalence relation.
We can now finally present what we were looking for: a definition of validity. The
fundamental idea is that an argument is valid just in case for any conversational situation similar to its situation, if the premises are true in their respective contexts, so is the
conclusion. More carefully:

xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φnsy, where we think of rcn, φns as
the conclusion, is valid iff for any conversational situation xc11 , c21 , . . . cn1 y similar to its conversational situation, if p@i P r1, n  1sqφi is true in ci1 , then φn is true in cn1 .

Definition 5. An argument

Some of these requirements may seem unfortunate. Intuitively, the validity of (7) does
not depend on the non-identity of the speaker and the addressee, nor on the fact that the
speaker of the premise is the same as the speaker of the conclusion. Once we set up the
formal system (which I leave for future work), I conjecture that it will be provable that
whenever there are no indexicals sensitive to a certain part of a context, any restriction of
the similarity class due to that feature of the context does not matter for validity. So the
result is at most cumbersome, but it makes no real difference.

1.4.4

The Deduction Theorem

We should also note that the Deduction Theorem fails, for two reasons: as commonly
expressed, it does not apply to LD, and, second, when re-written to suit it, it is false. A
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classical formulation of the theorem is this:
Classical Deduction Theorem:
φ1 , φ2 , . . . φn

p@n ¥ 0q an argument φ1, φ2, . . . φn, ψ 6 χ is valid iff

6 ψ Ñ χ is valid.

The Deduction Theorem allows us to move freely between discussions of validity and
discussions of logical truth. The reason is that it guarantees the equivalence of an argument with any finite number of premises with an argument with no premises, with the
former premises turned into antecedents in the conclusion.
As given, the Theorem doesn’t apply to LI, since we think of the steps of an argument
as context-sentence pairs. Note that we cannot have something like rcn , ψs

Ñ rcn

1, χ

s,

because that is not well formed. The reason is that we have a stark contrast between the
conditional, which is a sentential connective, and 6, which is a relation between steps in
an argument, which might consist of pairs of a context and a sentence.
The most straightforward adaptation of the Classical Deduction Theorem to LI would
be this:

p@n ¥ 0qp@iq an argument
xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φns, rcn 1, ψs, rcn 2, χsy is valid iff
xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φns, rcn 1, pψ Ñ χqsy is valid.

Bad Indexical Deduction Theorem:

That the Bad Theorem fails is clear: on the left hand side we have ψ in cn
cn 2 , whereas on the right hand side we have pψ

Ñ χq in just one context, cn

1

and χ in

1.

Moving

χ to the same context as ψ can obviously make all the difference between validity and
invalidity.
Besides, we allow changes in context between steps in an argument, but not within
each step in the argument. So we cannot just choose one of the contexts on the left hand
side of the Deduction Theorem and have it be the context of the conclusion of the right
hand side. The proof is not complicated. Take the following argument:
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xrc1, φs, rc2, ψsy.

If we try to turn it into a single conditional, we are forced to have something of the form

xrc3, pφ Ñ ψqsy, where we must choose a single context c3. The problem is that it doesn’t
matter if we choose c3 such that c3  c1 , or c3  c2 , or a completely different context; no
matter what we do, we cannot guarantee the equivalence.
Here’s an example:

xrpS1, A1, D1, W1q,“It’s raining today”s, rpS1, A1, D2, W1q,“It’s rain-

ing today”sy, where we suppose that D2 is the day right after D1 . This is not a valid
argument, since the days of the two contexts are not the same, and rain one day does not
logically guarantee rain the next day. Now if we try to apply the Indexical Deduction
Theorem, and choose the first context to work with, we’d get xrpS1 , A1 , D1 , W1 q,“(It’s raining today Ñ It’s raining today)”sy. But this is a valid argument, since we just repeated the
same sentence, in the same context. And it doesn’t matter which context we choose; in
fact, the sentence “If it’s raining today, then it’s raining today”, when put in any context,
will turn out to be a logical truth, as, I think, it should.
Does this failure of the Deduction Theorem mean that we don’t have a logic? Such
worries may be dispelled when we notice that a narrower version does hold. If we restrict
the theorem so that the conclusion and the last premise in the left hand side are in the
same context, we preclude the problem we had earlier:

p@n ¥ 0qp@iq an argument
xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φns, rcn 1, ψs, rcn 1, χsy is valid iff
xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φns, rcn 1, ψ Ñ χsy is valid.

Indexical Deduction Theorem:

In fact, the choice of the last premise is arbitrary; any premise that has the same context
as the conclusion can be moved to the right hand side as an antecedent. This is just one
of the consequences of the fact that the logic does not make any use of the fact that the
premises are ordered in an argument, as opposed to a simple set, as the usual definition
has it.
All this is a consequence of our decision to allow the context to change between steps
in an argument, but not within any single step (i.e. we cannot have two contexts per
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sentence). There is something intuitive behind this decision, even if in real life, each step
of an actually made argument takes time, and may well even span two days (think of
a premise stated beginning just before midnight, and ending immediately afterwards.
Which is the day of the context?). As argued in [Demons], p. 522, we must abstract away
some features of utterances, lest we end up with issues like the fact that some arguments
are just too long to be uttered in the life-span of the Universe, and so, they would never
be uttered truthfully, and so any argument containing them would seem to be valid by
default.

1.5

Logical Truth

This is a natural place to introduce the notion of logical truth. The topic deserves its own
section because logical truth in LI will turn out to be more interesting than the usual notion of logical truth: on the technical side, its connection to validity is more complicated,
and on the philosophical side, some initially problematic examples will hopefully lose
their discomforting nature by teaching us something about the relation between semantic
knowledge and logic. One clear example is the fact that all logical truths of LI are also
logical truths of LD, except for the ones introduced by the addition of “you”. As we will
see, this indexical brings with it new kinds of logical truth, which did not come up in LD;
the logic of “you” and “I” is more interesting than the logic of “I” alone.
A single sentence is usually considered a logical truth when its truth is guaranteed,
irrespective of the premises of any argument of which it is a conclusion. This allows us to
include arguments without any premises. We need to adapt this definition to the current
framework, where we don’t just look at sentences, but sentences in contexts:
Definition 6. rc1 , φs is a logical truth iff for any xc2 y which is similar to xc1 y, rc2 , φs is true.30
Note that we talk of the sequence xc1 y, because we have defined similarity in terms of sequences. For
ease of presentation, I will occasionally slip into talking of similarity between contexts when we only have
sequences with just one context in them.
30
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This definition of logical truth is a natural extension of the usual definition. In LD, a
sentence is said to be a logical truth just in case it is true in all contexts. According to the
new definition, a sentence in a context is a logical truth just in case it is true in all contexts
which are similar to its context.
The reason why the new definition doesn’t collapse into the old one is that because we
introduce “you” in the vocabulary, we now must include an addressee in our contexts,
something contemplated, but not elaborated in [Demons]. Not all contexts are similar,
because the identities and non-identities between the speaker and the addressee need to
be preserved. All contexts can be divided into those in which we have a self-addresser,
and those in which we do not.
Technically, the definition of logical truth given above stems easily from our framework. But once we apply it to actual conversational situations, some strange things happen: we get examples of logical truths which do not feel like logical truths at first blush. I
think that this seeming problem is, in fact, an advantage, because it will prove that some
very simple logical truths are not always epistemically immediately available.
Before I present the problem technically, I’d like to relate it to an older problem about
self-knowledge. Put yourself in Mach’s shoes, who didn’t realize that he was addressing
himself in the mirror when he said “what a shabby pedagogue you are”. Perry (2001, §5.4)
used this example to show that there is something special about first-person beliefs, since
Mach did have a belief about himself in that conversational situation, but not a first-person
belief about himself.31
Perry’s example is very persuasive, but it does not include an assertion, so let me
consider a simplified, though somewhat artificial, version:
(13)

xrpErnst Mach, Ernst Mach, D, W q, “I am identical to you”sy

This is a soliloquy: the speaker is identical with the addressee. By claim (d) in our defi31

In fact, Perry’s example used “what a shabby pedagogue that is”. I changed the demonstrative to an
indexical, since I have not included demonstratives in LI.
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nition of similarity, if the speaker of any context in the conversational situation is identical
to the addressee of any context, that identity must hold in all similar conversational situations. This definition includes cases in which the speaker of a context is identical to
the addressee of that very context, and this is the conversational situation in (13). So the
argument is a logical truth, since there is no conversational situation similar to the initial
one in which the speaker is not identical to the addressee.
But this seems unsettling. If it does not, here’s how one may be unsettled: begin by
granting that it is a necessary truth; after all, true identities with directly referential terms
are always necessary. If you’re in a conciliatory mood, you may admit that most of the
time, the speaker knows when she is addressing herself. This is surely correct; but doesn’t
it also just seem wrong to say that Mach didn’t know a logical truth? And yet this is exactly
what my theory claims. So, should Mach’s sad realization be blamed on lack of logical
acumen?
One might think that the moral is that we should exclude intra-contextual identities
from our definition of similarity. I think not. Think of this situation: speaking to myself, I
say “If you stop drinking three milkshakes a day, you will lose weight.” I continue: “I will
stop drinking three milkshakes a day”. I conclude: “I will lose weight”. This argument is
fine when lecturing others who accede, why shouldn’t it be good when lecturing myself?
The issue is complicated, since it will require a discussion about the relation between LI
and live conversations, and about the proper scope of logic. But this will have to wait
until Ch. 3. For now, I just want to show that any reason to put aside intra-contextual
identities would generalize to an argument against any definition of similarity like the
one I’ve proposed. Similarity is an all or nothing affair.
Suppose we change condition (d) in our definition of similarity of arguments to (d*),
so that we only require that identities between speakers and addressees be preserved
between distinct contexts, but not within them:
(d*)

p@i, j P r1, ns, i  jqAi  Sj Ø Ai1  Sj1
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This way, we make (13) logically contingent, since there are conversational situations
now deemed similar to ours where the speaker is not identical to the addressee, and in
those, “I am identical to you” is false. Appropriately, we also change the status of “I am
not identical to you”: in LI, in the context of (13), it was a logical falsehood; now, it is
logically contingent.
It might look as if we have succeeded in making Mach logically blameless. But he
would remain just as blameless in situations much like the original one. The reason is
that changing (d) to (d*) does not affect the importance of cross-contextual identities to
similarity. These we cannot just excise from our logic; they were the main instrument in
answering Soames’s challenge. Therefore the following argument, which is like having
(13) for a conclusion, but adds some premises, remains valid:
(14)

xrpWilliam James, Ernst Mach, D 1, W q, “You are a genius”s, rpErnst Mach, Ernst Mach,
D, W q, “I am identical to you”sy

Note that what is said in the premise is irrelevant, as is the speaker and the day; the example is good only because it triangulates the identity involved in the conclusion with the
help of the premise. Thus, (14) comes out valid even with (d*) because cross-contextual
identities are sufficient to ensure that every conversational situation similar to the original one has the following property: the addressee of the premise is identical with the
speaker of the conclusion, and with the addressee of the conclusion. Since identity is an
equivalence relation, that is sufficient to guarantee that the conclusion comes out true.
Now I can make my point: is (14) any different from (13)? What did Mach not know
just before his realization? That he was looking at himself, in Perry’s example; if he had
addressed that person, he would not have known that he was addressing himself. According to the original definition of similarity, that makes him ignorant of two facts: that
(13) was a logical truth, and that (14) was a valid argument. According to the version with
(d*), he would have not known a logically contingent truth, namely that (13) is true, but
he would still have not known that (14) was a valid argument. The latter seems just as
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insulting to Mach’s intelligence as the former; namely, not at all. These valid arguments
are valid not merely in virtue of the sentences uttered, but in virtue of facts about the
contexts. Logical acumen doesn’t guarantee self-recognition, or tracking of days.

1.6

Why Not a Logic on Contents?

One of the distinctive features of LD was that it claimed that some logical truths were
not necessary truths. The distinction between the two kinds of truths is already a difficult one, but Kripke (1980) had already presented a few kinds of truths which he argued
were necessary, but a posteriori, such as “Water is H2 O”. Since logical truths are generally
thought to be a priori, and since this example doesn’t really look like a logical truth, this
already shows that necessity and logical validity are not coextensive.
One surprising consequence of [Demons], which goes beyond Kripke here, is not only
that there are some necessary truths which are not logical truths, but the entailment
doesn’t work in the other direction either: some logical truths are not necessary. And
this is surprising: how can a logical truth not be necessary?
To make it easier to keep track of this issue, here are some examples: “I am here now”,
“I exist”, “I am rich iff I am actually rich”. These sentences are logical truths in [Demons],
but not in FOL, because of certain special features of indexicals. Let me focus on “I am
here now” and explain briefly why this sentence is a logical truth, without being a necessary one as well. This explanation applies equally well to the other examples considered
above.
Any sentence containing indexicals is evaluated for its truth value at the context in
which it is uttered. This is meant to capture the idea that, say, the truth value of an
utterance of “I am happy” should depend on the happiness of the speaker at the time and
in the world in which he utters the sentence, not on someone else’s happiness. As we saw
earlier, [Demons] only allows proper contexts, i.e. contexts which have the speaker being
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at the location of the utterance, at the time of the utterance, in the world of the utterance.
This says nothing about the speaker’s happiness, so “I am happy” is not a logical truth.
But “I am here now” cannot fail to be true at any context, since it expresses just what it is
for a context to be proper.
Necessity, according to [Demons], applies not to sentences, but to what sentences say,
to propositions. For instance, if I say “I am here now” in Austin, TX on Dec 30th, 2010,
I express the proposition that I, the author of this chapter, am in that city, on that day.
But I could have been somewhere else on that day, obviously, and I could even have died
before then. In general, no proposition expressed by “I am here now” is necessary; after
all, any speaker could be somewhere else at that time, or, if unlucky, could be nowhere at
all at that time.
Kaplan got these nice results because LD was a logic of sentences, not propositions.
But LI works on pairs of a sentence and a context, and, once given a context, every sentence expresses a proposition. So a natural objection to my system is this: why not a logic
on those propositions, on contents? Why have a complicated logic, on pairs of things,
instead of a simple one, on just propositions? What is the difference? And are there any
advantages either way?32
The answer is that there probably are differences. The hedge is needed because there
is no such thing as “the logic on contents”, partly because there is no consensus on what
these contents are. Here are some live options: they could be sets of possible worlds; or
structured Russellian propositions, in which case views differ on the structure, and on
the constituents; or senses (possibly structured); and many other permutations are also
available. They all deserve a longer discussion, but for now, let me make two simple
points, which suffice to show that there may well be some advantages to my view.
32

There are also “mixed” systems, which put into the proposition, for instance, both names (typical sentential denizens) and their referents (good candidates for propositional constituents). They will likely be as
fine-grained as my system, if not more, so they are a more direct challenge to my system. Larson & Ludlow (1993) is a good example of such a system. They thus abandon the idea that people speaking different
languages ever say the same thing.
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The first difference is that some arguments come out valid in my system, and probably invalid in a logic on contents. Just as in LD, the following is a valid argument:

xrc1, @φs, rc1, φsy.

Assume that φ is a non-modal sentence (i.e. it contains no modal op-

erators). Then, the argument made up of the propositions expressed by those sentences
in those contexts is not valid in a system obtained by suitably adapting LD. Here’s a simple outline of the proof. Assume that the premise is true when set in the context c1 . The
proposition expressed says that φ is true in a particular world, the actual world of c1 . This
proposition, if true at all, is true when evaluated at any other world. The conclusion, on
the other hand, expresses a proposition which says nothing explicitly about any particular world. It thus expresses a proposition which is true when evaluated at a particular
world just in case it φ is true in that particular world. So the proposition expressed by the
conclusion is false when evaluated at worlds in which φ is false, and at those worlds the
proposition expressed by the premise is still true (since it is still about the actual world of
c1 , no matter what world we evaluate it at). So the argument is not valid according to this
logic on contents.33
There are also differences in the other direction: there are truths which come out to
be logical truths in a logic on contents, but not in my system. For instance, if logic is
on contents, then the repetition of any proposition is a logical truth.34 But, according to
many conceptions of propositions, the following sentences express the same proposition:
“Hesperus is a planet”, and “Phosphorus is a planet”. So whenever someone argues from
the former to the latter, they make a valid argument, as valid as just repeating the first
sentence. This is usually taken to be a bad result.35
33

This argument should remind readers of Kaplan’s argument that some logical truths are not necessarily
true. We should also note that it all depends on how the logic on propositions is set up; one could, for
instance, claim that there are no non-modal sentences, just as one can claim that there are no tense-free
sentences. My argument, thus, only works given the assumptions I made, and, reasonable as I think they
are, they can be avoided, even if at some cost.
34

This needs to be qualified: as stated, repetition is valid only if propositions have their truth values by
themselves. If they have truth values relative to some indices, such as possible worlds and times, then
repetition is only valid relative to the same indices.
35

If you’re not a Millian, pick any two expressions your favorite theory counts as synonymous, and run
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Here’s another example, using an indexical: “I am Alex Radulescu”, in the context

pAlex Radulescu, David Kaplan, D 1, W q, expresses a proposition of the same form as
above, x  x, and so it must be valid in a logic on propositions. But this sentence in
that context, though true, is – as it should be the case – not valid in LI (or in LD, for that
matter).
The point is that for logical purposes, we care not only about referents, but also about
the linguistic items. For names, having some referent or other is important, but the identity of the referent is irrelevant. For indexicals, I have argued that we care about structural
relations within and between contexts; so we care about a particular aspect of reference,
though not quite down to the level of actual reference. In general, going directly to contents leads to a loss of logically relevant information.

the same argument. If your favorite theory is so strict that it allows no synonymous expressions, it is wrong,
and shouldn’t be your favorite to begin with.
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Chapter 2
The Second Person Singular Pronoun
and The Difference between Indexicals
and Demonstratives
2.1

Introduction

Words which clearly depend on context for their semantic value are not hard to spot. As
Cappelen & Lepore (2005) remarked, once you begin the list, anyone can continue it. Just
mention “I”, “today”, and “here”, and others will easily spring to mind: “you”, “she”,
“yesterday”, “there”, “local”. “Actual” may not come to mind immediately, but some
training in the philosopher’s modern usage of the word would be sufficient to add it to
the list. Many other kinds of expressions are also thought to be contextually sensitive:
modals, epistemic modals, comparative adjectives, tenses, etc. I will focus on the short
list above.
The most influential analysis of these context-dependent words is in [Demons] and
its companion, [Aft]. In this chapter, I will be concerned with Kaplan’s claim that this
class of words should be split into two: pure indexicals and true demonstratives. The
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distinction is not quite as easy to see as the one between context-sensitive words and the
rest, and I will spend a fair amount of time teasing it out, but a simple characterization
will do for now. Pure indexicals are words like “today” and “I”, which get their semantic
value directly from the context of utterance, but take no account of the speaker’s referential intentions.1 True demonstratives are words like “this” and “that” (and their complex
offspring, like “this book”, and “that tree”), which do not work as straightforwardly as
pure indexicals. Theories about the mechanism by which true demonstratives get their
referent abound, but let’s just say that true demonstratives can only get a referent by taking account of the speaker’s intentions, or actions, or some other speaker-related feature
of the situation.
I find it hard to remember which of them are pure, and which are true, so I will forgo
these adjectives in this chapter. The downside is that Kaplan used the simple label “indexicals” for the whole class, so I am forced to use another expression: I will use “deictics”
for both indexicals and demonstratives, and keep “indexicals” for “pure indexicals” and
“demonstratives” for “true demonstratives”.
I have several goals in this chapter. First, I propose a new way to draw the distinction
between indexicals and demonstratives. Traditionally, the distinction has hinged on the
semantic relevance of the speaker’s intentions. I argue that this is not the right way to go.
My proposal depends on distinguishing between kinds of contextual features and kinds
of roles that intention plays in uses of deictics. An interesting case will be the second
person pronoun, “you”. The tradition has not focused too much on it, but it provides
me with a good example of the way in which my proposal is different, and, hopefully,
preferable to the alternatives. In fact, I will argue that “you” is an indexical, even though
traditionally it has tended to be categorized as a demonstrative. Second, I discuss some
variants of the classical distinction, and I argue that some fail to distinguish even be1

I’m talking about the simplest use of the word “today”. When a curmudgeon begins a sentence with
“the problem with young people today is. . . ”, he is not complaining about something that happened that
very day. I leave such uses aside.
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tween paradigmatic indexicals and demonstratives, and others could be developed into
a variant of my proposal. Finally, in §2.8 I give some reasons why I think the distinction
matters, beyond the claim that it captures an important feature of context sensitivity.
Here’s the plan, in a bit more detail. In §2.2, I present the difference between indexicals and demonstratives as it was first given by David Kaplan, in [Demons], where the
terminology was introduced. This is the most influential discussion of our issue, influencing the rest of the literature. The basic idea is that the speaker’s intentions are needed
to secure a referent for occurrences of demonstratives, but not for indexicals. This idea is
embedded in a general picture about deictics, which are context-sensitive words. Therefore, it will turn out that how we think about contexts will influence how we think about
deictics. Towards the end of the section, I present David Lewis’s notion of a context, and
argue that, in its naturalistic bent, it is a very useful starting point.
In §2.3, I present my own take on the difference between indexicals and demonstratives. The central point is fairly straightforward: indexicals are those words which depend on those contextual features which belong to utterances in general, irrespective of
the expressions used. For instance, utterances are typically made by a single speaker; “I”
gets its referent from this feature, but utterances have this feature irrespective of whether
they contain the first person pronoun. The contrast is that demonstratives need a helping
intention that is specific for them; an utterance has that kind of feature – one or more helping intentions – only for the sake of the demonstratives it contains. No demonstratives,
no such contextual features. The point is quite intuitive, I think, but spelling it out will
require a fairly careful distinction between this kind of contextual features, and the various roles that intentions can play in our linguistic theory. One good consequence of this
discussion is exploited in §2.4, in which I attempt to show where and why the tradition
went astray.
Most of my arguments draw their power from reflections on typical utterances. But
the literature is split on the question whether these are the right vehicles for logic, and for
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formal semantics. The other candidates, sentences in a context, are obtained by abstracting away certain features of real utterances, such as the fact that utterances take time to
make, and therefore extremely long ones may be physically, or even metaphysically, impossible. In §2.5, I show how one can accommodate my proposals within the strictures of
the more abstract sentences in a context.
Having made my position clear, in §2.6 I come back to the topic of the second person
pronoun, and show how the tradition differs from my proposals in the way “you” has
been categorized. This section is, on the one hand, an application of the more general
discussion that precedes it, and, on the other hand, an opportunity for me to show how
naturally it divides the kinds of deictics, and, in particular, why its consequence that
“you” is an indexical is a correct.
What I have been calling “the tradition” is mostly based on certain seminal passages
from [Demons]; and the label is appropriate, because all other discussions, to some extent, are elaborations of those ideas. But my proposal has other rivals as well, which I
present and discuss in §2.7. Many of them, I will argue, are inadequate for the purpose,
since they do not in fact achieve their goals, even before we bring in my claims about
“you”. For instance, in §2.7.3, I discuss Eros Corazza’s idea that indexicals cannot fail to
have a referent, whereas demonstratives can. I argue that indexicals can be empty too;
“you” will be a clear case, but there are others as well. The observation may hold for a
distinguished class of indexicals, and, if so, it would be interesting to figure out the consequences of this fact for logic. But I will be content to note that this is not the way to
separate indexicals from demonstratives. This section is not purely negative, however,
since not all criteria in the literature miss the mark in this way. In §2.7.1, I discuss Perry’s
two separate distinctions within the field of deictics, and I argue that one of them can be
developed in a way that is friendly to my own proposals.
In the course of my dissertation as a whole, and in particular in this chapter, most
of my time is spent on indexicals. In the final section, §2.8, I talk directly about demon44

stratives. I do not propose a semantics for them, nor a logic. But some lessons can be
drawn from the fact that demonstratives need the assistance of made-to-order intentions:
for demonstratives, we need full-on utterances, not mere sentences evaluated relative to
a context. The reason is that each use of a demonstrative needs to be accompanied by
an actual intention. And these intentions don’t occur in logical space; they belong to
real speakers, when they use that very token in a particular sentence. This provides a
programmatic answer to the question whether we need utterances or just sentences in
a context: for indexicals, we can have (and, in fact, need) the latter; for demonstratives,
we need the former. I say “programmatic” because this still leaves the work of actually
incorporating demonstratives in LI, which I leave for further work.

2.2

The Difference, Traditionally

The simplest way to make the distinction is the way I did it at the beginning: by example.
“Today” and “I” are indexicals, and “this” is a demonstrative. And then we can begin to
wonder if some other words are more like paradigmatic indexicals, or more like demonstratives. This method does not depend on any particular semantic theory, which is a
virtue if there really are two semantic kinds here. And I do think there is an intuitive difference between the two kinds of words. One problem is that once we work out a theory
for them, it may turn out that there’s no semantically interesting difference. And if we
find more than one interesting difference, it may not be easy to figure out which one is
criterial, and which one simply depends on our first choice of paradigms.
The tradition has many tributaries, since there is quite a vast literature on the semantics of demonstratives, and there doesn’t seem to be any widely accepted view just yet.2
But here is a sketch that should, broadly speaking, be acceptable to most: “today”, in
2

Focusing just on bare demonstratives, see Bach (1992), Reimer (1992), Braun (1996), Salmon (2002), and
Elbourne (2008). For complex demonstratives, see King (2001) for a very influential account, and Wolter
(2009) for a good brief overview of the literature.
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virtue of its meaning, picks out the current day, the day of the context of utterance. This
linguistic rule is sufficient to secure it a referent in any context. By contrast, “this” has no
such simple rule associated with it; it doesn’t pick out a particular feature of the context.
Rather, the speaker must intend to refer to a particular thing with that use of the demonstrative, and, unless something precludes it, like the speaker hallucinating the intended
object, “this” will pick out the intended object.3 It may be a part of the conventional
meaning of “this”, best seen in contrast with “that”, that the former suggests proximity,
the latter remoteness. But this is not enough to give the word a referent in every context;
after all, there always are many things near the speaker, and only one of them can be the
referent, and the choice is left open by this sort of linguistic meaning of the word.
Here is a representative quote from [Demons], pp. 490–491, where the distinction was
first made and the terminology was proposed:
“[Demonstratives] require, in order to determine their referents, an associated demonstration: typically, though not invariably, a (visual) presentation of
a local object discriminated by a pointing. These [deictics] are the true demonstratives, and ‘that’ is their paradigm. The demonstrative (an expression) refers
to that which the demonstration demonstrates. [. . . ] For [indexicals], no associated demonstration is required, and any demonstration supplied is either
for emphasis or is irrelevant. Among the pure indexicals are ‘I’, ‘now’, ‘here’
(in one sense), ‘tomorrow’, and others. The linguistic rules which govern their
use fully determine the referent for each context. The speaker refers to himself
when he uses ‘I’, and no pointing to another or believing that he is another or
3

The intentions involved are probably more complicated than this. According to Recanati (2007, p. 215),
they are much more complicated: the referent of a demonstrative is “the entity such that the speaker makes
manifest to the hearer his or her intention to bring it to the hearer’s attention by means of the hearer’s
recognition of this intention”. I doubt that this is correct. First, it seems to require too much of the speaker:
the hearer should not be able to prevent the speaker from referring to something just by refusing to pay
attention, and therefore making the speaker fail to make his intentions manifest to him. Second, this kind
of Gricean intention seems too rich and too complicated for most uses of demonstratives. Still, the structure
of the intentions is not relevant to my goals, so I will continue to talk in the simplest terms, of an intention
to refer to something.
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intending to refer to another can defeat this reference.”
Kaplan talks here more about demonstrations than about intentions. He switches completely to talk of intentions in a paper, [Aft], written 15 years later. This is symptomatic of
a large debate about the mechanism of reference for demonstratives: are intentions sufficient to secure a referent? This is an important question, but it need not be answered
here.
What is common to most views is that the speaker’s intentions play some role in determining the referent of demonstratives, and none for indexicals.4, 5
Intentions do, indeed, look like the distinguishing mark between indexicals and demonstratives. Here is a just-so story about how one could come to have this view.6 Start out
from looking at a couple of sentences: “I am happy”, and “This is interesting”. For simplicity, put aside the tense; it is relevant, since few of us are happy all the time, so the first
sentence is true at some times, and false at others. It is clear that neither sentence has a
truth value tout court, since, by themselves, the singular terms lack a referent. They both
depend on the context of utterance in a fairly systematic way. “I am happy” is true in
a context if the speaker of the sentence is happy at that time. So in order to get a truth
value for a sentence containing an indexical, we need to evaluate the sentence relative to
a context with a speaker in it. Note that I didn’t mention the speaker’s intentions. “I”
does its job automatically, without looking into the mind of any participant; it just picks
4

This is the majority view, but, as always, there is a minority. Wettstein (1984, pp. 72–73) argues that
the line stretching from the speaker’s finger determines the referent of demonstratives accompanied by a
pointing. Quine (1968, p. 194) is often cited as a precursor, but Quine was not talking about demonstratives
in that passage; Ryle (1949, p. 188) is a better, though still imperfect, fit. These difficulties have led to a
mini-tradition of intentionally ignoring the issue, and just continuing to talk in terms of demonstrations as
whatever it is that demonstratives need to get a referent. See Salmon (2002) and Caplan (2003).
5

Of course, the speaker’s intentions play a role in selecting which word to utter. They determine that on
a particular occasion we have a use of the first person pronoun, not an expression of surprise, nor a mention
of the ninth letter of the English alphabet. The remarks in the main text only apply once these pre-semantic
issues are resolved.
6

It is a just-so story because I do not claim that anyone ever actually thought along these very lines; but I
do find it compelling, more than Kipling’s just-so stories. It should also be obvious that I am focusing only
on the issue of the mechanism of reference for deictics; truth in a context is a much more complicated affair
than I make it sound, but the complications are not relevant here.
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out the speaker. In fact, we don’t even need to look at a real situation involving a person
really speaking. We can say: suppose Barack Obama was speaking; the sentence would
be true just in case he was happy at the time. “I” still does its job: it picks out the speaker
from this (imagined) context.
“This is interesting” is different. Suppose we fix a context of utterance; it involves
Obama again, speaking to Joe Biden in the Oval Office on March 9, 2012. Our sentence
is still up in the air; we don’t yet know enough to evaluate it at that context. Intuitively,
various questions are appropriate: what was Obama talking about? Was he pointing at
anything? Or, the even more inclusive question: what did he mean? All of these questions
can only be answered by looking inside the mind of the speaker, so to speak, or at the
outward manifestations of his intentions, such as pointings, nods, etc.
This is not to say that intentions play no role in uses of indexicals. When Obama says
“I am happy”, he intends to talk about himself just as much as when he says “This is
interesting” he intends to talk about something in particular. Typically, when the speaker
uses a singular term, he intends to talk about the referent of that singular term. We can
think of possible counterexamples, of course; it is not unreasonable to think that when a
parent says “Santa Claus brought you a gift”, she doesn’t intend to talk about a nonexistent person.7 But our two sentences are not problematic; they both involve intentions to
talk about something, to refer to something. What matters is the role of the intentions in
fixing the referent. When Obama says “I am happy”, his intention to talk about himself is
fulfilled. This intention however is irrelevant to the way “I” gets its referent, which is just
in virtue of the meaning of the word and the fact that Obama is the speaker. “This”, on
the other hand, depends both on the meaning of the word and also on the intention-laden
fact that Obama intended to refer to something in particular. This further intention is the
crucial part.
7

Not unreasonable, but also not undeniable: Kripke (2011) and Salmon (1998) claim that “Santa Claus”
does refer to an existent abstract object.
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A composite criterion, which I offer as an explication of the quote reproduced above
from [Demons], emerges from these observations:8
Linguistic Rules by themselves never fully determine the referent of a demonstrative in a context, but they always fully determine the referent of any indexical in any
context.
Intentions are required for demonstratives to gain a referent, but not for indexicals.
I have presented these ideas as neutrally as I could. Still, they do conflict with a number of views. For instance, mutually recognized salience has been proposed as a mechanism of reference for both indexicals and demonstratives.9 On this view, the need for
intentions cannot help us distinguish between the two kinds of deictics, and, indeed, we
shouldn’t even attempt to distinguish them.
The part about linguistic rules is a bit less controversial, but it also depends on some
assumptions about what counts as a linguistic rule, and what such a rule is allowed to
work on in a context. For instance, it depends on the idea that each word is governed
by a single linguistic rule, which is then counted on by the speaker to do its job in any
context. Some philosophers have been arguing against this view, claiming that the stable
meaning of most words vastly underdetermines their semantic value in a Kaplan-style
context.10 From now on I will assume that these worries can be addressed, and will not
mention them again.
In the remainder of this section, I discuss a preliminary worry: from the beginning,
8

Note that I am only claiming to present the ideas in that particular quote from [Demons], not the overall
view from the whole paper. In fact, there are several views about contexts, both in [Demons] and in [Aft],
which make it unlikely that what I present was, at any point in time, Kaplan’s considered view. One
example: if contexts are chunks of the world which may (but don’t have to) contain and surround an
utterance, as is clearly stated in [Demons], p. 494, then they may well contain the speaker’s intentions as
well; if demonstratives have a kind of character which is sensitive to the speaker’s intentions, it will be able
to find these intentions in the context, just like the character rule for “I” finds the speaker in the context.
What happens if there are no intentions? It turns out that [Demons] avoids this question, by analyzing
away demonstratives in terms of the rigidifier dthat and definite descriptions; but the issue comes up later
in [Demons], as well is should, conceptually speaking. That the speaker’s intentions are part of the context
is clear in token-reflexive accounts of deictics; see §2.7.1 for a presentation and discussion of Perry (2001).
9
10

See Mount (2008).
See, for instance, Travis (1996) and Bezuidenhout (1996).
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talk of deictics has been tied to talk of contexts of utterance. One might think that this is
where the distinction between indexicals and demonstratives could be made most easily.
The reason is this: if linguistic rules fully determine the referent of indexicals in each
context, then all we need to do is make an inventory of words with a similar behavior,
and what is left will be the demonstratives.
It’s not that easy: why are the speaker’s intentions not part of the context? After all,
when speakers use a demonstrative, they normally do have a corresponding intention. If
we think of contexts in this richer manner, and add that occurrences of “this” pick out the
intended object (plus whatever other conditions we place on it), then demonstratives and
indexicals seem to function in exactly the same way. The difference would then be just
that some features of contexts are about, or contain, the speaker’s intentions, and some
not.
To some extent, this dispute about contexts may look like a decision about terminology; but it is also a decision about our goals. We could simply think of a context as a
device designed for semantical theorizing, which gives values to indexicals, and whose
connection to real world utterances is left open for research.11 Then, plainly, the difference
between indexicals and demonstratives will depend not on their semantical representation, but on the way in which we decide which are the relevant features to be represented
in our contexts. Still, the traditional distinction between indexicals and demonstratives
looks right, since intentions are a plausible candidate for a central part in the story of
demonstratives, but not in that of indexicals.
Another option is to think of contexts more robustly, as parts of a possible world. Here
is David Lewis:
Whenever a sentence is said, it is said at some particular time, place, and
world. The production of a token is located, both in physical space-time and
11

Simplifying, this is the position of Predelli (2005). See also [Aft], p. 591, where this idea is mentioned,
though not adopted.
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in logical space. I call such a location a context.
That is not to say that the only features of context are time, place, and
world. There are countless other features, but they do not vary independently.
They are given by the intrinsic and relational character of the time, place, and
world in question. The speaker of the context is the one who is speaking at
that time, at that place, at that world. (There may be none; not every context is
a context of utterance. I here ignore the possibility that more than one speaker
might be speaking at the same time, place, and world.) The audience, the standards of precision, the salience relations, the presupposition. . . of the context
are given less directly. They are determined, so far as they are determined at
all, by such things as the previous course of the conversation that is still going
on at the context, the states of mind of the participants, and the conspicuous
aspects of their surroundings.12
According to Lewis, contexts are simply locations in a possible world. These locations
may contain a speaker, or they may not. The speaker, if there is one, may be intending to
refer to something, or not. What makes this conception quite robust is that the semanticist
does not dictate what is to be found in a context. The world does that, and, presumably,
the world also tells us if a particular sentence is being uttered in a context or not. All
semantics can do is look at the situation it is being given, and build a theory to fit it.
In short, Lewis starts by looking at a sentence as uttered; when we have that, we
have everything we need to give a semantic value to any deictic, indexical or demonstrative. If we follow Lewis, the difference between indexicals and demonstratives is not
that the former get a referent in a context, unaided by intentions. Since users normally
have demonstrative intentions when they use a demonstrative, the intentions will be right
there for the semantics to see; the context contains those intentions, and presumably their
object, so there is no technical difference between indexicals and demonstratives. Rather,
12

Lewis (1981, p. 85–86); his emphasis.
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the difference is made by the fact that demonstratives get their referent “less directly”,
which I take to mean that they work, in part at least, off the speaker’s intentions, whereas
indexicals get their referent “directly”, i.e. just in virtue of the location of the utterance,
and the identity of the speaker.
How we think of contexts will influence the structure of our semantical theory; we
will come back to these issues in Ch. 3. But, and this is the lesson I draw for now, none of
it matters for the issue at hand: intentions, wherever they belong in the final analysis, are
the place to look for the distinction between indexicals and demonstratives.13
This much seems hard to dispute. To see why, let me quickly pick an admittedly straw
man-ish theory14 : suppose the speaker’s intentions were irrelevant, and all that mattered
was what was being pointed at by the speaker. Imagine my arm is acting up again, and it’s
pointing at random things. Suppose it’s pointing at Venus, but I don’t pay any attention to
my arm; I really want to talk about the cup of coffee in front of me. I say: “This could use
more cream”. I take it to be very implausible that I’m talking about Venus, even if some
observer, unaware of my ailment, may erroneously take me to be doing so. All this is not
to say that the pointing theorist must categorically be wrong. Suppose someone thinks
that some way of making the intended referent salient is required for demonstrative use.
Then I could, for instance, observe my arm more carefully, wait until it’s pointing at the
coffee, and utter my sentence then. The pointing would not be an intentional act, but I’d
be making use of it nonetheless. It could then be claimed that the pointing was necessary,
but insufficient without the accompanying intention.
13

There is one question I will not address: which intentions are relevant for demonstratives? Suppose I
really want to talk about Venus. I spot a light up in the night sky, and I say “That is a planet”. Suppose
the light comes from an airplane, and Venus is not visible from where I’m standing. Prima facie, I had
two intentions: to talk about Venus, and to talk about that light. Which one wins? And why? Important
questions, to be sure, about which intentions are relevant for what, but however we answer them, most
answers share the element I need: some intentions are relevant for demonstratives. For dissenting views,
see Bach (2005) and Gauker (2008).
14

It is not very far from Wettstein (1984), though far enough not to make Wettstein a straw man. He talks
of being responsible for the clues one gives to the audience; in my case, the speaker is not responsible for
his gestures.
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2.3

The Difference

In this section, I argue that the tradition does not have it quite right; that simple talk
of intentions is not sufficient to distinguish between indexicals and demonstratives. In
particular, I will claim that we need to look at the kinds of features of contexts of real
utterances that deictics depend on, and that some indexicals depend on intentions.
My central argument is quite complicated, and it will require a fairly long discussion.
But there is a simple way to see the attractive nugget at its center. Focus on typical utterances. When an utterance is made, it is made by someone, the speaker of that utterance.
This fact is independent of what sentence is uttered, and it is a general fact about all utterances. To see this, note that most utterances are not about the speaker; we say many
things, and most are not about ourselves. But we say them, and we are the speakers. Similarly, an utterance is made at a time, whether it concerns issues related to a location in
time, or features of natural numbers. Indexicals are the words which take advantage of
these facts; if “I” is used in an utterance, it will pick out the speaker of that utterance, but
the property of having a speaker is shared by all utterances, whether they contain a use
of the first person pronoun, or not.
Demonstratives differ from indexicals, in that not all utterances have demonstrata.
Consider an utterance of “two times two equals four”. It’s an utterance, so it has a
speaker, it is made somewhere, at some time, by someone, to someone. But it has no
demonstratum. In fact, the question “what is the demonstratum of that utterance” is inappropriate; it is not that kind of utterance. What kind of utterance has demonstrata?
Typically, utterances with demonstratives in them. If I say “that’s interesting”, you can
ask: what is the demonstratum? And you can ask it, because typically when we use a
demonstrative, it has a demonstratum. Demonstratives, then, are words which depend
on contextual features that occur only when the sentence uttered contains demonstratives. These features are not common to the contexts of all sentences. In contrast, the
contextual features that provide the referents for the indexicals are features of all con53

texts of utterance, and are independent of whether the relevant indexicals occur in the
utterance.
I find this distinction intuitively compelling, but in order to make it clear, and try to
convince the unconvinced, I will have to leave our discussion aside for a bit, and begin
elsewhere: the metaphysics of real world utterances.

2.3.1

Robust Context Features

Kaplan tried to solve the following problem: take a sentence with a deictic in it; how does
it get a truth value? As we saw earlier, Strawson and Quine claimed that the meaning of
these kinds of words cannot be captured formally, since they keep changing their referent, without changing their meaning. Kaplan’s reply was that deictics get their referents
in a disciplined way from the environment, which, as we also saw earlier, had already
been noticed by Frege in 1918 (e.g. “I” refers to the speaker), and this allows them to be
treated formally. All we need is a formal representation of this environment, a context of
utterance, and we can deal with the problematic expressions. This allows us to think of
evaluating sentences in any context, whether or not the person designated as the speaker
really was uttering that sentence, or even speaking, at that time and place, etc. Once we
have the notion of a sentence evaluated in a context under control, we can start thinking
about real world utterances, since they are what we represent formally as sentences in
contexts.
I would like to start backwards, from Lewis’s notion of a context: think first of utterances, i.e. sentences being used by actual speakers, with actual intentions, audiences,
goals, etc. In particular, I will focus on declarative statements, such as Obama’s saying “I
am happy”. Usually, these have exactly one speaker, one (or more) addressees, happen
in just one place, at one particular time, etc. None of these features is essential; none is
a criterion establishing what counts as an utterance. Some couples finish each other’s
sentences, so there is more than one speaker per utterance. Sometimes we begin saying
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something in one place, and mid-performance we move to another place, and this may
matter for what we say. Sometimes it takes us quite some time to say something (imagine
saying a long sentence slowly). Sometimes we begin a sentence by addressing one person, and end it by addressing another. Even for the notion of a goal there is variation: we
can begin to say something with one communicative goal in mind, decide it’s not feasible, and switch to a different goal, all while still working on uttering that one sentence.
There are messages in a bottle, where we want an audience, but have no idea whether we
will succeed in having one or more people read our message. These are not otherworldly,
recherché examples. They happen often, and we expect them to happen; sometimes, we
depend on it. Even the message in a bottle is not exceptional; every philosophy paper
ever written is like it. So any theory of communication needs to deal with each of them at
some point; if it cannot, that counts as a modus tollens.
Still, the right way to start is with a simple utterance: one speaker, one addressee, one
time, one place, etc. They are the prototypes, they count as typical, and, I will claim, they
shape the structure of our utterances. To see this, note that there are two kinds of features
of contexts: robust and fragile.
Robust features are the ones which an utterance has just in virtue of being an utterance.15 For instance, an utterance has a speaker; not because of what is said, but because
that’s how utterances generally work. Again, not always: there may be more speakers for
one utterance; it’s harder to think of utterances without a speaker, but perhaps with some
imagination one could do it. But it always makes sense to ask: who said that? Even if the
answer is sometimes complicated.
This generalizes to the other robust features mentioned above: it makes sense to ask
where was that said? When? To whom? The latter shows that having one (or possibly
several) addressee is as robust a feature as having a speaker: typically, we say things
to someone, even if only to ourselves. And all this is independent of which sentence is
15

I borrow the tag “robust features” from Crimmins (1995, p. 393).
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being said. These are facts about the utterance qua speech act, since we can also ask
corresponding questions about promises, orders, requests, thanks, questions, etc.16
This is a claim about metaphysics, and not about semantics. There is nothing in the
semantics of “here” that forces each utterance of a whole sentence to happen in a particular place. The utterance may happen in several places, as when the speaker is moving
about. And perhaps before God created space, he could have used “here”, as a kind of
trial run. He would have known, of course, that it is empty in that usage, but so what?
Perhaps, for once, the goal was not to speak the truth. Semantics doesn’t preclude any of
this.
Or perhaps metaphysics does prevent at least emptiness; perhaps my scenario is impossible, and God could not have used “here” if there was no space to use it in. And
perhaps angels, when they lack a location, cannot use “here” as an indexical. These metaphysical claims are stronger than the one I am making; I’m just talking about what is
typical for utterances. To be sure, what is not typical needs to be addressed as well. But,
to make a methodological point, it seems to me likely that in order to explore the semantics of an expression, one starts out with its typical uses, where the expression is at its
most comfortable.

2.3.2

Fragile Context Features

I want to contrast robust features with fragile ones. In order to do so, I first need to make
one more clarification, regarding three uses of the notion of intention in the theory of
communication.17 First, when someone uses a singular term, it is typically accompanied
by the intention to refer to something. This cuts across all lexical categories: it’s true
16

I don’t claim that they can be asked of any kind of speech act. Namings of ships, for instance, don’t
typically have an addressee: “I name this ship XYZ”. In some traditions, namings of people do have an
addressee, though: “I baptize you. . . ”.
17

Henceforth, I will only talk about the speaker’s intentions. If other participants’ intentions are also
relevant, similar points could be made about them.
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of proper names, demonstratives, indexicals, etc. These intentions as to the topic of the
forthcoming discourse are pre-semantically relevant, in the sense that they inform the
speaker’s choice of words, and their object is what is about to be said, but they do not
necessarily provide any input to the semantics or the truth value of what the speaker
ends up saying. The pre-semantic use of intentions in a theory of communication is to be
contrasted with a second use of intentions, the semantic use of intentions, those intentions
that play a role in the mechanism of reference of a certain expression. Once the word is
used, only the semantic intentions are relevant for matters of reference and truth value.
Finally, a third use of intentions: some intentions are only post-semantically relevant, in
the sense of Grice ([1975] 1989b): the speaker may intend to communicate more than what
is expressed by his utterance. For instance, when we say “Could you pass me the salt?”,
we are directly asking if the addressee is able to perform a certain action, but the question
is normally taken as a request for a passing of the salt. These intentions also inform the
choice of words in uttering a sentence, just like pre-semantic intentions. I separate them
because Gricean intentions are not related to the semantics of the sentences. Most presemantic intentions will not contribute to the semantic values of the expressions used;
but these intentions concern the semantics nonetheless. In any case, our focus will be on
pre-semantic and semantic intentions, so the third category will be largely left aside. For
the sake of brevity, I will speak of pre-semantic, semantic, and post-semantic intentions,
which makes it sound as if there are three mutually exclusive classes of intentions. I
think it is not implausible that the same intention can play several roles, but the issue of
individuating intentions is too complicated to try to settle it here.
I take it as obvious that there are pre-semantic intentions which provide no semantic input. If I want to talk about the planet Mercury, but all I say is “Always recognize
that human individuals are ends, and do not use them as means to your end”, unless I
am talking in code, I cannot be talking about Mercury, except in the trivial sense that I
intend Mercurians to obey that law as well. I also take is as obvious that there are post57

semantic uses of intention. If Grice is right, my goal-related communicative intentions
are particularly relevant to implicatures.
It is not, however, obvious that there are semantically relevant intentions. Bach (2005),
for instance, claims that the boundary between semantics and pragmatics is drawn by the
presence of intentions: when they come into the picture, we’re in the midst of pragmatics.
So let me give an example of a dispute which can be put exactly in these terms.
Donnellan (1966) and Kripke (1977) disagree precisely about the role of intentions in
the use of definite descriptions.18 Here is a typical case, adapted from Donnellan (1966):
two people are just getting to a party, and one of them, Paul, sees someone in the distance,
Oliver, who looks a bit drunk. In an attempt to make some small talk, Paul says “the guy
drinking a martini is tipsy”. He chooses that description because pointing is rude, and
because he sees that person drinking from a martini glass, half filled with a transparent
liquid. Suppose now that Oliver, the particular person Paul was focused on, was drinking
rum out of a martini glass, but was indeed tipsy; suppose further that at the party there
was only one person at that time drinking a martini, Pip, who was not visible to Paul (he
was in another room), and was sober. To recap: Paul is the speaker, Oliver is tipsy and
drinking rum out of a martini glass, and Pip is drinking a martini, but is not tipsy. Here’s
the issue now: was what Paul said true, or false? The choice depends on whether you
think that “the guy drinking a martini” picks out Oliver or Pip, since Oliver is tipsy, and
Pip is not. And there are reasons for both choices: on the one hand, Pip is the only person
who satisfied the description; on the other hand, Paul clearly meant to talk about Oliver,
would have had no reason to say anything about Pip, and the addressee wouldn’t have
thought of Pip either.
18

Kripke makes a similar case about proper names. Donnellan doesn’t ever clearly discuss proper names.
His Aston-Martin example in Donnellan (1970) comes closest, but his discussion is complicated, and the
moral he wants to draw from it is not related in very simple ways to the issues we’re discussing. Proper
names would have been more handy for me, since they are undisputedly singular terms, just like deictics. If
this turns out to matter, the discussion could be switched to proper names, without attributing to Donnellan
the view that Kripke is attacking. This last move is made perhaps a bit easier by the fact that Almog (2012)
argues that Donnellan ought to have said the same things about proper names and definite descriptions.
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Simplifying, Donnellan (1966) argues that Paul said something true about Oliver, in
spite of Oliver not satisfying the description he used, and thus some uses of definite descriptions pick out referents by some other mechanism than satisfaction of the description, and Kripke (1977) argues that Paul said something false about Pip, because Pip satisfied the description.19
Donnellan and Kripke agree about Paul’s pre-semantic intentions: he wants to talk
about that guy over there, and, since he thinks that guy is drinking a martini, he also
wants to talk about the martini drinker.
They disagree about Paul’s semantic intentions. Donnellan claims that Paul’s use of
“the guy with the martini” refers to Oliver, because he intends to talk about a particular
person in his field of vision, whatever he’s drinking, and this intention is semantically
relevant because it trumps the fact that the description picks out Pip. So what Paul said
is true, since Oliver was tipsy. If Donnellan is right, Paul’s intention to talk about X
influences the semantics of definite descriptions, at least some of the time.
Kripke, on the other hand, claims that “the guy drinking martini” is about Pip, not
Oliver, as a matter of semantics. He admits that, besides wanting to talk about the martini
drinker, (which is why he uses that description), Paul also wishes to talk about that guy
over there, who is in fact Oliver. The addressee may also figure it out, and respond as if
Paul’s remark was about Oliver. Still, Kripke claims, Paul’s Oliver-intentions (which he
calls “speaker intentions”) play no semantical role; what he said is false, since Pip is not
tipsy. In fact, Paul’s Pip-related intentions also play no role in Kripke’s account; he uses
the description, which does what it does, i.e. it picks out Pip, whatever Paul wants from
it. So his pre-semantic intentions play no semantic role; they are just part of a story about
how he came to use that particular description. According to Kripke, only the speaker’s
19

I use “about” loosely, since Kripke does not claim that definite descriptions are singular terms, and it
is compatible with Kripke’s views that Russell’s theory of descriptions is correct, so that the proposition
expressed does not contain the satisfier of the description. I mean “about X” in the sense that the truth
value of what was said depended, in some way to be specified, on facts about X. This notion of aboutness
ought to be neutral enough to be acceptable to both sides.
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general intentions to use the words with their usual semantics matter semantically, and
these intentions clearly play no role in the semantics of those words.
The disagreement between Donnellan and Kripke is delicate. Donnellan would agree
with Kripke about the claim that Paul intends to use the words in their usual semantic
capacities, not as part of some special code. They part ways with respect to the question
whether referential uses of definite descriptions are normal, usual, customary, semantically respectable uses.
For my purposes, it doesn’t matter which view is right about definite descriptions.
But these two roles of intentions are relevant to deictics. Start with indexicals. When
Obama says “I am happy”, he pre-semantically intends to talk about himself. He could
have done it in various ways; he could have said “Obama is happy”, or “The President
of the USA is happy”, or even “This guy is happy”, pointing at himself. The choice
matters semantically, and besides, the implicatures will be quite different. But each of
these sentences would be true, and would in fact be about himself. It should also be
clear that his saying something is an intentional act. You count as the speaker if you
are the agent of that utterance, if you’re talking in your own name. But once he says
“I”, all these intentions are irrelevant. Even if he thinks he is David Hume, and he presemantically intends to speak of David Hume, he is not referring to David Hume; “I”
picks out the speaker, and that is that.20 On indexicals, then, I stand on Kripke’s side:
we pre-semantically intend to use indexicals with their customary meaning, and once
used, they refer to whatever they refer, without a care for our intentions. Here is my
generalization: intentions play no semantic role for indexicals. As we saw above, most
philosophers agree that intentions do play a semantic role in uses of demonstratives.
What does this have to do with fragile features of contexts? Here’s the idea: indexicals
work off the robust features of contexts. Some robust features are intention-independent;
for instance, utterances happen in a certain place, at a certain time. Our pre-semantic
20

I borrow the argument, and the moral, from Perry (2001, p. 67).
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intentions are relevant here. Speech acts are intentional acts, and part of that intentionality
is our planning when, where, and to whom to speak. I can wait until we are alone to give
you the good news that I know you’ll want to keep from envious ears. During a Q&A,
some audience members stand up, so others can see who is speaking, and hear them
better. But, again, once the utterance is made, those plans are semantically irrelevant. I
speak when I in fact speak, and that’s what gives the semantic value of “now”, whether
I’m right about being alone with you or not; the questioner is the person who asks the
question, and that is what gives “I” its referent, whether others hear her or notice her or
not.
Other robust features depend on pre-semantic intentions, like wanting to address
someone. But once in place, indexicals just get their referent automatically from the context. The relevant intentions, if there are any, are not semantically relevant. Indexicals are
those words which take advantage of robust features of contexts.
The case of “you” is a special one, because it is hard to distinguish:
• having an intention to refer to X by using “you”, and
• having an intention to address X, and then using “you” to refer to X.
Hard, because planning to address X resembles planning to talk to X over there, where
nobody will overhear, and I said that the last kind of intention is not semantically relevant.
Hard, because my intention to address X does not by itself determine the referent of any
indexical; I must also succeed in addressing X, and one might confuse this fact with the
claim that the intention is semantically inert. Hard, but not impossible.
To see how special “you” is, let’s look at demonstratives. Here, we see that some
intentions do play a semantic role, and a sentence with a demonstrative in it needs these
features, these intentions, to exist in order to get a truth value. They are fragile features,
because they are instituted by intentions that do semantic work. Obama’s intention to
speak is not relevant to an account about how his use of “I” gets its referent; but his
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intention to pick out something in particular when he says “This is interesting” plays a
semantic role because the demonstrative works directly off the intention. This directness
is one way to see what sets “you” apart from demonstratives. An occurrence of “you”
picks out its referent in virtue of that referent being addressed, not just in virtue of its
being the intended referent.
Here’s an example. Suppose I am talking to X, but wish to refer to Y and then Z. I can
address X without ever wanting to refer to her, but if I do wish to do so, “you” is ready
for action, just as “I” can be used to refer to me. While talking to X, I cannot use “you”
to refer to Y or Z. For that, I would need to be addressing them, in turn. While talking
to X, I have many other options: I can use the demonstrative “he” to refer to Y, and I can
use Z’s name to refer to him. But I cannot use “you”. That is why the intention to refer to
X by using “you” is not relevant. I normally address someone not in order to talk about
them, but to talk to them. If I want to do both, I can, using “you”. What I cannot do is talk
about X using “you” without addressing them. And failures are caused by addressing
the wrong person, not by intending to refer to the wrong person.21
“You” latches on to the addressee, and it needs no help to do it. Demonstratives are
more malleable: I can refer to Y by using “he”, whether or not Y is part of our conversation, or anywhere near it. But this malleability comes at a cost: they need the help from
the speaker’s intentions to get a referent. Furthermore, these intentions are token-specific:
I want this particular use of “he” to refer to Y, and this other to refer to Z. I can do this at
will, since the intentions are token-specific for demonstrative uses of pronouns. I can also
address several people in turn, and use “you” to refer to them in turn; but I cannot do the
latter without doing the former.
This issue comes up, for instance, in one of Kaplan’s discussions of Donnellan; in a
footnote, he asks rhetorically:
21

Addressing can be more or less ‘in person’, as when I say “Oh Kant, why didn’t you use shorter sentences?”. I count this as a case of me addressing Kant, even if he doesn’t know it.
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I may have you in mind, and believing that it is you whom I see hiding under
the bed, begin berating you. Even if it was not you under the bed, might it not
still be you whom I criticized? ([Aft], p. 583, fn. 36)
From the main text, it is clear that this is intended as an intuition pump, and that we
are meant to agree that it would be you who is being criticized. But this is wrong: you’re
not there to be addressed; I tried to address you, and failed. You are not the referent of
my use of “you”, because you’re not there for me to address you. If someone else is there,
I am addressing them. If there’s no one under the bed, I am not addressing anyone. In
neither case am I addressing the absent you.
Not noticing these facts made Kaplan count “you” as a demonstrative. He was looking
at the following example:
(15) You, you, you, and you can leave, but you stay.22
The surrounding discussion is of the fact that different occurrences of the same demonstrative in the same sentence may not corefer, and the question is how to fit that into his
theory. Here’s his proposal:
Such cases seem to me to involve an exotic kind of ambiguity, perhaps unique
to demonstratives [. . . ]. Where different intentions are associated with different syntactic occurrences of a true demonstrative, we would want to use
distinct symbols in our formal language in order to avoid equivocation. [. . . ]
In [cases like (15)] in which there is simultaneous perception of all addressees,
I think it correct to say that are several distinct, simultaneous, directing intentions, indexed to distinct intended utterances of the demonstrative "you"
(which are then voiced one at a time). ([Aft], p. 587)
22

[Aft], p. 586.
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We will come back to the referent change issue in §2.7.2. For now, I will focus on
Kaplan’s idea that “you” gets to have this variability because each occurrence has the
benefit of its own intention, and thus the possibility is open for each occurrence to have its
own referent. This is exactly what I deny: it’s not our intentions that make this possible;
it’s the fact that we can change whom we’re addressing several times while uttering a
single sentence. The intentions that are relevant for “you” do not provide a referent for
the word directly; they merely provide an addressee.
As I said, it is hard, because one might be confused by the fact that at least some uses
of demonstratives also have other conditions for success than merely the existence of an
appropriate speaker’s intention. When the speaker hallucinates, her attempts to pick out
things that do not exist will fail. Her intentions are thwarted by reality. In the case of
“you”, the speaker will also be unable to use it to pick out the hallucinated rabbit in the
corner. But the failure happens via the failure to address the rabbit. This intermediary
step does not exist with demonstratives.
A word about nomenclature. I call some features “robust” because they set up the
scene, just in case something is about to be uttered. They are like theater stages, which
are not normally purpose-built for a particular play. The other features are “fragile” in
the sense that they are only needed for particular kinds of sentences. You don’t need
a demonstrative intention if your sentence doesn’t need it. But you need to make your
utterance in a particular place, because that’s how utterances are made. And you cannot
felicitously use a demonstrative in the absence of a guiding intention.
I should also note that I don’t mean that only utterances with demonstratives in them
require demonstrative-type intentions. As Stojanovic (2007, p. 14) noted, if Obama had
said “Impressive!” while looking at a painting and intending to make a comment about
it, what he said is intuitively as much about that painting as if he had said “That is impressive”. How exactly to handle such types of sentences is beyond the scope of this
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chapter.23

2.4

A Bit More about the Role of Intentions

I said that I wouldn’t propose a view about the mechanism of reference for demonstratives, and I am resolute on the matter. But if the picture proposed above is correct, we can
already draw some conclusions about the nature of the relevant intentions. To explain
what I mean, I will sketch a very simple picture of the way in which we use deictics. One
can think of this as a fragment of the picture provided in Korta & Perry (2011), but their
goals are broader than mine: they talk about all aspects of communication, while I talk
merely of reference. I will explain the differences shortly. But I need to mention immediately that I don’t mean to imply that the two projects should be treated independently.
It’s just that for my narrow interests, I think it is possible to do so.
Some utterances are purely general; they aim to be about no thing in particular, and
they succeed. I want to focus on the ones which aim to communicate singular thoughts.
They all share a certain kind of intention: to refer to some particular thing.24
Different kinds of linguistic tactics can be used to achieve that goal. One thing we can
do is to use a proper name, if the intended object has one. If Kripke is right, once we select
a proper name which we believe to be borne by that object, our job is done; the name takes
over, and it refers to its bearer, with no need for further guidance, and sometimes against
our wishes, if the intended object does not, in fact, bear the name.
We can also use an indexical. The speaker’s reasons to do so are varied: the object
in question may not have a name (uses of “here” in unremarkable places); or it would
be strange to use a name (most uses of “I” and “you”); or we don’t know its name (if
calendar dates are names of days, then some uses of “today” fit the bill; that is the point
23

See, for instance, Stanley (2000) and Recanati (2002), for two opposite views on the matter.

24

Perhaps even this is a bit too strong; recall my remarks about Santa Claus.
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of the question “what day is it today?”). In spite of this variety, I argue that these words
all have something in common, namely they depend exclusively on robust features of the
context to pick out their semantic value, i.e. features which an utterance has qua utterance.
For some, the speaker’s intentions play some role (the addressee is addressed, at least in
part, because the speaker wants to address her), for others, it does not (the current day is
current all by itself). But none are established for the sake of the interpretation of some
expression, and, typically, an interpreter is supposed to know them, again, not in virtue of
parsing the sentence correctly, nor by attending to what is said, but merely by observing
the speech act.25
Perry and Korta are fellow travelers on this road, because they also start from utterances, and talk about roles that things have in making an utterance. But on this stretch,
they travel backwards. Of a sentence like “I am Obama”, they seem to claim, as a basic
semantically relevant fact, that the speaker’s use of the indexical is what gets the hearer to
think of him first as the speaker, of whom it is said that he is identical to Obama, thought
of under the Obama-guise.26 Suppose the sentence is true. Their story would nicely
explain certain kinds of Frege-type puzzles. The difference between “I am Obama” and
“Obama is Obama” would be that the first sentence would occasion two ways of thinking
of Obama, whereas the second would be trivial, in Frege’s sense.
But Perry and Korta get the semantic facts wrong. The hearer already thinks of Obama
as the speaker of the utterance, because he is the speaker of the utterance; the use of “I”
is just piggybacking on that independent fact. It may be true that the job of “I” in the
sentence is to activate this way of thinking about Obama, in order to supply the hearer
with an informative identity fact. But the job depends on facts which pre-existed the use
of the word, and the use of the word depends on them. Their mistake, in my terminology,
25

I say “typically” because there are exceptions. The world does not guarantee that the interpreter will
be able to tell by observation who is being addressed, and similarly for who, in a crowd, is speaking. This
claim has been disputed for demonstratives by people who claim that the referent is that which an ideal
interpreter would take to be the referent. See, for instance, Wettstein (1984) and King (2012).
26

I am talking about Korta & Perry (2011, §6.3); an example like mine is discussed on p. 66.
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is to miss the importance of robust features of contexts in the workings of indexicals.
This difference in persistence between the two kinds of features would be well served
by calling fragile ones “fleeting”. These features are not fragile in the sense that they can
be broken off from the use of the word. On the contrary, fragile, or fleeting, features are
tied to the use; the expression doesn’t get a referent without them, and the intentions
lack an object if the use doesn’t get realized. They are fleeting, in the sense that they are
momentary; they appear for that particular moment, and have no power outside of it.27
Robust features are independent of the words being used, and even of whether a given
language contains any particular indexical; their role is related to the general functions of
utterances, not to the contents thereof, and therefore their role in the semantic story for
indexicals, though important, is not essential for their accomplishing their more general
role in structuring a context.
Here is another way to tell the story of indexicals. Suppose the speaker wants to refer
to himself, and uses the word “I”. I find it undeniable that he intends to refer to himself
by that use. But that is not the semantically basic intention. We first have the intention to
speak, and then the act of speaking. That makes Obama the speaker. Since Obama is the
speaker, he can be referred to by the speaker by the use of the word “I”. Which he does.
So the intentions which matter semantically are the intention to speak, and the intention
to refer to the speaker, realized in the use of the word “I” (and, if you wish, the intention
to use the English pronoun “I”, not the English pronunciation of the symbol for iodine).
They are all 2-place intentions.
Demonstratives require 3-place intentions: the speaker intends to refer to Y by a particular use, a particular token, of a particular demonstrative.28 And these 3-place intentions are the semantically relevant ones. The hearer thinks of the demonstratum in a
27

We can use anaphora to pick up their referents later on in the conversation. But by then, the fleeting
intention has done its work of securing a referent, and the anaphora merely makes use of that achievement.
28

Unless there is no semantic difference between “this” and “that”, in which case, for English speakers at
least, one needs only intend to use a particular demonstrative, the choice of which being irrelevant. More
about this in §2.8.
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certain manner because it is the demonstratum, i.e. because it is referred to by that use of
a demonstrative. And the speaker’s intentions to communicate do not work on a way of
thinking about something already available to the hearer qua participant in the conversation. The demonstratum might already be thought of in a similar manner by the speaker
and the hearer, as when two car buffs see a Ford GT at a stop light, and one says “That’s
the first blue GT I’ve seen”. But that is just a fact about their interests, their positions, etc.
It is not intrinsic to the utterance itself; in fact, in my example, it precedes the utterance.
A final note about demonstratives: ever since Kaplan introduced the notion of character, there has been a debate whether demonstratives have them.29 Character is the rule
by which, for instance, indexicals get their referent from the context. Clearly, demonstratives as word types do not have a rich enough stable meaning to pick out a referent
from an arbitrary context. Demonstratives, of course, are not rule-independent. We use
them knowing how they work, knowing that they are sensitive to the speaker’s intentions, even though philosophers have been struggling to figure out what exactly the rules
are. We could say that the character of demonstratives as types is such as to pair them
with either the relevant intention, or directly with the demonstratum. Or we could claim
that demonstratives have no character, a notion more at home within the realm of indexicals. I mention this debate only to put it aside. The outcome matters, but it doesn’t
serve as a more fundamental feature of demonstratives than the ones we’ve been talking
about. Fundamentally, this is a debate about the proper place of intentions in semantics,
and, even more generally, about the goals of semantics and how to distinguish it from
pragmatics. Applied to deictics, it is a debate about the proper place of indexicals and
demonstratives. I have talked as if demonstratives must be treated semantically; I think
that’s right, but an independent issue. If I am right, I have differentiated indexicals from
demonstratives properly. Where the difference belongs in our overall theory is another
29

Kaplan, for instance, changed his view on the matter. In [Demons], he thought that demonstrations
give a character to each occurrence of a demonstrative; in [Aft], he became unsure how to talk of characters
in the case of demonstratives. For discussion, see [Aft], §II.
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matter.

2.5

From Utterances to Sentences in a Context

So far, I have talked about utterances, their metaphysics, and the place of context dependent words in the semantic scheme of things. But there are two paradigms of semantics
in the literature, and only one of them matches my proposals so far. On this conception, semantics is fundamentally about sentences when used; until a sentence is used,
talk of reference, truth, or meaning is confused. This tradition began with Strawson and
Austin30 , and is still alive and well.31 Using an overly broad brush, and paraphrasing
Austin, this is a tradition that aims to explain what people do with words. As such, its
purview includes many things besides what words people use, such as their intentions,
goals, beliefs, etc. Language is a tool with many uses, and consequently any such theory
needs to explain many, if not all of them: it is used to assert, to question, to communicate,
to imply, to refer, to lie, to misguide, etc. Perhaps not all of these belong to semantics
proper; perhaps some things are relegated to other disciplines, like pragmatics, or perhaps sociology. But the basic idea is that language is a tool for communication. So any
theory is tested by its accord with intuitions about what passes between participants in a
conversation.
The other tradition I have in mind has just as many contemporary co-promoters, all
of whom had complicated views, and therefore, upon inspection, none of whom may
30
See, for instance, Austin (1950) and Strawson (1950). Their views were in fact more complicated than I
make them sound. For instance, both Austin and Strawson thought that truth bearers are statements, but
were open to assigning truth to sentences on occasions in which they were not actually used. This makes
it quite complicated to figure out what exactly is the relation between their notion of a statement and the
more recent distinctions between sentences, sentences in a context, and propositions. I leave this issue aside
here.
31

The idea of utterances as necessary for deictics to get a semantic value is obvious in token-reflexive
theories, as proposed first in Reichenbach (1947, pp. 284ff.) and, independently, by Burks (1949). This point
is clearly made in Perry (2001, Ch. 3), who also defends a token-reflexive theory.
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quite fit the mold: Frege, Russell, Kripke.32 This tradition is much narrower in focus.
Semantics is seen as an analysis of language, seen as a tool for representing the world.
Which is not to deny that language is used for other purposes; but the idea is that all
those can, or, indeed, must be separated from this special, and perhaps primary, function.
One can then go on to offer an account of communication: by representing the world in
a certain way, the speaker hopes that the hearer will understand the representation, and,
with some aid from a theory of cooperation, the hearer may take up what was said. But
all that comes down the road.
That some idealization is needed is accepted by all parties.33 Speaking just of indexicals: suppose it is a metaphysically unavoidable fact that no speaker can pronounce 100
sentences at the exact same time. If we really only looked for real utterances, then we
could find no instances of an argument with 100 premises. This is a fact that logic ought
to be blind to: such an argument ought not to come out valid merely because there is
never an occasion to utter those premises truly, even if we could infer a contradiction.
Still, the two places that semantics may begin from will lead to different concerns and
theoretical desiderata.
In this section, I want to show that my criterion can be made to accord with the strictures of the second tradition. I will formulate the issue using the contrast I mentioned
above between Lewis and Kaplan. Lewis, if you recall, thought of contexts as surroundings of real utterances. Kaplan wanted a more abstract notion: of a sentence in a context,
where the context may not contain any utterances of that, or any other sentence. The goal
is to explain the intuition that we can talk not only about what is said by someone at
32

I include Frege more because of his influence than his actual views. It would be more accurate to talk
of him as thinking that thought represents the world, and language represents thought. If representation
is transitive, his inclusion may not be so bad. See also Locke, Essay III. i. 2, p. 402 “Besides articulate
Sounds therefore, it was farther necessary, that he should be able to use these Sounds, as Signs of internal
Conceptions; and to make them stand as marks for the Ideas within his own Mind, whereby they might be
made known to others, and the Thoughts of Men’s Minds be conveyed from one to another.”, quoted from
Locke (1975). I owe the citation to Lewis Powell.
33

García-Carpintero (1998) correctly argues that this fact can be accommodated by a token-indexical view,
properly construed.
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some time and place, but also about cases in which nobody says anything. For example,
we think of the sentence “I am awake” as false in a context which has me as the agent, but
I am sleeping. Obviously, I am not uttering anything; and nobody else could utter that
sentence for me, since they would be talking about themselves, not me.34
I started from utterances because that is where language lives. But I don’t want to
make this a deep point about the proper home of semantics. Rather, it is a methodological
point: words have the meanings they have because we use them in certain ways. Every
semantic account of English will be tested by its fit with the way English is actually used.
This point has never been denied. But indexicals bring out an unexpected twist: they
depend on what I call robust features of utterances. So we start out by thinking about
utterance contexts, and then we see what gets stuck to words such that we can abstract our
way to sentences in a context. In order to get to the latter, we need to find a replacement
for the direct link to robust features, since, obviously, it is not true that sentences in just
any old context usually have an addressee, and even though contexts always have agents,
there is no requirement that the agent be an utterer. Applying this to “you”, we need to
separate the way in which X gets to be the addressee (a matter of actual intentions, which
accompany actual utterances) from the way “you” gets its semantic value in a context
where X is the addressee. This move from utterances to sentences in a context is necessary
in order to avoid having “I am asleep” never come out true, which it would if we were
only looking at utterances: presumably nobody utters anything while asleep, and talking
in your sleep does not count as an utterance in our sense.
The key is the distinction between the two types of intentions that are semantically relevant for deictics. Indexicals work off robust features of contexts, some of which depend
on the speaker’s intentions, e.g. to address a particular person (recall that we are in the
realm of the metaphysics of typical utterances; exceptions do not prove the rule). But the
words do their work by themselves; and this allows us to move from the more grounded
34

This is a simplified version of the arguments in [Aft], p. 584.
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notion of an utterance to the more ethereal, sentence in a context. So, for instance, just as
we can think of me as the agent of the context that has me asleep (and thus, not really an
agent of an utterance), and thus make “I am asleep” true, and, more importantly, “I am
awake” not a logical truth, so we can think of “you are asleep” as true in a context having
my neighbor as the speaker and his daughter as the addressee, even when they are both
asleep. In the last context, my neighbor is not the agent of an utterance, and his daughter
is not being addressed by anyone.
Thus, we can separate the role of intentions in setting up robust contextual features
from the functioning of the words (i.e. word types) relative to a context. This allows us
to have a notion of an indexical relative to a context, and bracket away the issue of the
mechanism by which things get to have their roles in that context (e.g. how my neighbor
gets to be the speaker, and his daughter the addressee).
Demonstratives are different. In their case, the intention directly connects the token
occurrence of the word with its referent. Therefore, we cannot repeat our indexical strategy, and talk of things as being demonstrata in contexts in which no utterance is made,
and therefore no intentions are active, since we cannot get a grip on the token of the word
and connect it to a referent unless the context contains an intention to do the job. But that’s
exactly what’s missing, absent a real utterance. Perhaps this is too strong. Imagine that
I want to say “This is mine”, but abstain at the last moment, thinking it impolite to say
that. An intention is formed, and maybe there is room for talking about the truth value of
that sentence in that context, even if no utterance took place. And it might not even have
to be that very sentence; maybe we can also evaluate the sentence “this is blue” in that
very context, since my intention with regard to “this” doesn’t have anything to do with
how the sentence continues. This would fit nicely with the idea of having one context per
word, not per sentence.
So there is some wiggle room between real world utterances and what is needed for
demonstratives to get a semantic value. But in all these cases we had real contexts, with
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real intentions, and we didn’t get anywhere near contexts where the speaker is asleep
or doesn’t speak the language. So I find it much harder to get a satisfactory notion of a
sentence in a context for demonstratives. This is not a comfortable conclusion. Imagine
trying to construct a logic of demonstratives, where you were only including real contexts,
with a speaker actually intending to refer to things. Kaplan’s original worries would come
back to haunt us, because we are within striking distance of unwanted logical truths, such
as “I am thinking”, or “I am awake”, or “I speak English”.
The bottom line is that according to my distinction, we can easily get a notion of sentences in a context for indexicals, but I don’t know if that is possible for demonstratives.
We could add sequences of demonstrata to the context, and pair them with the corresponding sequence of demonstratives. But that is an artificial solution; demonstratives
do not work like that. One possible conclusion might be that utterances really are the
only level of analysis appropriate for demonstratives. Another option might be to take
demonstratives as some kind of super-Millian proper names. Super-Millian because for
proper names we are used to bypassing the issue of the fact that, e.g. there are many people whose name is “John”, so that sameness of proper name in an argument guarantees
sameness of referent. But we have fewer demonstratives than proper names; otherwise,
they wouldn’t need to be context dependent. All we are left with are the referents; so our
logic for demonstratives would get closer to a logic on propositions than on sentences.
Both options have clear disadvantages, but nobody said truth was going to be easy. I will
come back to this in §2.8.

2.6

The Tradition and “You”

The time has come to argue for against competing criteria for distinguishing indexicals
from demonstratives. “You” is in some ways like prototypical indexicals, and in some like
prototypical demonstratives, which may explain why it sometimes gets counted as one,
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and sometimes as another, even by people who hold the traditional conception. In this
section, I will show that my picture differs from the tradition not just conceptually, but
also extensionally: it counts the singular second person pronoun “you” as an indexical,
not as a demonstrative.
It is easy to see that “you” is a problematic case: it is counted among demonstratives
in [Aft], pp. 585–590,35 Braun (1996, p 171, fn. 12), and García-Carpintero (1998, p. 532),
and among indexicals in Salmon (2002, p. 519) and Caplan (2003, p. 208, fn. 1). Even
more baffling is the fact that most of the time, when it appears on a list, it is included
there without any arguments, as an obvious addition to the canonical list. But it can’t be
obvious that it is both an indexical and a demonstrative, especially since an important
reason to make these disjoint lists is to capture the contrast between the two types of
words.
The traditional view is that demonstratives are the deictics which work off the speaker’s
intentions. “You” does: it is up to the speaker to decide who the addressee is, whereas it is
not up to the speaker to choose the possible world where he makes the utterance (except
in the trivial sense that he may choose not to utter anything). Of course, the speaker is
not all-powerful. If he is hallucinating a big white rabbit, and addressing it, he is in fact
addressing nothing and nobody. But normally, one addresses the person one intends to
address.
This contrast, however, is not as clear cut as it seems. After all, the speaker also decides when and where to speak, and yet nobody has been inclined to think that “now”
and “here” are demonstratives for that reason.The point is that the speaker’s referential
35

There is little talk about “you” in [Demons], though a tantalizing remark on p. 552 seems to indicate that
Kaplan might have contemplated counting it as an indexical: “Aspects of the contexts other than [agent,
place, time, and world] would be used if new demonstratives (e.g., pointings, You, etc.) were added to
the language.” His usage of “demonstrative” in the original paper is not very tightly regimented, as it
is sometimes used synonymously with “indexical”. What is more important is that something like the
addressee could be considered part of the context. Then again, it is hard to figure out why pointings would
count as on a par with “you”, as expressions of the language, so we should not put too much pressure on
this passage.
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intentions do not matter for “now”, but they do play a special role for “you” and “this”.
Here’s another way to look at it: if you ask the speaker whom she is addressing, she
would be in a particularly good position to answer. One can also ask the speaker when
she is (or was) speaking, but in this matter, the speaker is not in a better position to answer than anyone else around who has a good watch. Onlookers may also opine about
who is being addressed; but they need to guess something about the speaker’s intentions,
which is why she is in a special position.
So if one is to hold on to the traditional view, I think that it is a natural choice to count
“you” as a demonstrative. But the traditional criterion doesn’t quite force this choice. As
we saw, the idea is that the stable word meaning of demonstratives just isn’t sufficient
to secure a referent; it is not rich enough. “You”, however, is quite similar to “I” in this
respect: the former picks out the addressee, the latter picks out the speaker. Their riches
seem equal. So the feeling that some supplementation is needed for uses of “this” to help
out its meaning is lacking for “you”. This is why some philosophers have counted it
as an indexical: the traditional distinction just doesn’t cut finely enough when it comes
to “you”. In the next section, I will in fact discuss a few other criteria that have been
proposed, even if the authors didn’t realize they were different from the traditional conception.
Before we look at alternative views, here is what I claim, and what my theory entails:
“you” is an indexical. The addressee is a robust feature of contexts: just as utterances
are made at a certain time in a certain place, they typically are made to communicate
something to someone.36
To illustrate, note the difference between these sentences:
(16) You owe a dollar to him and to her.
(17) He owes a dollar to you and you.
36

Well, someone or ones. Plural “you” brings in problems of its own, which I leave for another time.
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All the third person pronouns in these examples are demonstratives; the speaker must
intend to refer to certain people, who need not be participating in the discussion in any
way. But for each occurrence of “you” to get a referent, particular people must be addressed, with all the accompanying requirements: they have to be available for being
addressed, and they will count as participants in the conversation.37
Just as before, I’m not talking about essential features, because there are utterances
which lack an addressee. Indeed, there are at least two ways that can happen. One is the
hallucination case: the speaker intended to address someone, but failed. This is similar to
the use of empty names by speakers who are unaware of their lack of a referent. The other
case is even more drastic: there are kinds of utterances which lack an addressee by their
nature. Talking to oneself, for instance, can take the form of addressing oneself (“You
shouldn’t have drunk the whole bottle”, said by a rueful speaker), but it may not, in what
is often called “thinking out loud”. Or think of someone in a wistful mood, using Stevie
Wonder’s song to express his feelings: “I wish those days could come back once more”.
This person is not saying it to someone else, nor to himself; there is no addressee; he is just
expressing himself, thinking out loud. Besides, any semantics of indexicals worth its salt
ought to allow for the use of indexicals in thinking, where typically there is no addressing
going on.
Once we shine a light on “you”, other hard cases emerge: what should we say about
“we”, or the second person plural pronoun, “you”? I leave these questions open here.
But let’s look at a clearer case, because it involves a postulated word. “Fthat” is a term
introduced by Gillian Russell in Russell (2010) as an indexical thus: “[it] directly refers
to whatever object the speaker’s favorite thing is in the world of the context at the time
of the context”.38 “Fthat” is an indexical by traditional lights, since nothing in its rule
37

More needs to be said about what it takes to be available for being addressed. There are exotic cases,
just as there are with all other indexicals. One can address a letter to one’s unborn children, or to the first
person to visit Mars, which suggests that acquaintance may not be a requirement. But what does it take to
address someone? And, as always, phone conversations bring challenges of their own.
38

I should note that it is not all that important for Russell that it is an indexical, not a demonstrative; nor
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mentions the speaker’s intentions. But this is ad hoc. Why would we not put preferences
on the same footing as intentions? They are similarly speaker-dependent, and they are
both occasionally hard to figure out by the audience. My inclination, if I was working
with the traditional distinction, would be to count “fthat” among demonstratives.
By my lights, it is not a typical indexical, because there is nothing about the metaphysics of typical utterances that forces speakers to have favorite things. In fact, I suspect
most of us do not have a single favorite thing in the world at a time; and even if we did,
nothing could prevent a tribe of chronically undecided Martians to make utterances, in
spite of their lack of favorite things. But it is also not quite a demonstrative, since it works
on a contextual feature that is not dependent on a particular utterance. If the speaker
does indeed have a favorite thing, then the term just picks it out; the speaker’s job is
done by the time he has ordered his preferences, with no concern for uses of “fthat”. This
point is particularly easy to see, since in English such a word is sadly missing, but English
speakers do sometimes have favorite things.
This last point inclines me to agree with Russell: “fthat” would, indeed, be an indexical. I admit that nothing in the metaphysics of utterances themselves tells us much about
favoring objects. But when we think of utterances, we think of the utterances we make,
just as we are, in a world, at a time, with favorite things, people to talk to, etc. Just as
there may be beings outside of space or time, so there may be beings incapable of favoring things; perhaps Francis of Assisi really did love everything equally. But a typical,
normal utterance is located in space and time, it typically has an addressee, and perhaps is
made by someone with well ordered preferences. And “fthat” bears another resemblance
with typical indexicals: the speaker either has a favorite object or not, but that fact is not
fleeting, like demonstrative-linked intentions. We don’t have favorite things in order to
refer to them by the use of “fthat”, but if we introduced it into the language, we could do
the reverse: refer to our favorite thing by using it. If this is correct, indexicals draw their
is the example crucial to her arguments.
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power not solely from the structure of conversations, like the changing roles of speaker
and addressee; but rather from the wider structure of a context of utterance, with all its
conversation-independent richness.
The lesson I want to draw from our discussion of “you” is that the traditional focus on
intentions is too crude, because intentions play two distinct roles in the semantics of deictics. In this chapter, I made two distinctions: among intentions, between pre-semantic
ones and semantic ones, and among features of contexts, between fragile and robust ones.
Using this new terminology, the problem is this: it has generally been assumed that semantic intentions are only connected with fragile features of contexts. “You” proves that
idea wrong: the intentions that set up an addressee are pre-semantic, but the addressee
feature is a robust one. The hearer may often need to figure out the speaker’s intentions
in order to know who is being addressed. But these intentions do not interact directly
with the word meanings; it’s only their effects on the context that matter. The other is to
set up fragile features of contexts; word meanings operate directly on these intentions.39
In fact, the tradition has not been totally blind to these issues. One symptom is
that several other criteria have been proposed for the distinction between indexicals and
demonstratives, though it has not often been noticed that they are not all extensionally
equivalent. That is my task in the next section: I will present several alternative criteria,
show that they differ with respect to “you”, and argue that my proposal is better.

2.7
2.7.1

Other Criteria
Perry’s Narrow and Wide Contexts

In Perry (2001, §4.4), Perry divides deictics into four types, generated by two distinctions.
I will deal with them in turn.
39

I leave it open that demonstrative meanings may also operate on other contextual features, depending
on your view about the semantics of demonstratives.
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First, he distinguishes two kinds of context, or, as I would prefer to put it, two kinds
of contextual features:
What I call narrow context consists of facts about which things occupy the essential roles involved in the utterance, which I will take to be the agent, time,
and position. These roles are filled with every utterance. The clearest case of
[a deictic] that relies only on the narrow context is ‘I’, whose designation depends on the agent and nothing else. The wide context consists of those facts,
plus anything else that might be relevant, according to the workings of a particular [deictic].40
Perry’s examples of deictics dependent only on narrow contexts are “I”, “now”, “here”,
and “tomorrow”. Among the rest he counts all classical examples of demonstratives, such
as “that”, “there”, “he”, and two more special deictics, “yea” (as in “The dog is yea big”)
and “dthat”. More about the last two in a moment. As far as the rest are concerned,
Perry’s distinction separates exactly indexicals from demonstratives. Furthermore, “you”
would need to count as a demonstrative, since it depends on a context feature different
from the agent, the time, and the location.
I agree with Perry’s broader claim that indexicals are those words which depend on
contextual features that normally come along with any utterance. He says “every utterance”, which is stronger than my talk of “typical utterances”, but I don’t think that is a
big disagreement; after all, there are utterances that take quite a bit of time, maybe even
discontinuous stretches of it. But he gives no reason to include only the agent, the time,
and the location on the privileged list. At least the traditional distinction had a principled
reason: intentions were the reason for banishment. But once we put worries about intentions aside, as Perry does, why the short list? Why not an addressee? Don’t utterances
40

Perry (2001, p. 59). Perry uses “indexical” the same way I use “deictic”, so I replaced his term with
mine, to prevent confusion. I assume that “position” includes, or maybe simply means, position in possible
world space, that is, a possible world. It cannot mean “position in space”, since that would be redundant.
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typically have those? For these reasons, I take it that the first distinction will not do as a
way to separate indexicals from demonstratives.
Perry’s other distinction focuses on the role of intentions, and divides deictics into
automatic and discretionary ones:
An utterance of “yesterday” designates the day before the utterance occurs, no
matter what the speaker intends. Given the meaning and context, the designation is automatic. No further intention, than that of using words with their
ordinary meaning, is relevant. The designation of an utterance of ‘that man’,
however, is not automatic. The speaker’s intention is relevant. There may be
several men standing across the street when I say, ‘That man stole my wallet’. Which of them I refer to depends on my intention. I have some choice or
discretion in the matter.41
Examples of automatic deictics are “I”, “tomorrow”, “yea”, and “dthat”. Discretionary
ones are the typical demonstratives like “this” and “there”, plus most uses of “now” and
“here”, when used to pick out not just the very instant and spot of the utterance (those
uses are automatic ones), but rather regions which contain them. For example, when we
say “7 million people live here”, we do not mean the very spot we’re in, but some region
around it. Since intentions determine the extent of the region, these uses of “now” and
“here” count as discretionary.
This distinction comes closer to mine. I would count “yea” as a demonstrative, because the gesture that must accompany it is designed for that particular word; we could
think of it as the externalized version of the kind of intention that provides a referent
for demonstratives. Nor is Perry’s reason to count it as automatic quite clear: on what
grounds do we discount the speaker’s discretion in making the relevant gesture?
41

Perry (2001, p. 60). On p. 62, Perry makes it clear that the speaker’s intentions are not sufficient to
establish the referent; he settles on salience as the best candidate for that role.
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Putting aside “yea”, there need be no conflict between Perry’s distinction between
automatic and discretionary deictics and my distinction between indexicals and demonstratives. His analysis is much more brief, and therefore it could be filled out in various
ways. In any case, he needs to distinguish between intentions that are relevant for semantics from those that are not.42 I offer my semantic intentions, and the distinction between
robust and fragile context features, as a way to do just that.

2.7.2

Referent Change within a Context

The main question addressed in Braun (1996) is how to deal with the fact that two occurrences of the same demonstrative in a single context may not corefer. For instance, the
following sentence can be truthfully uttered while pointing first to a ship, and then to
another:
(18) That is bigger than that.
Braun’s theory deserves a longer discussion. But here, I am only interested in one
advantage he claims to have over Kaplan’s theory of demonstratives: that he succeeds in
drawing a sharp distinction between indexicals and demonstratives. And that is true: if
his theory is correct, then the two are semantically quite different. All this presupposes
that indexicals really don’t behave like demonstratives, i.e. that they don’t change their
referent within a context. And this is not a hard claim to make; note that it’s hard to
imagine how the following sentence could be truthfully uttered:
(19) I am bigger than I am.
This seems to show that indexicals keep the same referent throughout an utterance.
So we have another possible criterion, though Braun himself doesn’t propose it as such:
42

A fact readily admitted by Perry: Perry (2001, p. 60), where he appeals to David Kaplan’s notion of a
directing intention.
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Referent Change: two tokens of the same demonstrative can have different referents within a single context. All tokens of each indexical must have the same referent
within a single context.
This criterion, or one much like it, also underlies the only sustained discussion I know
of that uses “you” as a paradigmatic demonstrative: [Aft], pp. 585–590. The main reason
for counting it as a demonstrative can be found on p. 587: “It is no part of the meaning of
“today” that multiple syntactic occurrences must be associated with different contexts. In
contrast, the meaning of a demonstrative requires that each syntactic occurrence be associated with a [its own] directing intention.” I think there is something right in this: there
are differences between indexicals and demonstratives in the structure of the semantically
relevant intentions. But I will argue that the difference does not lie in the possibility or
necessity of having only one referent per context.
Kaplan’s system was well placed to deal with indexicals. But if Braun is right, it cannot deal with demonstratives, without some artificial decisions. All this stems from a
problem posed, but not solved, in [Demons], §§ XV and XVI, and [Aft], § II, which contain a few options for dealing with sentences like (18). In a nutshell, the problem is this:
if demonstratives are exactly like indexicals, given certain central features of Kaplan’s
account, any two occurrences of the same demonstrative are semantically guaranteed to
corefer in any context. Since it has always been assumed that there can be no more than
one context per sentence, (18) is a clear counterexample, since the two occurrences of
“that” do not corefer. So demonstratives are not exactly like indexicals.
So far, it looks like Referent Change is a good criterion, in that its application is quite
clear, and it reveals an important and interesting semantic difference between indexicals
and demonstratives. And if we apply it to “you”, it comes out as a demonstrative. To
illustrate, we can use an example from earlier:
(15) You, you, you, and you can leave, but you stay.
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The traditional criterion, which looked at the role of intentions for guidance, does not
entail the Referent Change criterion. However, they can be connected by making some
natural assumptions. One could easily think: since demonstratives require intentions,
whereas indexicals do not, we can blame intentions for the fickleness of demonstratives,
and say that indexicals are stable within a context just because their meanings rigidly
dictate their behaviour.
Some assumptions are well hidden under this train of thought, but they are there
nonetheless. If we allowed one context per deictic occurrence, it would trivially follow
that no word changes its referent within a context, since it would be impossible for two
words to occur in the same context. This assumption is well motivated, of course, but not
unchallangeable.43 In other words, we run again into an old problem: it all depends on
what you want to put in a context, and what the nature of a context is.
In fact, I don’t even think that Referent Change correctly characterizes indexicals. The
following sentence can be true only if we assume that time passes between the utterances
of the indexicals:
(20) Now you see it; now you don’t.
There are true utterances of this sentence, and that fact can only be modeled if we
assume that the two occurrences of the indexical “now” get different values. Admittedly,
one could claim that it’s really two different sentences that are being uttered, and each
sentence gets its own context, so we still haven’t proven that indexicals change value
within the utterance of one sentence.44
43

Crimmins (1995, p. 398–399, fn. 12) speculates that the idea of having several sub-contexts for just such
a situation might work, but also expresses certain worries about it.
44

And anyway, even if there was an explicit conjunction between the two sentences, there are theories
which treat “and” as a very special connective, not so much as a creator of new sentences, but more as an
instruction about how to deal with two consecutive sentences. I have in mind the dynamic logic tradition,
starting from Groenendijk & Stokhof (1991). Besides, we can easily construct similar sentences that are not
molecular: “The object that you now see has now vanished”.
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So let me give another example, a disjunction. Suppose you are conducting an experiment, and you cannot see what the test subject sees. You do know the setup, however, so
you know that there are only two possibilities: the subject is either seeing a meadow or
a desert. You also have a button which switches between the two images. To make sure
that the setup is working properly, you ask the subject if she agrees with the following
statement:
(21) You’re either seeing a dominantly green image now, [you flip the switch] or you’re
seeing a dominantly green image now.
I think it’s clear that this sentence can only be modeled correctly if the values of the
two occurrences of “now” are allowed to differ within the disjunction. But you might still
think that we have a molecular sentence, made up of two atomic sentences, and one could
still cling on to the one sentence - one context model. So consider this final situation: I’m
a detective, and I’m searching a room for hiding places beneath the flooring. I have hard
shoes, so I just try jumping up and down in various places in the room. I discover that it
sounds more hollow in one corner than anywhere else. I say:
(22) [Jumping in one corner] It sounds more hollow here than [now I jump over towards
the middle of the room] here.
I admit that this is a rather exotic example, and if it is, it would be very interesting to
figure out why. But I hope it’s natural enough that I can make this point: there’s nothing
in the nature of indexicals that stops them from changing their value within the scope of
one sentence. Indeed, even “I” is not immune to this, since there are couples who finish
each other’s sentences, and then “I am taller than I am” can be uttered truly, as long as the
switch between the speakers happens between the two occurrences of the indexical. So
all deictics can have non-coreferential tokens within the same sentence. We are tempted
to describe this situation in terms of mid-sentence context change. But then, by parity of
reasoning, why not mid-sentence context change for multiple occurrences of “that”?
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In fact, this is also an answer to the main argument for counting “you” as a demonstrative, which relies precisely on the Referent Change criterion. The core of the argument is
presupposed in the aforementioned [Aft], § II. My exposition will be more detailed than
the original text, but I hope that it captures its spirit correctly.
Technically, it is possible to treat demonstratives like indexicals. Indeed, this is one of
the simplest ways to the problem of providing a logic for both kinds of terms. [Demons],
p. 528, discusses, but does not adopt, the view he aptly calls the “indexical view of demonstratives”. Recall that indexicals get their referent from a particular feature of the context
(“I” picks out the speaker, “today” the day, etc.). According to this view, we can just
treat demonstratives as if they were indexicals: they pick out the demonstratum of the
context.45
So far, so simple. But there is an immediate problem: there can be more than one
demonstrative per sentence. This is the point of the Referent Change criterion: there can
be two non-coreferring occurrences of the same demonstrative in the same sentence, in
the same context. Since this is the indexical theory of demonstratives, it needs to prevent demonstratives from changing referent. The quick fix made in [Demons] is to say
that there really is a sequence of demonstratives in each sentence, and a sequence of corresponding demonstrata. Thus, each occurrence of a demonstrative is associated with
an index, perhaps, but not necessarily, indicating its place in the left to right ordering
of occurrences of that demonstrative in the given sentence. So the underlying real form
of “That is taller than that” is something like “That1 is taller than that2 ”. And now we
don’t have the same indexed demonstrative change referent mid-sentence; rather, we have
two separate underlying words, governed by different semantic rules: “that1 ” picks out
the first demonstratum, “that2 ” the second, and so on. Furthermore, something like this
solution is inescapable, since we may want to say that our sentence, plus the sentence
45

The view does not lack supporters; it was perhaps first advanced in Scott (1970), later adopted by Braun
(1994), attacked and renamed “the bare bones theory” for its simplicity by Salmon (2002, p. 511), and then
defended again in Caplan (2003).
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“p@xqp@yqx is taller than y, then y is taller than x”, entail another sentence, “That2 is
shorter than that1 ”. In other words, we must keep track of indexed demonstratives.
Even its proponents admit that this solution is artificial. As Salmon (2002) points out,
this introduces into our formalism words which do not exist in English; there really aren’t
infinitely many words beginning with “that”, and having numbers as subscripts. Nor is it
the same case as with proper names, like “David”, such that several individuals may bear
that name. For proper names, few feel any problem with letting logic work on a properly
disambiguated version of English. For demonstratives, as for indexicals, there is just one
word, with a constant meaning, and our logic should deal with this fact, or die trying.
Caplan (2003, §4) replies to this objection by saying that the notion of context we use in
our formal account is just as formal as our account. We need contexts in order to provide
us with values for deictics; if we need a sequence, then we need the context to provide us
with a sequence, and that is exactly what contexts are for.
There are two ways to reply to Caplan’s argument. One is to insist, along with Kaplan,
that contexts are not our playthings. They just are represented as sequences which serve
to give the logician values for (some, possibly all) deictics, but what we aim to represent
are parts of the world, which have certain features, like the speaker-feature, and, as I’m
arguing, the addressee-feature. So there is a real metaphysical question whether intended
referents are like those or not. I endorse this argument, but if you are not convinced, recall
an earlier point: indexicals can vary in reference within a sentence just like demonstratives. It’s just that the custom is to idealize away the possibility of referent change for
indexicals, and not for demonstratives.
In Ch. 1, I argued that context change within an argument should not be idealized
away, and that it doesn’t need to be. That solution does not apply to the current problem,
since what we would need now is to allow contexts to change mid-sentence, rather than
just mid-argument. I don’t know how to do this, so I won’t propose a solution here. One
idea is to allow one context per word; this seems to me the most promising option, but
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there are technical difficulties which demand further attention.46
For demonstratives, the problem may be slightly easier, since we can make use of
the different token-specific intentions that can be connected to an utterance of a single
sentence to account for each of their referents. But for indexicals, in spite of the difficulties,
the difficult path outlined above is the kind of path we will need to take. In the case of
“you”, for instance, since it depends on a robust contextual feature, there is no other way
to change the addressee mid-sentence than by changing the context mid-sentence.

2.7.3

Emptiness

Another way to make the distinction was proposed in Corazza (2004, p. 140), and it also
counts “you” as a demonstrative, and it also fails to really distinguish indexicals from
demonstratives:47
Emptiness: indexicals cannot be vacuous; demonstratives can.
Here’s the idea: if I say “I’m tired today”, I cannot fail to refer to myself and to the
current day. But if I say “He’s funny”, and I am in fact hallucinating the clown I intend
to talk about, I fail to refer to anyone. By this criterion, “you” is clearly a demonstrative,
since I might as well have been addressing the clown, saying “You’re funny”, and I would
have failed to refer, just as before.
Corazza didn’t actually intend this to be a definition of indexicality, of course. After
all, some people think that “God” cannot fail to refer, and that doesn’t make the name an
indexical. But is it a feature which distinguishes the two kinds of deictics? Well, there
are uses of indexicals where the connection to the referent is not as straightforward as
our examples suggested. Consider the use of “I” in wills; when read aloud by the lawyer
46

For instance, truth is normally defined as truth in a context; if we have several contexts per sentence,
with respect to which of those should we evaluate the sentence? Surely not all, since the facts may change
from one context to another; but then, which one?
47

See also Corazza (2011, p. 135), which is a good introduction to the subject.
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after the appropriate death, the referent no longer exists.48 Of course, this doesn’t show
that the indexical doesn’t refer; just that it doesn’t refer to anything existing at that time.
But “Aristotle” is in the same boat; the owner of the name is long dead, but the name
still refers to him. It just shows that indexicals are more complicated than a few examples
may suggest.
This is a well known problem. There are uses of indexicals that do not naturally fit
in Kaplan’s theory, and a lot of work is being done on them, which shows that the dust
hasn’t quite settled on the issue. For instance, I can leave a note on my office door saying
“I’m not here”, whose truth depends on me not being at the place denoted by “here”.49
I want to rely on a simpler counterexample. Suppose that the world ends in 1000 years.
Take that to mean what you want: that the Universe will contract; or that the gods decide
to put an end to this pesky time business. So here’s a sentence which fails to refer to
any date: “In 5000 years, chess will still be played”. Semantically, “in 5000 years” is very
similar to “tomorrow”. It just happens to be an expression composed of 3 words, rather
than 1, but its semantic rules must be very similar to “tomorrow”. And yet, it fails to refer
to anything, because there neither is nor will be anything for “in 5000 years” to pick out.
And besides, we could make a similar argument for “tomorrow”, if we were willing to
entertain the depressing possibility that the world might end before midnight.
Corazza (2004, p. 140, fn. 10) recognizes this problem, and proposes a distinction between basic indexicals (introduced by means of a list: “I”, “now”, “here”, “today”), and
derivative indexicals (“tomorrow”, “next Wednesday”, “my car” etc.), and says that only
the former cannot be vacuous, but the latter can be. The idea is that one could use basic
indexicals to define the meaning of derivative indexicals, e.g. “tomorrow” picks out the
day after today, and “today” picks out the day of. . . now.50 So the Emptiness criterion at
48

These uses were already noted in [Demons], p. 491, fn. 12.
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See, for instance, Smith (1989), Predelli (1998), and Corazza et al. (2002).
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Technically, we will need a rigidifier like “dthat” to change the descriptions into singular terms, as
appropriate.
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most serves to distinguish basic indexicals from all other deictics.
“You” would clearly count as a derivative indexical, like “tomorrow”, since its character could be given thus: “the person I am addressing”, which is similar structurally to
the proposal for the character of “tomorrow” in the previous paragraph.51 And, just like
“tomorrow”, “you” may fail to have a referent in some contexts.
Three questions arise at this point. First, is Corazza right about basic indexicals? And
if he is, is it a semantically important distinction? And if it is, should it replace the distinction between indexicals and demonstratives?
I am not sure about the first question. Note that his claim is universal: basic indexicals
simply cannot be vacuous. Is that true? I will assume that the claim is meant to cover only
simple cases, of straightforward assertions, not cases of recorded messages. The latter
cases are quite complicated, which is why I haven’t focused on them either. Just to give
an example: in Seattle, there is a train connecting the Sea-Tac airport with downtown.
The train has no driver on board. Along the way, there are a few stops; before each, a
recording of an announcer is played, saying “The doors will open on my right” (or “left”,
as the case may be). There clearly is a message creator, and a message announcer, but
neither is likely to be on each train, so “my” cannot refer to them. The message conveyed
is quite clear: the doors on the right, facing in the direction of travel of the train. I am not
sure how exactly to interpret the utterance. And I am quite open to the suggestion that it
wasn’t a very good message; it sounded strange to me when I first heard it.
But, as I said, it is best to leave these issues for later. So instead, consider this medievalsounding question: could God use “today” before time was created? Well, maybe not, if
“use” entails an occurrence in time. On the other hand, perhaps omnipotence overrides
51

There is a difference: “the person I am addressing” is not rigid, whereas “you” is. There are various
ways to rigidify descriptions, and I am willing to grant that one of them may fix this particular issue well
enough. Still, using Fregean language, they do express different thoughts, so it would not be very plausible
to claim that “you” means “the person I am (now) addressing”. In fact, Frege ([1918] 1997, p. 333) made a
claim in the opposite direction: that we sometimes use “I” in the sense of “he who is speaking to you at this
moment”.
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such issues. But this is a metaphysical issue, not a semantic one. And this brings me to
the second question: it is not a semantic fact that basic indexicals cannot fail to refer. Even
if they always have a referent, that fact would depend on the nature of contexts, and that
is a matter of metaphysics.
This may sound like a strange complaint, since I also claim that the distinction between
indexicals and demonstratives is grounded in metaphysics. But there is a difference. I
argue that the semantics of indexicals rides on certain kinds of contextual features, which
are metaphysically distinguishable from others. And I think this is true of both basic and
derivative indexicals.52 The rules “pick out the speaker” and “pick out the addressee”
seem to me to be on a semantically identical footing, even if metaphysics may make it the
case that the former always provides a referent, while the latter may fail. There is nothing
in the meaning of “I” that is sufficient to guarantee that it always have a referent. The
more general point is this: some parts of the metaphysics of utterances are reflected in the
meanings of English words, and some are not. All utterances, for example, are made at a
certain temperature; yet we have no single indexical in English which would pick out the
current temperature.53 But the structure is there to be exploited, if the need arises.54
You may now have guessed my answer to the third question: one distinction should
not replace the other. I don’t claim to have shown that basic indexicals lack any special
properties with semantically important consequences. Perhaps, if metaphysics entails
that basic indexicals always have a referent, this should be reflected in what we require
of contexts, so that we would make sure that there are no empty occurrences of “I”, etc.
This is one kind of reason behind Kaplan’s claim that we should only talk of contexts with
52

“My car” is different, since it is not a robust feature of contexts that the agent normally has a car. But
this is to be expected; once we include indexical phrases, anything goes.
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The description in “what’s the temperature?” comes close, but it is not rigid.
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Thanks to Walter Edelberg for bringing up temperature. He may have meant it as a counterexample; I
like to think he did not. Besides, this does raise the following independently interesting question: are there
other robust features of contexts? What are they? Does the speaker’s having a head count? Having a heart?
Having thoughts? Having parents? A principled criterion is needed here.
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a speaker, a place, a time, such that the speaker exists at that time, in that place; that, in
other words, there are no improper contexts.55 And perhaps no such requirements should
be made for derivative indexicals; for instance, we could allow contexts with a limited
number of days, so that some occurrences of “tomorrow” lack a referent. I will not take
a stand on these issues. My claim is simply that indexicals cannot be distinguished from
demonstratives by pointing out that indexicals are never empty.

2.8

What about Demonstratives?

The logic of indexicals depends on the fact that they have a rich character. For instance,
we get that “It’s raining if and only if it’s raining now” is a logical truth because the left
hand side of the biconditional must be evaluated at the same moment as the right hand
side, and that is because “now” always picks out the moment of utterance, the moment at
which the biconditional claim is asserted to be true. If we didn’t notice this special feature
of indexicals, the sentence would be equivalent to “It’s raining if and only if it’s raining
on September 3, 2012, at 10:20am”, and that is clearly not a logical truth. The bigger point
is that we need to distinguish logical truth, i.e. truth in all contexts, from necessary truth,
i.e. truth in all circumstances of evaluation.
I’ve also argued that the semantics of indexicals allows us even more. Based on the
relations between the characters of indexicals, we can look at relations between contexts,
and have a logic that allows the following to be a valid argument:
(4) A says “It’s raining today”. The next day, A says “It rained yesterday”.
This argument is valid because of two relations. One between the indexicals: the
first sentence contains “today”, and the second “yesterday”. Their characters guarantee
that if they are prefixed to the same sentence, and the first one is said exactly one day
55

[Demons], p. 509.
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earlier than the second one, if the first sentence is true, the second is true as well. In
other words, the relation between the indexicals guarantees that the argument is valid if
a particular relation holds between the contexts. And, crucially, that relation is dictated
by the characters of the indexicals.
The logic of demonstratives cannot be exactly like the logic of indexicals. This is not a
new claim, but the argument is new: it’s not because different occurrences of demonstratives within the same sentence or argument may fail to corefer. I argued that that is true
of indexicals just as much as demonstratives. Rather, the reason is that demonstratives
depend on utterances, not just on sentences in a context.
I see two options for a logic of demonstratives. One is to claim that demonstratives
draw something like a character from a context, perhaps because of the intention they
are associated with, or the demonstration, or the salience properties, etc. We don’t, then,
have the same semantics for all occurrences of any demonstrative, but for each there is a
method of assigning a character in every context. This is one way to interpret Kaplan’s
original solution from [Demons].
In order to move from LD closer to LI, contexts would then play two roles in the logic.
First, they would give a character to demonstrative occurrences. Then, the relations between the characters of any deictic, plus the meanings of the other sentence parts, would
dictate the relations between the contexts of each premise for the argument to be valid.
Some of the problems this solution faces depend on the choice of the character-giver. If
we choose intentions, we have two structures to worry about: what the speaker intends,
and what he succeeds in doing. Suppose that the speaker intends two occurrences of
“this” to corefer, but they do not (because he mistakenly believed he was looking at one
snake, when there were two in front of him). Should the characters of those demonstrative
occurrences incorporate the speaker’s unrealized wishes? And there’s also the reverse
problem: suppose the speaker does not want two occurrences to corefer, but they do;
what should the characters reflect? Or if the speaker has no opinion on the matter?
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In §2.3.2, I argued that my intention to refer to David Hume by using “I” will inevitably be defeated. Its relevance to logic is thus null. “I am David Hume” has its logical
form irrespective of whether I believe that I am David Hume and irrespective of my referential intentions connected to “I”. Can we adapt that argument for demonstratives?
If we try the same argument structure, we would look at a sentence like “That is David
Hume”. But our puzzle is about connections between occurrences of demonstratives, not
between one occurrence of a demonstrative and a proper name. So we need something a
bit more complicated, like the following: I look at what appears to me to be a dog partly
hidden by a tree, and I say: “that [fixing my attention on the head] is that [fixing my
attention on the tail-end]”.56 Suppose there really are two dogs. Intuitively, I would say
that the two occurrences of demonstratives do not corefer; they each refer to one of the
dogs.57 So the statement is not true, and my intending to refer to a single dog is just as
inefficient as my earlier intention to refer to David Hume by using “I”. The structure of the
speaker’s intentions might be relevant for cognitive significance.58 But it is not relevant
for logic, nor for what is said, since the speaker’s intentions to employ two coreferential
demonstratives are not sufficient to guarantee coreference.
This argument might not suffice. Starr (2010, §2.3) argues that intentions only matter
when they succeed; that is, for logical purposes, we might want to separate true uses of
“that is identical to that” into those in which the speaker intended to refer to the same
thing twice, and those in which he did not. But we gain little by making this move.
By making success part of the condition, we lose the link to cognitive significance, since
“from the inside”, the speaker cannot tell if what she is saying is true or not, and therefore
she cannot know the logical form of what she is saying just by looking at her intentions.
Why then worry about what the speaker intended about the relation between her uses of
56

The example is from Perry (2001, §4.5).
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And this is how it comes out on all semantical theories of demonstratives that I know of.
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This is what Perry uses the example to show.
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demonstratives? Isn’t it enough that we are looking at the intentions that (help) determine
the referent?
I said that there are two options. The first one was to take demonstratives as close
to indexicals as they can get. The other option I have in mind is to put them in a class of
their own: words for which only the referent matters, i.e. words like proper names, except
that the identity of the name doesn’t leave any trace in the logical form. This is what I
called earlier “super-Millianism”, but we can now be a bit more specific. So I propose to
call it “logical Millianism”. “Millianism” because we disregard all other features of the
word except its referent; “logical” because we’re disregarding them for logical purposes,
not for semantical purposes. On one version, it might be even more strict than classical
Millianism: if all demonstratives are alike, then it couldn’t matter whether one uses “this”
or “that”, or “he”, etc. So even word identity would be irrelevant for logical purposes.
Or maybe we could wish to note the association between “he” and one of the genders, so
some demonstratives would be partially descriptive.
I am drawn to logical Millianism, because it keeps logic within the bounds of stable
word meaning. Once we allow intentions to play freely with reference, it seems to me that
we are outside of logic, and within the bounds of semantics proper. But I’m not sure that
logic really needs to be that strict, and I can see why one might care about the structure
of the intentions of the speaker. Which is why I remain undecided on the matter.
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Chapter 3
Whence Logicality?
3.1

Introduction

The logic of indexicals I have proposed differs from first order quantified logic, the paradigm
of logicality, not just in expressive power, but also in more fundamental and unexpected
ways. Some of these it shares with Kaplan’s LD, which also incorporates context sensitive expressions, but some are specific to it. In this paper, I present some of the differences
between these three logics. Then, I argue that the differences do not amount to a reason
to reject LI’s status as a logic. The two parts of the paper are thus independent: you may
agree that I captured the differences correctly, but think that LI, or even LD, is not, properly speaking, a logic. To some, this may seem a terminological issue, of little importance.
I disagree: however we decide the matter, we stand to learn something about what we
expect from logic and the formal approach to natural language semantics.

3.2

A Worry to Put Aside: Logical Constants

One of the simplest ways to reject the logicality of LD and LI is to claim that indexicals are
not logical constants. In general, how principled one’s choice must be depends on what
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purposes that particular logic was developed for.
That a logic needs to separate logical constants from other expressions is obvious from
the fact that logic is formal, i.e. it is about the form of sentences, and the form is given by
the distribution of logical expressions. The Medieval distinction between categorematic
and syncategorematic words was made with this goal in mind. In more modern times,
here is Tarski making this point quite clearly, and then commenting on the fact that, at
that time, no criterion had been found and widely accepted:

Underlying our whole construction [of a definition of logical consequence]
is the division of all terms of the language discussed into logical and extralogical. This division is certainly not quite arbitrary. If, for example, we were
to include among the extra-logical signs the implication sign, or the universal
quantifier, then our definition of the concept of consequence would lead to
results which obviously contradict ordinary usage. On the other hand, no
objective grounds are known to me which permit us to draw a sharp boundary
between the two groups of terms. It seems to be possible to include among
logical terms some which are usually regarded by logicians as extra-logical
without running into consequences which stand in sharp contrast to ordinary
usage. In the extreme case we could regard all terms of the language as logical.
The concept of formal consequence would then coincide with that of material
consequence. The sentence X would in this case follow from the class K of
sentences if either X were true or at least one sentence of the class K were
false.1
This only shows that logic works by choosing a privileged class of expressions; but
we still don’t know how to do it. Tarski was not sure that we could make the choice
once and for all, on the basis of a single criterion. And, indeed, several attitudes are
possible: on one extreme, we could think that there is just one, true logic, which entails
that there is a fixed set of logical constants, and we just need to figure out which they are.
One kind of motivation here would be the hope that mathematics will turn out to be in
some sense subsumed to logic, or to logic plus some conceptual truths. Obviously, one
presupposition here is not that we can subsume mathematics to something or other, but
1

Tarski ([1936] 1983, pp. 418–419). See Gómez-Torrente (1996) for a good presentation of Tarski’s views
on this issue, and a defense thereof.
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that there is a specific benefit to subsuming it under the true logic. On the other extreme,
we could have a very relaxed attitude, according to which the logician starts with one
of many equally good goals in mind, and chooses a set of logical constants accordingly;
thus, there is no one criterion for logicality, and no deep general question about which are
the real logical constants.2
Whatever the reasons, it is true that indexicals are quite unlike the logical constants of
first order logic, and this might be sufficient to count them out. For instance, as far as I
know, nobody has yet proposed a proof theory for a logic of context sensitive expressions.
But logic is often thought to be essentially tied to proofs.3 Some authors even require a
particular kind of proof theory for something to count as a logic:
[S]uppose that an alleged logical constant is [. . . ] offered for which introduction or elimination rules were unavailable. All would then, quite naturally,
reject the idea that the expression is a logical constant at all. Logicians would
think we are dealing with nothing of that sort.4
It would be nice to have a proof system for LI. And I am an optimist; I think it can be
done. But such a system does not exist, and it might be uninteresting, or, worse, impossible.
But I do not place great importance on the relevance of this issue to the question
whether LI is a logic or not. Indexicals can be captured formally; that was a central goal
of [Demons], and I think it succeeded. So we can formally define truth for indexical languages, and thus validity. If that is done correctly, it is to be expected that we would find
special sentences of the formal language which turn out to be true in all contexts (that this
is the right notion of truth needs to be argued, of course). These are, admittedly, purely
semantic, non-proof theoretic, notions; but logic is, in part, about semantics: it is about
preservation of truth. As long as the special truths come out of a correct semantics, we
2

In this paragraph, I’m following MacFarlane (2009), which is a good survey for this issue.
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See Hacking (1979) for an influential defense of the centrality of natural deduction systems to logic.
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Bueno & Shalkowski (2012, p. 13).
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should welcome them. The relation goes the other way too, of course, since the logic can
be a test for the semantics: if it turns out, for instance, that everything follows from a
sentence we deem to be a logical truth, we need to revise our semantics. We are at the
three way crossroad between formal semantics, philosophy of language, and logic. Each
approach will inform the other, and preconceived ideas about any of them can be overturned. For these reasons, it would be wrong to move from talk of logical truth to talk
of semantic truth. There is no distinction worth making here; the logic arises out of the
semantics, and it would be wrong to obscure this fact.5
Still, I do feel the pull of this worry for some expressions of LD. A much discussed
example of an alleged unexpected logical truth is the sentence “I am here”, which is formalized in LD as LocatedpI, Hereq. It is crucial to this example that “x is located at y” is
treated as a logical constant, since if we symbolized the sentence as FpI, Hereq, it would
obviously not be a logical truth (think of the interpretation which assigns “is 5 yards away
from” to F). But what makes “x is located at y” a logical relation, unlike other, seemingly
similar ones, like “x likes living in y”, understood as a relation, as in “David Kaplan likes
living in Los Angeles”? A better way to ask these questions, given the last paragraph: is
there anything of interest semantically in this relation, or is it just like any other relation,
like being older than someone?
I don’t find it wildly implausible to think of “x is located at y” as semantically special.
If you need a two typed language, with one kind of term for places, and another kind for
things that might be located in places, then “x is located at y” is a notion that we would
naturally want to capture logically, that is, whose “logic” we would want to capture. After
all, presumably the language is typed because we found an important difference between
the two kinds of terms, and the location at relation is one of the basic aspects of the relation
between places and their inhabitants. One might worry about where we should stop; but
I am not sure that we need an answer to that question. This is an old debate, which began
5

For similar, though not identical, considerations about the scope of logic, see Kaplan (2005).
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at least as early as 1936, with Tarski’s work, and continues to this day.6 My attitude is
similar to the one expressed in Warmbrōd (1999): let there be a central core of logicality,
as bequeathed to us by Tarski, and a surrounding cloud of languages, which can be as
rich as we need them for the purpose at hand.7
One way to bypass issues about what makes something worthy of logical attention
is to switch to talk of analyticity. This is what Predelli (2011) does, and it is not unreasonable. It is generally reckoned that all logical truths are analytic truths, since their truth
depends only on the meanings of their parts, and their mode of combination. In fact, their
truth depends only on the meanings of their logical parts, which makes logical truths be
a proper subclass of analytic truths. An example ought to make this clear: “All bachelors
are unmarried” is a prototypical example of an analytic truth, but few people would want
to count “unmarried” a logical constant. This suggests the easy way out we wanted: since
we’re not sure if “I”, or “today”, or “located”, should count as logical constants, just leave
that problem aside, and talk of analytic truths instead. And there is something right about
this. When, in proposing an epistemic logic, it is said that “it is known that p” entails that
p is true, that is an observation about the meaning of “know”.
Still, this strategy would not solve all our problems. If we found something to be a
synthetic truth, that would prove it was not a logical truth. But we would still want a
way to figure out which truths are merely analytic and non-logical. Still, for many of the
critical discussions of LD, talk of analyticity has been sufficient. It is natural to ask, with
Predelli (2011), if “I am here” is an analytic truth. In fact, as we will see, his point is even
simpler: there are uses of that sentence such that it turns out false; so it cannot be an
analytic truth, so it is not a logical truth.
6

See Tarski ([1936] 1983), and, more explicitly, Tarski (1966). For a modern exposition, see Sher (1991).

7

Warmbrōd’s main reason is that science seems to be doing just fine with first order logic (“FOL” henceforth), and the rest are needed only for other purposes. I cannot comment on his claim as far as physics and
chemistry go. But formal semantics, which I regard as a science, needs a much richer language if it is to
have any hope of characterizing natural languages. I agree with the idea that inasmuch as we want to ring
off a part of logic as the central one, FOL is a natural candidate. But I don’t agree with his larger claim that
FOL is sufficient for scientific purposes.
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Useful though it may be, replacing talk of logicality with talk of analyticity brings its
own problems. Most obviously, since Quine (1953), analyticity has been seen as a dubious
notion. More recently, there have been attempts to fight back: Boghossian (1996), Russell
(2008), Juhl & Loomis (2010). All of these authors concede some points to Quine, and
consequently defend only some parts of the classical notion of analyticity. I think it fair to
say that none of their proposals has quite prevailed yet, and trying to choose among them
is only tangential to my project.8 Therefore, I will only talk of analyticity in the broadest
terms, and only inasmuch as it bears on the question whether LI ought to count as a logic.

3.3

A Challenge to LD

Before we look directly at LI, I would like to discuss first a challenge to LD. I have two
reasons. On the one hand, it could easily be adapted to work against LI; so if I answer it
now, I will have less to worry about later. Second, a close study of it will help me draw
a lesson that I will use later: logical truths are not true only in virtue of the meanings of
the logical constants; they also depend on what truth is, and, for both LD and LI, what
contexts are.
One of the most surprising results of [Demons] is that the following are logical, analytic truths, even though they are not necessarily true (read @ as “actually”):
(23) [For any sentence φ] φ Ø @φ
(24) I exist.
(25) I am here.9
8
Besides, new arguments are still being proposed against any notion of analyticity; see, for instance,
Williamson (2008, Chs. 3 & 4).
9

In fact, the classical example is “I am here now”. I am removing the last indexical for the sake of
simplicity; none of the points under discussion here depends on it. I should also note that, unlike the
others, (23) is a schema, not a sentence. My imprecision should not generate any misunderstanding.
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Kaplan was interested in the semantics and logic of indexicals, so he was most interested in the logical properties of these sentences. More recently, Gillian Russell has
made sentences like these central to her account of analyticity.10 For indexicals, her theory
comes down to the claim that “truth in virtue of meaning” should be clarified as “truth in
virtue of character”. Since the character of indexicals is formally captured in their semantics, any indexical-involving analytic truths are likely to turn into logical truths. This type
of analyticity promises to be interesting. For instance, its connection to other kinds of
analyticity is not very simple. After all, the kinds of fact that allegedly make “I am here”
special seem quite different from the kinds of fact that make “Bachelors are unmarried”
special.11 Even putting aside analyticity, the claim that some logical truths are contingent
is a startling one. But before looking at these fascinating issues, the challenge needs to be
stated and faced.
Stefano Predelli (2005) gives two arguments – a methodological one and an empirical
one – to show that only (23) ought to come out a logical, analytic truth, and that the others
are neither semantically nor logically interesting. I will show that his methodological
argument does not work. That leaves his other, empirical argument. The latter is on the
right track: empirical adequacy is where the action ought to be.

3.3.1

Kaplan Semantics, Quickly

A quick recap of Kaplan’s semantics is needed before we move to our topic. I will leave
out many of the details, and even some of the central parts of the account, since they do
not affect the current discussion.
Note first that indexicals do not have a value simpliciter. Typically, we think of the
10

See Russell (2008, 2010). Kaplan does call a sentence of this kind “analytic” ([Demons], p. 529), and
later says that “all logical truths are analytic” ([Demons], p. 540), so Russell is not departing from Kaplan
on this issue.
11

This is a very delicate matter. For some very interesting, but brief, remarks on the issue, see Higginbotham (1988, p. 33) and Kaplan (2005).
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proper name “Barack Obama” as naming Obama, and that’s that.12 But “I am right
handed” has no chance to get a truth value unless a context gives a referent to “I”. The
first role of contexts, then, is to provide a semantic value to indexicals. Given the sentences we are working with, we need a context to supply at least an agent (for “I”), a
place (for “here”), and a possible world (for “actually”). Once we introduce indexicals
into a language, contexts are indispensable.
The second role of contexts is more complicated. The basic semantic value of a sentence φ is its truth value in a context relative to a circumstance of evaluation. For our purposes,
it suffices to think of a circumstance as a possible world.13 Suppose that Barack Obama
says “I am the president of the US”. What he says is true in the actual world because in
that context “I” refers to Obama, and he actually is the president of the US. But we can
take what he said and evaluate it at another possible world, where McCain won the 2008
elections. At that world, what Obama said is false. So the context provided the content of
“I”, we then computed the content of the whole sentence at that context, and that content
can be evaluated at any possible world.
Having defined truth at a context relative to a circumstance of evaluation, we now
need a notion of truth simpliciter. Kaplan’s solution is to have the context dictate the
circumstance of evaluation, so that a sentence φ is true at a context c just in case it is
true at the context c relative to the world of c. More formally: φ is true at a context c iff

vφwc,c  T , where cw is the world of c.
w

12

There are dissenters, of course. Pelczar & Rainsbury (1998) argue that proper names are indexicals. A
bit more common is the view that they are dependent on context in some other way; see, for instance, Burge
(1973), Recanati (1993) and Perry (2001, Ch. 6).
13

Circumstances of evaluation may contain other elements than a possible world. Lewis (1981) included
standards of precision. In the original [Demons], §XVIII, they also contained a time, to deal with the intuition that even if what Obama said is true at the time I’m writing this paper, it was not true, say, at any time
in 1990. But I will leave aside time and tenses for the sake of simplicity.
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3.3.2

The Methodological Argument

Predelli (2005, ch. 2) gives two arguments purporting to show that (23) is an analytic
truth, but (24) and (25) are not, and therefore they are not logical truths either. Briefly, one
argument, which I will call “the empirical argument”, points out that (24) and (25) can
be used so that they turn out to be false, whereas (23) cannot. But a sentence that is false
in some contexts is neither an analytic, nor a logical truth. I believe that this argument is
where the action is, and I’ll come back to it in §3.3.4.
The other argument, which I will call “the methodological argument”, aims to show
that even if there could not be any false utterances of any of these sentences, only (23)
ought to come out an analytic truth, because it is the only one which is true in virtue of
the meanings of its parts.
Let’s begin with (23). As we saw above, φ is true at a context just in case it is true at
that context, evaluated at the world of the context. The clause for @ is this: v@φwc,w
T iff vφwc,cw





T . So @ forces φ to be evaluated at the circumstance of the context of

utterance, even when we want to evaluate @φ at other possible worlds. The result for
truth simpliciter is that φ is guaranteed to have the same truth value as @φ, as long as
they are evaluated at the original context. In other words, we get that φ

Ø

@φ is a

logical, analytic truth.
We get this result due to the semantics of the “actually” operator, and the definition of
truth in a context. Since the world feature of contexts plays a role in both definitions, we
get a guarantee of the truth of (23). So far, Kaplan and Predelli agree.
But so far, (24) and (25) are not analytic truths. After all, it might be that the context
assigns me as the agent, but assigns Vancouver as the place, and I’ve never been to Vancouver, so “I am here” comes out false. [Demons], p. 509 argues that proper contexts of
utterance are contexts in which the agent of the context exists at the world of the context,
and is located at the place of the context. His claim was not intended as a postulation,
or as a claim about the needs of semantics. It was a claim in metaphysics: that is how
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contexts are, however else we may wish them to be; they are contexts for real utterances,
parts of the world, not mathematical objects. The properness condition guarantees that
“I am here” and “I exist” are true at all contexts: by narrowing the domain of contexts to
what Kaplan calls the proper ones, we get certain special truths out of the structure of the
contexts plus the semantic rules for the indexicals.
In fact, Kaplan’s terminology is a bit misleading. He doesn’t just think that there
are two kinds of context, and we shouldn’t worry about the improper ones. Rather, his
thesis is that all contexts are proper.14 Here’s Kaplan’s reason: improper contexts “are like
impossible worlds; no such contexts could exist and thus there is no interest in evaluating
the extensions of expressions with respect to them”.15 Talk of improper contexts, in other
words, would serve no purpose. Indexicals don’t grow on trees; people use indexicals,
and this fact imposes certain conditions on the environments we want our semantics to
take into account. Furthermore, he claims, this is a good result: “Intuitively, [(25)] is
deeply, and in some sense, which we will shortly make precise, universally, true. One
need only understand the meaning of [(25)] to know that it cannot be uttered falsely”.16
Predelli disagrees:
“Is it the case that ‘one need only understand the meaning’ of the relevant
expressions, in order to understand this example’s presumed privileged status? I do not think so. [. . . ] In this case, an important premise must be accepted, in addition to the hypotheses regarding the meanings of ‘I’, ‘am’, and
‘here’[. . . ]: the indexes which the system may take into consideration must be
proper indexes. It seems clear that such an assumption is not warranted by
14

Lewis (1981) thinks of contexts as temporal and spacial locations in a possible world. So he allows more
proper contexts, namely ones in which there is no utterer, but resembles Kaplan in thinking that contexts
are not just any ordered tuple of features.
15

[Demons], p. 509.

16

[Demons], p. 509. I changed the numbering to match my examples. Kaplan was talking about “I am
here now”, but, as I said, I am putting aside temporal issues.
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the conventional meaning of any expression.”17
You may have noticed that Predelli talks about “indexes”. The reason is that one of
the central points of his book is that it is important to think about what goes on when we
move from a real world context of utterance to its formal representation, which he calls an
“index”. The point of the methodological argument is that even if all contexts of utterance
were such that the speaker of the utterance is located at the place of the utterance, this fact
should not be a constraint on the indexes. And the main reason is that it would make “I
am here” analytically true, when it is clearly not true solely on the basis of the meanings
of the parts, but also because of some non-semantic fact about contexts of utterance (and
the role of the empirical argument is to show that this fact does not obtain).
Predelli’s point is very clear with “Something exists”. First, it clearly comes out a
logical truth in LD, since it follows by existential generalization from “I exist”, and, since
the latter is a logical truth, so is the former. And, indeed, that is the result we get from the
model theory. Recall that every context must be such that the speaker exists at that world,
in that place. So any time we evaluate “Something exists” at a proper context, it will be
guaranteed to be true by the speaker’s guaranteed existence. But, Predelli rightly argues,
“Something exists” cannot be true in virtue of the meanings of indexicals in it: there are
none.18 But how could thinking about indexicals lead us to discover new analytic truths
about indexical-free sentences?
It may be convenient to define indexes as some ordered tuples, so that semantics be
able to do its job cleanly. That never happened in [Demons], where in fact contexts are not
so defined, and we are not even given identity conditions for them, and few philosophers
seemed to mind it. But we could do it, if we wanted to. And yet, this is not sufficient to
make Predelli’s argument work. The meanings of indexicals that characters are supposed
to capture are not related to any tuples. The attractiveness of saying that “I” refers to the
17

Predelli (2005, pp. 62, 64)). As before, I left aside “now”.

18

Recall that we put aside tenses. If we had not, it would be very hard to find an indexical-free sentence
of English with a verb in it.
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speaker of that context of utterance comes in large part from the fact that we are talking
about contexts of utterance. So part of the spelling out of the meaning of “I” makes use of
the notion of Kaplan-style contexts, not the notion of Predelli-style indexes. This shows
that, contrary to Predelli’s claims, if we figure out an important property of contexts of
utterance, that ought to affect our account of the meaning of indexicals. If Kaplan is right
about our concept of a context of utterance being limited to the contexts he deems proper,
then those are the contexts that we use in the semantics of indexicals, and it is a discovery
about the meaning of “I” that “I exist” is a special truth.
Nor does Kaplan have to be exactly right about contexts of utterance for Predelli to
be proven wrong. Suppose, in the style of Reichenbach and Perry, that we think that
a context of utterance for φ must be a context in which φ really is uttered. This is not
part of Kaplan’s notion of a proper context, nor of Lewis’s, and it adds new analytic
truths. For instance, “I am speaking” will always be true, since the speaker in any context
of utterance of that sentence will be speaking in that context. Even on this conception,
“Something exists” remains true in all contexts, as does “I am here”. And these truths
are declared special by thinking about the notion of a context, and by allowing these
reflections to seep into our semantics.

3.3.3

Logical Truths and Consequence

Suppose that Predelli were right in saying that the meanings of indexicals by themselves
do not make (24) and (25) logical, analytic truths. He would still be wrong to conclude
that they are not logical truths, and he would still be wrong about analyticity. To show
this, I offer two arguments.
The first argument is a kind of tu quoque: if Predelli is right about these sentences, he
is wrong about (23). φ

Ø

@φ comes out an analytic truth not just because “actually”

means what it does. Part of the work is done by having a single context throughout the
sentence, and having that context play the double role of supplying both a semantic value
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for @, and a world as a circumstance of evaluation for the whole sentence. The latter fact
does not follow from the meaning of any indexical. It is a claim about the relation between
truth in a context relative to a circumstance, and truth in a context simpliciter. That the two
are independent can be seen from the fact that much of the recent literature on relative
truth concerns the question whether truth in a context depends just on features of the
original context of utterance, as opposed to, say, features at a context of assessment.19 But
Kaplan’s semantics of indexicals is not challenged in that literature.
Predelli might answer by pointing out that, true or not, claims about truth in a context are bona fide semantic claims, even if they are not about indexicals per se. The idea
would then be to draw a line between these acceptable sources of analyticity, and ones
which concern the nature and structure of contexts. One way to argue for this is to claim
that metaphysics is the proper venue for the latter issues, and that logic should stay as
metaphysically neutral as possible. This gets us to the heart of the matter: I want to argue
in favour of mixing metaphysics and semantics, and, therefore, logic. Indexicals really
do get their values from the surroundings of utterances. In a formal system, we want to
represent certain aspects of contexts formally, of course, and that forces us to a certain
degree of idealization. But that fact should not lead us into the other extreme, of forcing
those representations of contexts so far away from what they are meant to represent that
they become unrecognizable. If Predelli’s indexes give us some object as the semantic
value for “I” merely because, say, the first place in some n-tuple is appointed to that role,
in what sense are we analyzing the first person pronoun? The rule we wanted to capture
says that uses of “I” refer to the speaker; if we replace that with a simple function, we lose
much of what we wanted to achieve. So I advocate an infringement by metaphysics into
logic: we need to think about the nature of the contexts of real utterances, and see which
19

See, for instance, MacFarlane (2008), and other papers in that collection. MacFarlane presents a semantics to go with a forking notion of time, so that many present claims about the future are false because the
future is unsettled, but when the time that the claim was made about comes, the truth value does get settled, so that the claim, from that point of assessment, is simply true or false, as the case may be. So truth
values are relative not just to the context of use, but also to the context of assessment.
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of their parts we want to capture in our semantics, and which are extraneous.
This is a programmatic argument, and programs are only convincing if they have good
results. I take it that I have done some work in that direction in Ch. 1, where I showed
that we should not shy away from context changes as they occur in real conversations,
and in Ch. 2, where, based on thinking about what kinds of features of context play a
semantic role for different types of context sensitive expressions, I proposed a new way
to distinguish between indexicals and demonstratives.
But I can provide an illustration even without going back that far, and so I offer my
second argument against Predelli’s conclusion. The following is an argument just like
(23), except that we have an argument with a premise and a conclusion where before we
had a biconditional sentence:
(26) [For any sentence φ] φ 6 @φ
Now recall the classical Deduction Theorem:
Classical Deduction Theorem:
φ1 , φ2 , . . . φn

p@n ¥ 0q an argument φ1, φ2, . . . φn, ψ 6 χ is valid iff

6 pψ Ñ χq is valid.

Take the case where we only have one premise on the left hand side, and we get the
result that φ 6 @φ is a valid argument iff pφ Ñ @φq is a logical truth.
The Deduction Theorem is central to classical logic, but it does not apply to LI. As
we noted in §1.4.4, there are two reasons for this: first, in LI an argument is made up
of context-sentence pairs, not just sentences, and, second, the form that does hold in LI
needs the constraint that the contexts of the last steps in the argument are the same:

p@n ¥ 0qp@iq an argument
xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φns, rcn 1, ψs, rcn 1, χsy is valid iff
xrc1, φ1s, rc2, φ2s, . . . rcn, φns, rcn 1, pψ Ñ χqsy is valid.

Indexical Deduction Theorem:
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So my argument will have a rather complicated structure: first, I will draw some conclusions that Predelli would presumably accept. Then, I will show that in LI we can draw
some related, but different conclusions. The reason for the differences lies in a disagreement about what ought to constitute an argument. Since one consequence of the differences is that we get different lists of logical truths and analytic truths, the conclusion will
be that we decide that something is a logical truth not just on the basis of word-level semantics, but also on the basis on word-independent theses about what an argument is.
So Predelli is wrong to think that logical and analytic truths are those that are true only
due to the meanings of the component expressions.
Start with the classical Deduction Theorem. My argument can be run as being about
logic directly, or about analyticity. The former is simpler, so I will begin there. First, note
that (26) is valid in LD because of the assumption that in every argument, the premises
and the conclusion are in the same context. I ask: why did Kaplan and Predelli focus on
just those context sequences? One kind of reason is the one offered by Soames (2010):
logic cannot handle context changes. I’ve tried to show that to be incorrect. The other
kind of reason would be to claim that this is what the proper purview of logic is; that
thinking about argument structures tells us that logic should only see arguments with the
same context throughout. I disagree: we argue with each other, and across time. Logic
cannot take that away from us. And the only way the Deduction Theorem remains valid
is if we disregard these facts, just as in LD, by requiring that every argument take place
within a single context.
But we don’t need to revisit that dispute right now. All I need is to note that the
disagreement between Predelli and me, and between LI and LD, is about what counts
as an argument. And this can easily be seen in the different forms that the Deduction
Theorem takes in the two logics. The disagreement, crucially, is not about the meanings
of indexicals, nor is it about what truth in a context amounts to. Just as philosophers can
disagree about the components of circumstances of evaluation, they can disagree about
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what kinds of context sequences are appropriate for our attention. So the decision about
whether to count φ

6 @φ as an argument, which is a pre-condition to counting it as a

valid argument, depends not only on the meanings of indexicals.
Logic is, in part, about what counts as an argument; the fact that some of these decisions are virtually universally accepted is not a reason to forget that they are made, they
can be challenged, and they matter.
My preliminary conclusion, then, is that part of what makes us count a truth as analytic is a decision about matters that are not immediately about the meanings of any
expressions, but about what counts as a truth, and what counts as an argument.
I must admit that Predelli talks of analyticity, not about logical truth, but he clearly
thinks logical truths are all analytic.20 Fortunately, we can make a similar argument
about analyticity. First, we generalize from the notion of analytic truth to analytic consequence.21 Let us say that ψ follows analytically from a (possibly empty) set of premises
Γ iff meanings alone guarantee that if all the members of Γ are true, ψ is true. We call
such arguments analytically valid. I assume that an Analytic Deduction Theorem is also
desirable for Predelli:

p@n ¥ 0q an argument φ1, φ2, . . . φn, ψ 6 χ is analytically
valid iff φ1 , φ2 , . . . φn 6 pψ Ñ χq is analytically valid.

Analytic Deduction Theorem:

Just as above, one consequence is that φ

6 @φ is an analytically valid argument iff

pφ Ñ @φq is analytically true. And the argument given above applies here just as well:
accepting the Analytic Deduction Theorem depends just as much as the regular Deduction Theorem on decisions about the nature of arguments.
So how do we decide? I argued in Ch. 1 that some of the arguments we intuitively
judge to be valid cannot be made valid unless we change something quite dramatic about
the scope of logic; unless, that is, we move to something like LI. But there is an even easier
20

See, for instance, Predelli (2011, p. 291), where he equates Kaplan’s notion of validity with analyticity.

21

The idea of analytic validity is also explored in Russell (2008, pp. 101–102).
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way to illustrate my point: LI requires arguments to take place in the same possible world,
i.e. that all contexts in an argument have an identical possible world. The justification for
this requirement went back to the overall reason for being interested in a logic that allows
context changes: we do give arguments during which the speaker or the day changes,
we do take into account the context changes, and the semantics of indexicals allows this.
But we never argue with people in other possible worlds; how could we? And we do
not argue with ourselves in another possible world either. We are all stuck here. This
fact is not as obvious as the fact that days change, that time passes, or that conversation
participants take turns in a conversation. Not obvious, that is, if put in terms of possible
worlds; but it is a fact that our arguments depend on nonetheless: why else would we
assume that the truth of one premise is relevant to the truth of another?
The most important lesson I want to draw from this discussion is that the move to
truth in a context brings along with it a new conception of what an argument is. This
fact is easy to miss in LD, since it is stipulated that all contexts in an argument must
be the same, and, from the point of view of validity, no two contexts are interestingly
different: they all settle on a speaker, a time, a place, a world, etc. So we are left with the
illusion that arguments are made up solely of sentences, just as before. We should have
seen the signs: the richer we make Kaplan’s properness condition for indexicals, the more
special truths we are likely to get. But the newness of it all comes out even more clearly
in our discussion of Predelli’s methodological argument: by thinking about the nature
of contexts, and what to represent formally, we influence the amount of truths we deem
special, be it analytic or logical. Thinking about indexicals gets us this new notion; but
thinking about our tools for handling indexicals is just as important.

3.3.4

The Empirical Argument

So far, I’ve argued that some features of real conversations ought to be allowed to make it
into their formal representation. Two questions arise. One is: which features of conversa111

tions really are universal, or, at least, typical enough to deserve our attention? Requiring
universality may well be too much; for instance, few semantic theories of proper names
try to deal with uses like “You’re no Einstein”, taken as an insult, not as a remark that the
addressee is not the Einstein, or named “Einstein”. So we probably don’t need to represent conversations with the goal of dealing with any possible use of indexicals. But what
counts as typical enough, or central, as opposed to derivative?22
The second question is this: do we want any and all features shared by central cases of
conversations captured in our formal semantics? Clearly not. Here is a trivial example23 :
pick a sentence that nobody has ever, will ever, or could ever utter (perhaps because it is
too long). Then there is, in fact, no possible context of utterance in which that sentence is
false. So any argument that has that sentence as the only premise comes out valid, since
there is no possible context such that the premise is true and the conclusion is false. So
any contradiction follows from this premise. That is, of course, not desirable.
Other examples are not quite this trivial. This is where Predelli’s second, empirical
argument comes along.
Begin with (25). Suppose I am holding office hours, but prefer to close my office door
unless a student comes by. In order to prevent students from being discouraged, I place a
post-it note on my door, saying “I am here”. Admittedly, I would be more likely to write
something more explicit, like “I am in my office; please knock”, and perhaps sign it. But
the less explicit note would probably do the job. Three quarters of an hour later, nobody
has come. I am a bit tired, so I decide to go get a cup of coffee, but I forget about my
note. If, while I am away, a student comes by and reads my note, and discovers that I’m
not there, he can accuse me of having conveyed a false message. I was not where I said I
was at that moment, my message was false. This shows that there are false uses of “I am
22

With application to proper names, the issue is discussed in Jeshion (2012). Of course, it is not trivial to
apply her proposals to indexicals.
23

See [Demons], p. 522 for a quick version of this argument.
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here”.24 Assume I died when I left my office, and if I had added “I exist” on my note, that
would be false too, if existence entails being alive.25
What do we do with these data? First, the examples seem to support the conclusion
of the methodological argument: since there are false uses of “I am here”, it cannot be
an analytic or a logical truth. The semantics proposed by Predelli is quite simple. “I”
would get its semantic value from the agent feature of the index. The post-it data would
only be relevant for the question about how the agent feature gets its value from real
world contexts of utterance. This move would make it easy for semantics to deal with
post-it notes, if semantics was merely about an indexical getting a semantic value from
a tuple of objects, ready to go. But this simplicity is misleading: semantics ought to be
concerned with how that tuple got to have those features, and not others. In other words,
a semanticist would be just as, if not more, interested in the way in which an object related
to the real world utterance gets to play a certain role in the semantic representation of the
utterance, the n-tuple. Note that we have continued to speak of “utterances” of these
sentences when what is at issue is readings of the sentences long after any utterances were
committed to paper.
Since the methodological argument is not correct, we don’t even get the Pyrrhic victory of pushing everything down to the level of issues about representing utterances, and
we’re back to wondering how semantics ought to deal with my post-it note. And the matter is not settled by the empirical argument alone (as Predelli acknowledges26 ). What is
needed is a theory of recorded messages, and work has been done on this issue.27 When
24

Examples like this have generated a fair amount of discussion; see Predelli (2011), and references
therein. Replacing post-it notes with answering machines, it all began with [Demons], p. 491, fn. 12.
25

Predelli (2005) discusses other recalcitrant uses too, such as “here, the mountains appear on the horizon”, as appearing in a guidebook, where “here” is plausibly taken to pick out the area being talked
about, not the writer’s location at the moment he wrote the sentence. A non-recorded message example
are demonstrative-like uses of ‘here’: “Here, the Gauls made their last stand against the Romans”, said
while pointing on a map at one of the presumed locations of the Battle of Alesia.
26

Predelli (2005, p. 64).

27

For a good and recent review of the literature, which is also relevant to our discussion, see Predelli
(2011).
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we settle on a preferred theory, we need to proceed to a larger question question: should
recorded uses of indexicals be treated under the same theory as the more common, live
uses? Can we accommodate recorded messages in an extension of LI? Or, maybe, can we
accommodate LI within a theory of recorded messages, perhaps as a special case where
recording and broadcast coincide? What should the scope of our theory be, and why?
Considerations of analyticity will play a role in answering this question: if Kaplan is right
about the specialness of “I am here”, and yet there are false recorded messages made up
of that sentence, does that show that the specialness is a mirage, or does it show the need
for separate theories?
And what kind of specialness do we look for? It cannot be that all English speakers
believe that “I am here” is special. As Williamson (2008, p. 89) pointed out, an English
speaker may have a mistaken view about the meaning of “vixen” which makes him think
that “all vixens are vixens” is false, and yet this would not stop him from being a speaker
of English, even if that sentence has a good chance of being an analytic truth. All the more
for “I am here”, of course. So work on the nature of truth in a context, and on validity in a
sequence of contexts (what I earlier called a “conversational situation”), needs to be done
to figure out what features of contexts are important, and which can be abstracted away.

3.4

Special Features of LI

Conceptually, the distance between LI and LD is smaller than the distance between LD
and FOL. Truth in a context is not new to LI; logical truths generated from theses about
contexts, as we just saw, are a semi-hidden feature of LD. But the discussion about Predelli
showed that some of the revolutionary aspects of LD were masked by its insistence on
keeping contexts fixed throughout an argument. In this section, I explore several ways in
which LI differs both from FOL and from LD, with the final goal of seeing exactly why
one should not doubt the logicality of LI. Full disclosure: it will turn out that there are
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several kinds of logical truths, only some of which will serve all the purposes we expect
logic to be helpful with.
The innovation of LI with respect to argument structures is to include the structure of
conversational situations as part of the form of an argument. This gives us a new source
of validity. FOL gives us some logical truths; LD gives some more, based in part on theses
about truth in a context, and in part on thinking about the nature of contexts. By looking
at conversational situations, LI opens up the possibility of logical truths which are partly
based on forms of argument that are not purely sentential.

3.4.1

Logical Truths and Valid Arguments in LI

The most dramatic example of the difference between LI and LD is the fact that the Deduction Theorem fails in LI, which forces us to keep logical truths and validity apart.
So unlike FOL and LD, apart from special logical truths, we will also get forms of valid
argument where we didn’t expect them to appear.
For instance, a sequence of sentences (what I earlier called a “conversational thread”)
may be part of a valid argument in one conversational situation, and an invalid one in
another.28 Furthermore, this is unavoidable, if we are to allow contexts to vary within an
argument. As Soames pointed out, if we don’t look at types of arguments, pretty much
no argument will come out valid, and we have a logic no more.
Before we discuss the new and troubling ways to be valid, I should mention that
there is a special class of conversational threads such that no matter what (proper) conversational situation they are set in, a valid argument will be generated.29 I will call
these “super-valid arguments”, and, in the case of single-sentence threads, “super-logical
truths”. These are closest to the logical truths of LD, since their validity is guaranteed by
Here’s the proof. Let φ be “I am right-handed”, and ψ be “You are right-handed”. Let c1 be pS, A, D, W q,
and c2 be pA, S, D, W q, such that A  S; that is, c2 is exactly like c1 , except that the speaker and the addressee
are reversed. Then, xrc1 , φs, rc1 , ψsy is an invalid argument, whereas xrc1 , φs, rc2 , ψsy is valid.
28

29

Thanks to David Christensen for pressing me on this issue.
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the sentences themselves, as long as they are placed in a conversational situation.
One simple example is logical truths of FOL; for instance, pξ

Ñ ξq is a super-logical

truth in LI, since no context can make that sentence false. Another are the LD logical truths
expressible in the poorer language of LI, such as the one we discussed above, pφ Ø @φq.30
There are also some super-valid arguments. Trivially, any argument that has the above
super-logical truths as conclusion is valid, no matter what its conversational situation is.
And, of, course, if one of the premises is a contradiction, the argument will be supervalid. Apart from such trivial super-valid truths, we will also get entailments between
sentences whose truth value does not vary from day to day. For instance, ignoring tense,
the following would be valid: “I was born on January 1st, 1980”, in any context, would
super-entail “Someone was born on January 1st, 1980”. If the language was a bit richer,
containing temporal operators, we would get more interesting results. For instance, presumably x“I sing”, “At some time, someone sings”y would be a valid argument, since the
day of the premise is irrelevant because of the universal temporal quantifier, and the day
of the conclusion, though relevant for the truth value of the conclusion, is irrelevant given
the content of the premise.
One might feel that super-validity should be as far as logic should go. Admittedly,
this is another way to answer Soames’s challenge. His cases were ones on non-supervalid arguments. If we were only aiming for super-valid ones, we could allow context to
vary as much as they wanted, and for validity we could as well quantify over all contexts,
of any form. We would still be liberalizing LD, by allowing context to vary; but validity
would be similar to LD, because the form of conversational situations would not be of
any interest.
Other examples: pφ Ø T oday φq and, more controversially, pDxqx  x. The latter is a logical truth in
most presentations of FOL, because the logic is much easier if empty domains are not allowed in the model
theory. But this is no more than convenience; whereas for LD and LI, the prohibition of empty domains
comes from deeper within the theory, namely from the requirement that there always be a speaker in any
context. Note that the prohibition only applies to the actual world of any model; empty possible worlds are
allowed, and they will matter for modal matters, since what is said by an actual utterances can be evaluated
relative to them.
30
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But I don’t think that this is the right way to respond to Soames’s challenge. The balance of payments would not be in our favour. We would regain the freedom to generalize
over all contexts, and thus we would regain the nice feature of LD that looking only at
the sentences in an argument would be sufficient for assessing validity, at least once we
settled on the right notion of context. But we would lose the connection to actual arguments and conversations, and we would ignore the features of indexicals that we depend
on when we participate in those arguments. We would leave parts of the semantics of
indexicals out of our logic; that is too high a price to pay.

3.4.2

LI and Analyticity

So far, I have been talking about analyticity and truth in virtue of meaning fairly loosely.
I did narrow matters some, since I argued that it really should amount to truth in virtue
of meaning plus other semantic theses about truth, contexts, circumstances of evaluation,
etc. Still, I don’t think I have strayed too much from the folk philosophical picture of
analyticity.
Even with this simple minded characterization, a problem looms: logical truths are
generally thought to be analytic truths, at least by those who find analyticity a useful
notion. And if we extend the notion to cover arguments, as I proposed, valid arguments
are taken to be analytically valid. Prima facie, this doesn’t seem to be true of LI. Analyticity
is supposed to be a feature of sentences, or perhaps of thoughts; but arguments in LI are
partly composed of contexts, which are chunks of the non-linguistic world. They contain
people, and places, and moments in time, etc. So should we conclude that logic is not
analytic? Or have we hit upon a reason to refuse to call LI a logic?
Before I offer my answer to these good questions, I need to make the notion of analyticity a bit more precise. Fortunately, contemporary literature provides quite a few
ready-made notions, and even a superficial tour through the options ought to be enough
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to clarify (and, I hope, dispel) the worry.31
A good history of analyticity ought to begin with Kant, or perhaps Hume, or Leibniz.
But that would be a diversion; instead, I will begin with Frege, since his is the most
relevant conception to my purposes:
The problem becomes, in fact, that of finding the proof of the proposition,
and of following it up right back to the primitive truths. If, in carrying out
this process, we come only on general laws and on definitions, then the truth
is an analytic one, bearing in mind that we must take account also of all the
propositions upon which the admissibility of any of the definitions depends.
If, however, it is impossible to give the proof without making use of truths
which are not of a general logical nature, but belong to the sphere of some
special science, then the proposition is a synthetic one.32
So, briefly, an analytic truth is one which can be proven from definitions and logic
alone. Under this conception, the question whether logic is analytic is moot, since the analyticity is defined in terms of logic. Nor can we check a system for logicality by checking
to see if it is analytic; at best, we can do it the other way round. The part about proofs has
not survived as part of contemporary notions of analyticity; but it is instructive to look at
Frege because, just like the more common vague notion of “true in virtue of meaning”,
his conception can be taken in at least three ways: is it a thesis about a particular relation
between any truth (roughly, derivability) and a privileged class? Is it a thesis about the
justification that an ideal reasoner could have to believe these truths? Or is it a thesis
about how we, non-ideal as we are, can come to know certain truths? Frege certainly
was not proposing only the first option, as we can see from the paragraph immediately
preceding the one just quoted:
31

For a good brief historical overview of analyticity, see Juhl & Loomis (2010).

32

Frege ([1884] 1980, p. 4).
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[T]these distinctions between a priori and a posteriori, synthetic and analytic,
concern, as I see it, not the content of the judgment but the justification for
making the judgment. Where there is no such justification, the possibility of
drawing the distinction vanishes.33
We will come back to aprioricity in §3.4.3. For now, I want to focus on the claim that
analyticity is an epistemic feature, related to the reasons for taking thoughts to be true.34
Depending on how we develop this idea, it may turn out that we can test the thesis that
LI is a logic by figuring out if it prescribes correct laws of thought, and hence whether what
it deems to be valid arguments really deserve that status.
The important question here is not what Frege meant; my main interest is whether analyticity is an inherently epistemic notion. The most straightforward way to think of it as
epistemically important is to think that it carries with it a guarantee that any regular Joe,
if he is in possession of the right concepts, could be justified in believing an analytic truth,
and perhaps even a guarantee that he could come to know it, if only he applied himself.35
If this is incorrect, one could think that analyticity only provides such guarantees for an
ideal reasoner, whereas the question of how we, humans, come to such truths would be a
further, perhaps empirical, one.36
But the connection between analyticity and epistemology can be severed. This was
noted, for instance, by Dummett:
If [. . . ] we agree with Frege in adopting a realistic interpretation of the sentences of our language, there is room for non-epistemic versions of these notions as well. To adopt a realistic interpretation is to hold that the sense of our
33

Frege ([1884] 1980, p. 3).

34

See also Frege ([1893] 1964, p. 12), where he says that the laws of logic “are the most general laws, which
prescribe universally the way in which one ought to think if one is to think at all”.
35

This seems to be the view put forward in Boghossian (1996, p. 387).

36

One model here is Tyler Burge’s interpretation of Frege on analyticity and aprioricity. See Burge (1998,
p. 340) and Burge (2000).
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sentences is given in such a way as to relate to their determination as true or
as false, independently of our capacity, even in principle, for recognizing what
truth-value it has. Opposed to a realistic interpretation of this kind is any view
which holds that the senses of our sentences are always given in terms of the
means available to us for recognizing them as true or false”.37
Dummett makes his point more general than I need (and than I’d be comfortable with);
he talks about the truth values of any sentence whatsoever.38 I am only interested in this
quote as applied to analytic truths: the meanings of (at least some of) our expressions may
sometimes be so arranged that the sentence formed by those expressions is guaranteed to
be true in virtue of those meanings alone. The question whether we, the language users,
or even the ideal reasoner, can figure out this fact, is separate. We then have a number of
options: we can be optimistic, and think that humans in fact can, or at least could, know
all analytic truths, or we could be a bit less wide-eyed, and admit some constraints on our
actual capacities.
But note that this leaves open the possibility that some analytic truths are simply epistemically uninteresting, for instance that some might be knowable only a posteriori. In
fact, this claim has been made by Gillian Russell, who, roughly speaking, thinks of analytic truth as truth in virtue of reference determiner. To get an idea of her conception, it
would be best to work on an example, which also relates to our topic. It involves Cassius Clay, who changed his name to “Mohammed Ali”.39 Suppose now that, when the
new name was introduced, it went like this: “Let’s use ‘Mohammed Ali’ to name Cassius
Clay” (Russell (2008, p. 58)). Then, says Russell, the sentence “CC is MA” is an analytic
truth, but it is of course only knowable a posteriori, and besides, there is no guarantee
that users of the two names would know, or even be able to reason out, that the identity
37

Dummett (1981, p. 117).

38

The passage continues in a manner that I would definitely not follow, and links analyticity to necessity.
As LD showed, there are analytic truths which are not necessary, so Dummett is wrong there.
39

Russell (2008, p. 65).
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sentence is true.40
If Russell is right about the semantics of “Cassius Clay”, we have a clear example of
an analytic truth, i.e. a truth in virtue of (one kind of) meaning, which lacks any epistemically interesting properties. And even if she is wrong, I agree with the more cautious
claim that I attribute to Dummett, that analyticity does not immediately entail any interesting epistemic property, and that a special argument needs to be made about any type
of analytic truth if we want it to be interesting epistemically.
In particular, this shows that Boghossian’s notion of epistemic analyticity is not the
only one available:
[A statement S is analytic] if mere grasp of S’s meaning by T sufficed for T’s
being justified in holding S true.41
As Russell notes, the notion of meaning has been shown to be non-monolithic by the
work of Donnellan, Kripke, and Kaplan, to unfairly name just a few. The consequence is
that truth in virtue of one kind of meaning may have different properties from truth in
virtue of another kind of meaning.42 So there is no reason to think that for any kind of
meaning, merely grasping it is sufficient for anything. In fact, for some kinds of meaning,
it is somewhat unclear what “grasping” would come to: just think of meaning in the sense
of referent, or the content of a proper name according to direct reference theory.
The time has come to go back to LI, and the question whether its truths are analytically
true, and if not, if that makes LI non-logical.
40

Strictly speaking, according to Russell, the sentence would be analytic but for the fact that the names
might lack a referent; at one point, she calls our identity sentence “pseudo-analytic” (p. 105). The reason is
that she takes the referent determiner of the original name, “Cassius Clay”, to be either a pointing (“Let’s
call him (pointing) ‘Cassius Clay’ ” – p. 58) or a description (“the first born baby of Mrs Clay” – p. 114), and
this is taken to entail that there are worlds in which the name lacks a referent. This seems mistaken to me;
first, I doubt that the name was introduced by description, and if it was introduced by pointing (or, better,
by a use of a demonstrative), it is directly referential, and cannot lack a referent in any world. But these
matters are not directly relevant to the status of the identity sentence, so I put them aside.
41

Boghossian (1996, p. 363).
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Russell (2008, Ch. 2).
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On the face of it, the epistemic notion of analyticity may well be unconnected to logic;
or, at any rate, the connection does not immediately follow from the definition. Furthermore, once a connection is made, analyticity might be useful as a test for logicality.43 This
is not the notion I am interested in. It belongs within an important project to explain
knowledge of logic, mathematics, and “conceptual truth”, of the kind that philosophy is
sometimes said to be mostly about.
But, as I said, this is not the notion that best applies to the project I am working on:
I am interested in the semantics of natural language, and its connection to logic. I don’t
claim that the two projects are unrelated, of course. But if it turns out that LI truths are
not epistemically analytic, that is an important and interesting discovery, which I would
describe as discovering that not all parts of logic have a certain epistemic role, rather than
a discovery that LI is not a logic. So I find more use for Dummett’s non-epistemic notion
of analyticity.
This brings me to this section’s conclusion: if Kaplan’s semantics of indexicals is correct, and if his views about truth in a context go well together with my views about the
nature of arguments, the logical truths of LI deserve to be called analytic. The biggest hurdle in the antecedent of my conclusion is the claim that the form of an argument is given
partly by the form of its sentences, and partly by the form of its contexts. Talk of nonepistemic analyticity needs to be supplemented by an account of the role of contexts in
logic. It is a big hurdle because if it is correct, analyticity is not just about sentences; I admit, that is a major departure from tradition. But it is forced on us by considerations that
come from semantics, and those cannot be discarded when talking about non-epistemic
analyticity.
43

In fact, Boghossian uses it as part of an account of the nature of knowledge of logic, rather than an
account of the nature of logic. The program is developed in more detail in Boghossian (2000).
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3.4.3

LI and Aprioricity

Logic is supposed to be a priori. Not by everyone, of course; Quine (1953) presented a
picture attractive to many, in which logic is just as empirical a part of science as, say, biology. But the picture does not sway everyone, and those who stand their ground against
Quine may object to LI on account of its seeming a posteriori nature.
There is one link between the a priori and logic which holds for LI as much as it holds
for any logic: I argued for the semantic definition of validity not by looking at the world,
or by polling English speakers, but by thinking about the semantics of indexicals, and
by looking at how their semantic powers can be used in arguments. I hope that part of
the appeal of LI is that it captures something central about the way English speakers use
indexicals; like the logical rules for “and”. LI talks about and has rules for the first person
pronoun in exactly the same way as FOL talks about and has rules about conjunction. The
a priori credentials of the semantic theory underlying LI are just as good as the ones of
FOL.
I have in mind one particular way to object to LI on aprioricity grounds. Recall the
argument I presented above: let φ be “I am right-handed”, and ψ be “You are righthanded”. Let c1 be pS, A, D, W q, and c2 be pA, S, D, W q, and suppose that A

 S; that is,

c2 is exactly like c1 , except that the speaker and the addressee are reversed. Now take

xrc1, φs, rc2, ψsy, which is a valid argument in LI; call it “Λ”.
It might be claimed that in order to know that Λ is a valid argument, one would need
to know something about the world: two contexts are parts of Λ, and surely you need
to know the parts that make up an argument in order to assess it for validity. Strictly
speaking, this is not right. For validity, all that matters are certain abstract features of the
conversational situation, such as whether the speaker of c1 is identical to the addressee of
c2 , not who the speaker is, what day it is, and so on. In fact, that is how I presented the
argument; I didn’t say what day it was, what possible world, or who the speaker was. In
that, I admit I was a bit sneaky. What I presented was an argument form. My notion of an
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argument is such that you have not specified one before you specify all its parts, e.g. who
the speaker of the conclusion is. But I presented the argument to the extent that I gave
enough information about it to be able to tell that it is valid. All extra knowledge is surely
useful in conversation; it is good to know who you are speaking to, but it is not relevant
for validity.
So: knowledge that al arguments of the form Λ are valid does not quite require knowing everything about its contexts. Still, even knowledge of the comparatively abstract
features relevant for validity is (based on) empirical knowledge. You cannot know a priori that the speaker of the premise is the addressee of the conclusion; nor that the day has
not changed mid-argument. So knowledge of validity is a posteriori. Doesn’t this show
that something is amiss with LI?
No, it does not. The aprioricity of logic is about knowing or justifying its principles.
As we noted above, knowing the principles of LI seems no different from knowing the
principles of FOL. And it would not help to claim that the validity of Λ is not a priori
enough. Once we are given Λ, that is, once we are told what the form of the conversational
situation is, the definition of validity takes over, as a priori and formal as you like.
The empirical appears when we go about in the world, and try to see if what people
do constitutes a valid argument. The empirical bit is the part where you formalize what
happens in the world. That is not a new feature of LI. When we symbolize my saying
“John is hiding and he’s not coming out” in FOL as Hj& Oj, that is based on taking “he”
to be anaphoric on “John” from earlier in the sentence. That is an empirical hypothesis; how
else could we know that the speaker didn’t intend to use the demonstrative “he”? Even
if it is derived from general conversational principles, it is still a defeasible hypothesis; I
find both readings to be available in most uses of sentences like it.
There is a difference between FOL and LI, of course. Formalization in FOL pertains
only to the logical form of sentences, to the conversational thread; in LI, it also pertains
to certain formal features of non-linguistic bits of the world. But the extent of the in124

volvement of the empirical is the same. When we move from what we do to what logic
treats, we move between the realm of the empirical to the realm of the logical. That move
is bound to be laden with empirical knowledge. Once we are within the realm of logic
proper, everything is just as formal in LI as in FOL. Call the last bit a priori or not, depending on your theories of logic and the a priori. But you cannot separate FOL from LI
in this respect.

3.5

A Different Version of LI

There are many ways to achieve the goals of LI, and in this section I want to talk about
one of them, and I will call the result “LI*”. The differences are superficial, technically
speaking, but LI* allows for an easier comparison between a logic that allows context
changes and LD, and it provides an easy way to recapitulate the lessons from §3.4 about
the unexpected features of LI.
The three main technical innovations of LI have been the following: redefining the notion of an argument as a sequence of context-sentence pairs (as opposed to just a sequence
of sentences), defining similarity between conversational situations (i.e. sequences of contexts), which in turn helped define validity not just as guaranteed truth in all contexts (as
in LD), but as guaranteed truth in all similar conversational situations.44
LI* sticks to the traditional notion of an argument: just a sequence of sentences, with
the last one thought of as the conclusion (to avoid ambiguity, I will call these “arguments*”). In my terminology, an argument* is simply a conversational thread.45 LI* will
keep the notion of similarity from LI; but it will change the definition of validity, so that
arguments (i.e. conversational threads) are said to be valid* only relative to a particular
conversational situation. More formally,
44

I use “guaranteed truth” to mean: if the premises are true, the conclusion is true.

45

Recall that I talk of sequences of sentences, instead of sets, only because it makes exposition easier. I
make no use of this peculiarity, philosophically speaking.
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Definition 7. An argument* xφ1 , φ2 , . . . φn y, where we think of φn as the conclusion, is

 xc1, c2, . . . cny iff for any conversational situation CS 1  xc11 , c21 , . . . cn1 y similar to CS, if p@i P r1, n  1sqφi is true in ci1 , then

valid* relative to, that is, in, a conversational situation CS
φn is true in cn1 .

The main reason I prefer LI over LI* is that in LI, logic is analyzing the things we take
part in, that is, arguments made up of utterances, which take place at a time, a place, etc.
Arguments as sequences of sentences in their own contexts thus mimic best those things
that our intuitions are about. A second, and much less important, reason is that we can
see a clear path from LD-validity to LI-validity: instead of quantifying over all context
sequences of a certain, very restrictive type (i.e. those formed by having the same context
throughout), we liberalize the domain of quantification (all sequences of contexts), and
then restrict it to similar conversational situations, so that we don’t run afoul of Soames’s
challenge. On the other hand, it is much clearer why LD is a special case of LI*: since in
LD we only look at validity relative to a single fixed context, and since all contexts are
formally alike, this relativity need not be mentioned. Once we move to LI*, we see that
the notion of validity relative to a sequence of contexts was implicit in LD.
The biggest advantage of LI* over LI is that we preserve the notion of an argument,
familiar from FOL, as made up of sentences, and nothing else. This gets rid of questions
about what it takes to know what argument* we are making: it’s all about knowing the
logical form of the sentences used. Recall that in LI, participants always risked not knowing what argument they were making, by not knowing who was speaking at some point,
or what day it was, etc. In LI* we still have a version of that problem, in that participants
are not guaranteed to know the logical form of the sentence being used; just think of ambiguities, or, even simpler, hearing problems. But we are used to these issues from FOL,
so we put them aside, as customary.
The epistemic problems don’t go away by the stroke of a pen, of course; LI* just shifts
them from arguments to validity. According to LI*, in order to know if an argument* they
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are making is valid, the participants need to know if it is valid in their own conversational
situation. And, just as before, their epistemic access to the conversational situation is not
provided merely by their being participants. The fact that it is their own situation that
matters is reminiscent of the definition of truth simpliciter in LD, inherited by both LI and
LI*: a sentence φ uttered in context c is true just in case the proposition expressed is true
relative to c. In the same way, when an argument* made in conversational situation CS
should be checked for validity relative to CS.
LI* shows nicely where worries about analyticity and aprioricity come from: since
validity* is only a relative notion, and since it is relative to sequences of contexts, our
knowledge of validity* depends on knowledge about non-linguistic matters. What we do
know a priori is that, given an argument*, it would be valid* relative to conversational
situations with certain formal properties, and invalid relative to others. But in order to
know the form of a conversational situation here and now, we need to know something
about the world, the participants in our conversation, and our positions in the world.
We also see clearly the conceptual gap between LD and a logic that allows context
changes: validity* is not defined over all contexts. Instead, it takes a look first at the situation in which the argument* is made, and then quantifies over a similarity class of context
sequences. So we pay attention, on the one hand, to a particular conversational situation,
and only then do we quantify, and even that is restricted by information regarding the
form of that situation that is determined by the facts of that situation. This influence of
the original situation on its formal representation is what brings many of the seemingly
unsettling logical truths and validities which formed the topic of much of this chapter.46
46

I should also note that LI* comes closer than LI to the notion of validity proposed in Georgi (2011), but
there are still important differences. First, Georgi defines validity as a property of sentences relative to a
single context, not to a sequence. Second, in my definition of validity*, I quantify over all context sequences
which bear certain abstract relations; Georgi takes that very context, and never allows it to vary, depending
instead on allowing different interpretations of non-logical vocabulary. Conceptually, this second difference trades on distinct conceptions of logic. However, it is not trivial to figure out how much this second
difference matters “on the ground”, i.e. in what gets counted as valid and what does not.
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3.6

Two Kinds of Logical Truth, Conversationally Speaking

I have argued that LI logical truths may seem unusual, but there are good reasons to accept them as such. Still, there is something to the feeling of unease towards some of them.
My diagnosis is that the source is what we expect from logic, especially in its practical
relation to the ways we talk and argue. As I pointed out above, this has more to do with
symbolization, broadly speaking, what we might call “logicization”, or “formalization”,
than with formal logic by itself, but that is not an objection; formal logic and semantics, as
conceived here, may well be about some Platonic realm, but only via sublunar activities
and language use. In this section, I propose a way to divide LI logical truths into two
groups, based on independently needed differences between kinds of knowledge that we
assume conversational participants have.

3.6.1

What We Expect, and What We Assume

My intuitive motivations for LI have been examples like the following:
(4) Josh, the weatherman, says “It’s raining today”. The next day, Josh says “It rained
yesterday”.
(5) Jerry says to Elaine: “If you want to go to the movies, we’ll go to the movies.” Elaine
replies: “I do want to go to the movies.”
Both are cases in which, I claim, the sentences have the makings of an argument because of relations between their respective contexts of utterance. The contexts by themselves, of course, cannot constitute an argument, just as two or three trees cannot constitute an argument. But neither can the sentences by themselves, for two reasons: indexicals
need contexts to gain a semantic value, without which the sentences do not get a truth
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value; and if the contexts did not fit just so, the truth of “It’s raining today” would have
no logical connection to the truth of “It rained yesterday”.
As far as truth preservation due to the form of the sentences and the contexts, the two
examples are alike. In this section, I want to draw your attention to one way in which
they are not.
Let’s start with Josh. Suppose that, instead of the way I presented the situation, he was
wrong, and two days passed between his assertions. Josh normally presents the weather
every day. On Monday he correctly says “it’s raining today”. The next time he’s up, he
speaks as if he got it right the previous day. But he momentarily forgot that on Tuesday
they had a guest star present the weather, so his own services had not been needed. In
any case, when he says “It rained yesterday” on Wednesday, he didn’t in fact manage to
repeat what he had said on Monday (in Frege’s sense of “repeat”).
The new argument would not be valid, of course, since in some conversational situations it didn’t rain on Tuesday. So the premise would be true and the conclusion false.
All the better for LI, since that is indeed its verdict. But I want to ask another question:
what kind of mistake did Josh make? It seems to me that it is a plain case of a mistaken
belief about the world, and his place in time. It is the same kind of mistake as one makes
in thinking they are in Paris when they are in Las Vegas: they look a little alike, unless
one looks carefully. Conversationally speaking, nothing went amiss with Josh. As an announcer on TV, he ought to be better informed about these things; but as a mere speaker,
he is just wrong about the passage of time. “Was that yesterday, or the day before yesterday?” We all have pondered such questions.
My claim is that, conversationally speaking, most uses of “I” and “you” are governed
by a stronger norm. If you don’t keep track of conversational participants, you are in a
worse way than Josh. One could think of this as a Gricean norm, not in the sense that
it follows from one of his conversational maxims, but in the sense that keeping track of
participants is a prerequisite for making contributions suitable to the thrust and purpose
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of the conversation.47 After all, the purpose of the conversation is related to the individual
purposes of the individual participants, and if you don’t keep track of the participants,
you are likely to make inadequate conversational moves. I hope this already strikes the
reader as intuitive. In case it does not, let me make my point more slowly.
Conversations are the natural place for arguments like (5). One could discuss cases of
talking to oneself, and we will come back to them shortly. But typically, context changes
with respect to the participants can be found when the participants are participating in a
conversation (hence their name), addressing each other. People may come into a conversation or leave it; people may be addressed and say nothing in reply; sometimes, someone
else may reply for them. But in the simplest case, we have situations like Jerry and Elaine
trying to decide whether they should go to a movie.
Before I elaborate, let me make one point clear. LI does not require that arguments
be placed in a real conversation. Arguments are merely sequences of context-sentence
pairs, however they come to be produced, whether in reaction to one another or not. So
if I want to contradict something Kant said, I can do it, even though we are not talking.
Even more dramatically, I can contradict Kant without meaning to: I can simply utter the
negation of something Kant said (provided the contexts are related in appropriate ways;
recall that the negation of a sentence in one context may have the same truth value as an
utterance of that sentence in another context, as we saw in the case of Napoleon). So why
am I talking about conversations? Because that is the typical setting for using indexicals,
especially ones related to conversational roles, like “I” and “you”.
Keeping track of who is speaking, and to whom, is, in one sense, a bit of world knowledge. But it is a special part of world knowledge, in that our linguistic actions depend on
47

Here, I have in mind the Cooperative Principle, as stated in Grice ([1975] 1989b, p. 26): “Make your
conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose
or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged”. Note also that Gricean norms are also to
be followed ceteris paribus; mistakes are always allowed, there are ways to recover from them, and there
may be conversations in which the requirement to keep track of participants is overridden by some other
purpose.
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it in a much tighter way than on any other kinds of background knowledge. By contrast,
keeping track of days is just like any other feature of the world that we expect people to
be aware of. I expect you to remember some of what you did yesterday, and that you
did it yesterday; but if you don’t, or if you are unsure whether that was yesterday or
the day before, we can fix the unclarity, and move on. If Jerry didn’t realize that Elaine
was replying to him, his failure would be much more grave from the point of view of the
conversation (though it too can be fixed, of course).
Let me introduce a technical term: I will say that it is assumed that participants in a
conversation keep track of all other participants. I don’t mean that they know who they
are, in some robust sense of knowing who, just that when X says “you” to Y, and then Y uses
“I”, it is assumed that everyone party to the conversation knows this relational fact about
the two contexts: that the addressee of one step in the conversation is the speaker of the
next. My claim can be put this way: it is not assumed, in this technical sense, that speakers
keep track of days as a constitutive part of the conversation, i.e. as a conversational norm.
I will say that knowing about the passage of days is expected, but not assumed. When it
comes to logic, some LI validities depend on things we assume, and some depend on
things we expect. Which brings me to my diagnosis: some LI validities that may seem
unlogical depend on things we expect, and since the latter kind of knowledge is of a
most ordinary, empirical kind, we feel unease at calling them logical validities. But at the
metaphysical level, both kinds of truth depend on formal relations between contexts.
That there is a difference between conversational roles and relations between days
ought to be clear. The first one is something that, to a large extent, we do: we take turns
in speaking, we signal when we want to keep talking and when we want to interrupt,
we perform speech acts. This is systematic action, a good source of data for systematic
accounts. It is the topic of Conversational Analysis, as pioneered in Sacks et al. (1974);
they point out, for instance, that turn taking is a kind of activity not specific to conversations, since it can also be seen in games, standing in line, etc. The management of turn
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taking is a rule-guided, complex activity, and our use of person-indexicals rides on this
independently important structuring of conversations.48 Days just change, without a care
for our conversations or our actions.
There could be two broad kinds of reasons for a scientist’s attention to conversational
roles, as opposed to changes in days. One is that our role is much larger in changes in
speakers and addressees, which are created by our actions, than in day changes, which
happen quite independently of us. The latter are really nothing very interesting; astronomy tells us about the Earth revolving around the Sun, and the human practice of dividing time into days is not all that complicated. The way this particular division was set up
may constitute an interesting bit of intellectual history, but the way days actually change
does not. Conversational roles, though, are, to a large extent, up to us. And not just in
the sense that human action is what set up the conditions for there being conversational
roles. It is also something we all do, every time we talk to others.
The other reason is that systematic changes in conversational roles affect the way we
plan our contributions to a conversation much more than day changes. The latter matter
for some indexicals, for tenses, and for any plans that have to do with the calendar. But
keeping track of participants comes before it; it is not only important for settling on which
indexicals to use, and which way to look when we speak, but also for what we say, what
we can presuppose, and what we expect the effect of what we say to be.
Let me give just one example from speech act theory, to illustrate how robust is the
notion of participant in a conversation. For instance, Clark & Carlson (1982) have argued
that we ought to take into account not just speakers and addressees, but also the hearers, towards whom some speech acts may be directed. Their leading example was from
Othello:
Othello, to Desdemona, in front of Iago and Roderigo: Come, Desdemona. (Clark
& Carlson (1982, p. 332))
48

See Hutchby & Wooffitt (2008) for a good introduction.
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Their claim is that Othello had several goals. One was to get the addressee, Desdemona, to come with him. But he also wanted to inform Iago and Roderigo of his request
to Desdemona.49 His utterance would have been no good had he been addressing them;
the fact that they were merely third parties was what enabled him to perform the speech
act of informing them of his request that way.50 In English, there are no indexicals specialized on hearers qua hearers; so LI has nothing interesting to say about them. But knowledge about participants will be relevant to various parts of theories about language, and
that supports the distinction between what we assume, and what we merely expect.

3.6.2

What We Assume about Ourselves as Participants

At this point, it would be tempting to think that, using the artificial lingo I introduced
above, we assume that people know everything about participants, and we expect people
to know about the passing days. So figuring out that certain utterances constitute valid
arguments based on tracking participants would be epistemically more available than
those tracking days. But things may not be so simple.
As we noted above, out topic is not really logical validities; it is ways to capture logical forms out of conversations. This is fraught with practical difficulties, as we already
know from trying to symbolize English sentences. Indeed, even those difficulties come at
various levels: we may mis-hear what was said; the speaker may pronounce a word in a
way that is unfamiliar to us; due to inattention, we may think the speaker said something
other than what she did, etc. And even when all this is taken care of, we still face ambiguities of form or vocabulary. Knowing who the participants are helps figure out the truth
49

A bit of context: at that point in the play, Othello needs to leave to fight off a threat against Cyprus. He
wants to take Desdemona with him, and she agrees. They have an hour before his departure (and he wants
her to come with him for that hour), and in the following morning Desdemona, along with the official
orders, will be brought to his ship by Iago and his wife; so it is important that Iago know what the plan is.
Roderigo is only a rejected suitor, and he plays no role in Othello’s plans, though one might suspect Othello
wanting to make it clear that Desdemona was to come with him, not Roderigo.
50

For a fuller picture of Clark’s views, see Clark (1996).
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values of what is said: if one speaker says “I am Barack Obama”, but we don’t know who
said it, we cannot evaluate what he said. As emphasized earlier, we don’t need that much
to know if an argument is valid or not; we just need to keep track of participants, which is
just as hard as figuring out the logical forms of the sentences uttered.
A more radical complication is that one might think that not all keeping track of participants is on the same level. I discussed earlier the case of Margaret Thatcher unknowingly
talking to herself. If she says “I am identical to you”, LI counts that as a logical truth, one
which the prime-minister is not at fault for not knowing. Here’s the problem: should we
say that we assume that the speaker knows if she is talking to herself, just as we expect her
to keep track of all participants, or should we say that we merely expect her to, on a par
with expecting her to know if a day passed from her last speech in front of a mirror?
I am not sure how to answer that question, in large part because I see good reasons
for both options. On the one hand, keeping track of yourself among mirror reflexions just
doesn’t seem like it should be part of the kind of knowledge essential to conversational
participation. On the other hand, when you keep track of others in a conversation, it
might sometimes happen that you need to worry about mirror reflexions, shadows, fogs,
strange angles, and other film noir paraphernalia. And, besides, we do almost always
recognize ourselves in mirrors; they would be pretty useless if we did not.
But I do have two observations about the issue. First, the answer depends in great
part on figuring out how to draw the distinction between assuming and expecting. It
seems clear to me that participants, and especially their taking turns, are integral to a
conversation in a way in which days and places are not. Knowing the former kind of fact
is part of being in the conversation; knowing the latter is merely part of. . . keeping track
of days and places. But this leaves many questions open. What is the relation between
assuming, in my sense, and Stalnakerian common ground? Is there more to assuming
than keeping track of participants? If Clark is correct, and some hearers are also important
for speech act theory, does keeping track of them have the same status as keeping track
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of speakers and addressees, even if no indexicals pick them out qua hearers? And how
should we think of the first person plural pronoun, “we”? Should we think of assuming
on the model of keeping track of anaphoric relations?
My second observation is that if we decide that Thatcher’s situation falls on the side
of expecting, rather than assuming, this opens up a series of related questions (they may
arise anyway, but perhaps less pressingly). In her case, the question was about the relation
between speaker and addressee of a single sentence. What happens when we add more
sentences? Is it the case that each speaker only needs to keep track of others, but not of
him- or herself?
Take a conversational situation made up of four contexts, with the following relations
between participants: every speaker addresses someone else, and the speaker of each of
the first three contexts is identical to the addressee of the next context (that is,
i
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just imagine a line of 4 people, each addressing the one in front, with

the last one saying nothing). As agreed, we will say that the participants need to keep
track of the last kind of fact, that the speaker becomes the addressee in the next step. If
we should not assume that Thatcher knows if she is addressing herself, why should we
assume that S3 knows that he is the addressee of the second step? What makes facts about
a single context different from facts about pairs of contexts? And if we decide to treat
them the same, why is keeping track of oneself different from keeping track of others?
After all, we are requiring of S4 to keep track of everyone, as they say their respective
sentences. Conversations are public and collaborative; shouldn’t all participants bear the
same responsibility? Why should I assume that others keep track of me, if I don’t?
The point of these rhetorical questions is this: we (the conversation participants) are
all in it (the conversation) together. We assume that everyone tracks each other, and therefore we assume the same of ourselves. And we know we can fail, just as we know the
others can fail. But getting the structure of the conversation right is a prerequisite for
participating in it successfully, and that places special epistemic constraints on us all.
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List of Examples
(1) John is happy. Therefore, John is happy.
(2) Today is my birthday. Therefore, today is my birthday.
(3) I’m hungry. If I’m hungry, I should eat. Therefore, I should eat.
(4) Josh says “It’s raining today”. The next day, Josh says “It rained yesterday”.
(5) Jerry says to Elaine: “If you want to go to the movies, we’ll go to the movies.” Elaine
replies: “I do want to go to the movies.”
(6) James Madison says to Napoleon: “I’m taller than you are”. Napoleon replies (correctly) to Madison: “You’re not taller than I am”
(7)

xrc1, “It’s raining today”s, rc2, “It rained yesterday”sy

(8)

xrc1, “I am hungry”s, rc2, “I am hungry”sy

(9)

xrc3, “You are hungry”s, rc4, “You are hungry”sy

(10)

xrc5, “I am hungry”s, rc6, “You are hungry”sy

(11) A says to B: “I am your sibling”. B says to C: “I am your sibling”. As a conclusion,
C says to A: “I am your sibling”.
(12)

xrc3, “It will rain tomorrow”s, rc4, “It rained yesterday”sy

(13)

xrpErnst Mach, Ernst Mach, D, W q, “I am identical to you”sy
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(14)

xrpWilliam James, Ernst Mach, D 1, W q, “You are a genius”s, rpErnst Mach, Ernst Mach,
D, W q, “I am identical to you”sy

(15) You, you, you, and you can leave, but you stay.
(16) You owe a dollar to him and to her.
(17) He owes a dollar to you and you.
(18) That is bigger than that.
(19) I am bigger than I am.
(20) Now you see it; now you don’t.
(21) You’re either seeing a dominantly green image now, [you flip the switch] or you’re
seeing a dominantly green image now.
(22) [Jumping in one corner] It sounds more hollow here than [now I jump over towards
the middle of the room] here.
(23) [For any sentence φ] φ Ø @φ
(24) I exist.
(25) I am here.
(26) [For any sentence φ] φ 6 @φ
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